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SUM MARY

This research work was undertaken to solve an industrial problem related to roll-to- 

roll production of dye-sensitised solar cells (DSCs). It is possible to manufacture 

DSCs in a roll-to-roll production line on a sheet metal such as titanium. However, 

DSCs produced in such a way are not commercially viable due to the use of 

expensive titanium metal. Therefore, the intention behind this work was to utilize a 

cheap sheet metal such as ECCS (electro chrome coated steel) to manufacture DSCs 

in a roll-to-roll production facility of TATA steel Europe, as this project was funded 

by them.

Unfortunately, ECCS corrodes in the IVI3' redox electrolyte present in a DSC 

therefore, to protect ECCS from the corrosion whilst using it as a DSC substrate was 

the real challenging task in this research. In order to solve this problem high 

temperature resistant polyimide based coatings were developed which can be used to 

coat ECCS substrates whilst maintaining excellent dimensional stability at the DSC 

processing temperatures. Such coatings were electrically conducting which helped 

preserve the electrical conductivity o f the underlying metallic substrate.

Electrically conductive polyimides were developed by simply blending conductive 

fillers such as carbon materials and titanium nitride. It was initially thought that 

carbon/polyimide based coatings would be suitable for this application. However, 

severe interfacial charge recombination and poor reflectivity made carbon/PI 

coatings inferior compared to the TiN/PI coatings. TiN/PI coatings performed well 

but poor reflectivity produced low current outputs. Moreover, TiN/PI was found to 

reduce the catalytic activity of thermally deposited platinum therefore it was not 

useful as a counter electrode material. As a solution to these problems, TiN and 

carbon materials based hybrid coatings were developed. Hybrid coatings did perform 

efficiently in terms of overall PV performance but due to poor reflectivity, such 

coatings also produced low Jsc values. However, counter electrodes prepared using 

hybrid coating demonstrated excellent PV performance with thermally deposited 

platinum.

Furthermore, TCO (transparent conducting oxide) free glass substrates can also be 

used to manufacture low-cost PV devices when coated with these conductive 

coatings.
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1.1 Introduction

A dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC) is a special type of excitonic device 111 that 

contains a thin layer of mesoporous TiCh sensitized with a metal- complex dye. 

DSCs with reasonable efficiency were first reported by Michael Gratzel and Brian 

O’Regan in their pioneering paper published in 199111]. One aspect of DSCs that 

make them particularly attractive is the relatively inexpensive and readily available 

nature of their major components, in contrast with the traditional 1st and 2nd 

generations’ homo and hetero junction photovoltaic devices 121 where the 

manufacturing cost is still primarily dependant on the raw materials.

In a classical DSC architecture, the working electrode consists of a mesoporous film 

of Ti0 2  nanoparticles deposited on a conductive substrate and sensitized with an 

organometallic ruthenium-based dye I1]. Optimum properties for the oxide film are 

obtained by high temperature sintering (at 450-500 °C) of a titania paste, hence 

limiting the range of materials qualifying as electrode substrate. Typically, the 

working electrode is prepared on a TCO (transparent conducting oxide) coated glass, 

which is transparent, electrically conductive and high-temperature stable [3). 

However, TCO coated glass sheets are not flexible in nature thus large scale 

industrial manufacturing of TCO based DSCs in a roll-to-roll operation line could 

be a difficult task to achieve 141.

Metal-mounted reverse-illuminated DSCs l5’ 61 on the other hand are becoming 

popular due to their flexibility and superior electrical conductivity, which allow their 

roll-to-roll processing. For instance, titanium metal foil 171 has already been 

successfully introduced as a working electrode material in commercialised DSC 

products I8,91. However, for obvious economic reasons, it would be preferable to use 

lower cost metal materials such as steel. An inherent difficulty in this case relates to 

controlling or inhibiting the corrosion of the metal sheet when in contact with the 

aggressive IVI3" electrolyte 1101 used in a DSC. This issue may be solved by applying 

a protective coating (with good electrical conductivity and high temperature 

stability) to prevent any contact between the electrolyte and the underlying metal. 

Hence, this thesis is based on formulation of protective coatings for low-cost steel 

(e.g. ECCS) mounted dye-sensitized solar cells followed by their photovoltaic (PV) 

characterization using optical and electrochemical techniques.
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1.2 Solar energy

The sun is an unparalleled source of energy, which is cost-free, clean and abundant. 

Nuclear fusion of hydrogen atoms is mainly responsible for the enormous amount of 

energy that is being produced by the sun [11]. The energy from the sun reaches the 

earth in the form of electromagnetic radiation, which can be converted into 

electricity to fulfil earth’s energy requirements. It has been calculated that the earth’s 

annual energy demand is approximately 1.3 x 105 TWh, which is equivalent to the 

energy we get from the sun in just 6 hours1121. Therefore, efforts have been made in 

order to harness the sun’s energy in different ways among which solar photovoltaics 

is a reliable method of electricity generation1131.

1.3 Photovoltaic technologies

A photovoltaic cell or most commonly known as a ‘solar cell’ converts sun’s energy 

into electricity. The discovery of photovoltaic effect in 1839 pioneered this 

technology, which led to a breakthrough in 1954, when a group of scientists at Bell 

laboratories manufactured the first ever silicon based solar cell with merely 6% 

photoconversion efficiency [14]. Ever since this discovery, a great deal of 

technological advancement has been achieved in this field and almost sixty years 

later, the efficiency of the traditional silicon based solar cells has now reached 

beyond 20% I15]. However, the silicon based first generation solar cells are an 

expensive means of energy conversion, as they require high purity crystalline silicon 

1151. Details about these first generation solar cells can be found in Table 1.1, which 

also provides information about different types of photovoltaic cells (lab-scale) with 

accredited record efficiency values.

Investigations on low-cost device manufacturing started several decades ago with the 

development of a thin film photovoltaic device made of copper sulphide and 

cadmium sulphide arranged in a bi-layer fashion. This device was first reported in 

1972 directing the PV technology towards the next level, which is often referred to 

as the ‘second generation’ or 2 G I16]. Today’s improved versions of 2G solar cells are 

mainly based on CIGS (copper-indium-gallium-selenide) and GalnP (gallium- 

indium-phosphide) based thin film materials [17’ 181 capable of converting over 20% 

of the sun’s energy into electricity. Thin film technology has the potential to become 

a low-cost alternative in the future that can replace existing 1G solar cells however,
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there are several technological issues that need to be addressed before it becomes a 

reality.

TABLE 1.1: Best performing photovoltaic devices tested under global AM 1.5 spectrum 
(1000 W/m2) at 25 °C -  reproduced from 09,22]

Classification Efficiency

(%)

Area

(cm2)

V oc(V ) Jsc

(mA/cm2)

Fill factor 

(%)

Test centre 

(date)

Si-Wafer based

Si (large crystalline) 24.7 101.8 0.75 39.5 83.2 AIST (12/12)

Si (large crystalline) 24.2 155.1 0.72 40.5 82.9 NREL (5/10)

Si (large crystalline) 19.5 242.7 0.65 39.0 76.7 FhGISE (3/11)

Inorganic thin film

GalnP 20.8 0.24 1.45 16.04 89.3 NREL (5/13)

CIGS (thin film) 20.8 0.5 0.75 34.77 79.2 FhG-ISE (10/13)

CIGSS (Cd free) 19.7 0.49 0.68 37.06 77.8 AIST (11/12)

CZTSS (thin film) 12 0.43 0.49 34.8 69.4 Newport (7/13)

CZTS (thin film) 8.5 0.23 0.7 16.83 70.9 AIST (1/13)

Excitonic

Dye sensitised 11.9 1 0.74 22.47 71.2 AIST (9/12)

Dye-sensitised 12.3 1 0.92 17.05 77.9 IMT, Switzerland

Dye sensitised 9.9 17.11 0.71 19.4 71.4 AIST (8/10)

Perovskite 14.1 0.2 1 21.34 65.7 Newport (5/13)

Organic 11.1 0.15 0.86 17.81 72.2 AIST (10/12)

The original research into excitonic or ‘third generation’ (3G) solar cell devices 

began prior to 2G. The photovoltaic nature of a single crystal o f anthracene was first 

discovered by Kallmann and Pope in 1959 I20]. However, they could not clearly 

explain the phenomenon of exciton separation in the anthracene molecule when 

illuminated under sunlight1201. Years after this discovery, a research by Tang et al. in 

1986 first proposed a donor/acceptor based excitonic PV device based on organic 

semiconductors with 1% photoconversion efficiency (PCE) [2lK Five years later 

came the discovery of the dye-sensitized solar cell by Gratzel and O ’Regan PCEs 

o f various excitonic devices have improved steadily in subsequent years, and include 

the cobalt electrolyte based dye-sensitized cells with over 12% photoconversion
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efficiency to date |221. Due to simple manufacturing techniques and lower cost, 3G 

solar cells could emerge as a low cost means of electricity generation in the near 

future.

1.4 Dye-sensitized solar cells

According to Michael Gratzel, dye-sensitized solar cells mimic the charge separation 

process in photosynthesis |231. This type of typical excitonic cell contains a high 

surface area TiCb photoanode sensitized with a metal complex dye. ,241. The 

photosensitive component of this device is the dye-sensitized TiC>2, which is 

normally sandwiched between two TCO-glass electrodes accompanied by a redox 

electrolyte (ideally IVI3" couple) and a Pt-based catalyst. DSCs with transparent glass 

electrodes can be illuminated from both the forward (working electrode side) and 

reverse (counter electrode side) as illustrated in Figure 1.1 and subsequently in 

Figure 1.5. Some important features of this device include simple manufacturing 

processes, inexpensive raw materials and impressive photovoltaic performance 111

Pt catalyst

FIGURE 1.1: Simplified Illustration o f  a forward illuminated DSC.

For instance, most of its components are easily available from local suppliers, which 

can be used to manufacture a fully functional device for recreational purpose. Some 

DIY experts have used TiOz extracted from donut icing and red-wine (or tea) to 

manufacture homemade devices I25-26!. Therefore, it is possible to manufacture DSCs 

at lower cost with respect to other contemporary technologies. In addition, DSCs can
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be fabricated on transparent glass as well as flexible metallic and non-metallic 

substrates |8, 271, which is suitable for aesthetic and BIPV (building integrated 

photovoltaics) applications respectively ,2S|. Thus, there is a strong possibility of 

global industrialization of this technology in the near future as it has already 

attracted the attention of several multinational companies including TATA steel |291, 

Sony |3G|, Samsung 1311 and Merck ,32l  Furthermore, DSCs have a growing market in 

consumer electronics due to their outstanding low-light performance *331.

1.4.1 Operating principle

1.4.1.1 Charge transfer

A standard DSC is a photoelectrochemical device, which functions in the presence of 

any source of visible light obeying the principles of oxidation and reduction. The 

photon to current conversion within a DSC takes place through a combination of 

several charge transfer steps shown in Figure 1.2.

Energy level
Counter electrodeWorking electrode

LUMO

Fermi level

00

0.5 -

1.0 -
HOMO

ElectrolyteDye

TCO glass TCO glass

FIGURE 1.2: Schematic representation o f electron transfer kinetics within a DSC.

The first stage involves photoexcitation of the dye-sensitizer (preferably, Ru-metal 

based) adsorbed onto the porous Ti0 2  photoanode. This promotes the charge carriers 

from the ground state (S) to the excited state (S*) of the dye molecule. The excited 

electrons are then injection into the TiCU conduction band causing oxidation of the 

photosensitive dye 1341 as shown below in equations 1.1 and 1 .2 .
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S + hv-> S* [1.1]

S* S+ + e' (Ti02) [1.2] [S+ = oxidised dye-molecule]

The injected electrons in the TiCh conduction band travel through the porous 

structure towards the electrically conductive working electrode (e.g. TCO glass) and 

finally reach the counter electrode through an external circuit connected between the 

working and the counter electrodes of a DSC 1351.

Finally, reduction o f the oxidized photosensitizer (S+) takes place by the iodide ion 

(I ) which itself oxidizes to the triiodide ion (I3). The oxidised I3' ion is then diffuses 

towards the counter electrode where in presence of the platinum catalyst it reduces 

back to the T state [34,35].

S+ + e'-> S [1.3]

I3’ + 2e'-> 31" [1.4]

Some limiting factors that may affect the DSC operation include 1341:

1. The HOMO-LUMO gap of the dye-sensitizer must be small enough to 

facilitate absorption of visible light at longer wavelengths. In addition, a 

negative energy gap between the LUMO and the TiC>2 conduction band

enhances the rate of electron injection to the semiconductor film.

2. On the other hand, the HOMO of the dye-sensitizer should be more positive 

than the redox potential of the electrolyte. This results in faster reduction o f 

the dye-molecule by the redox couple.

3. V0c acts as a driving force for the electron transfer process occurring in a 

DSC, which is normally governed by the energy gap between the Fermi level 

o f the semiconductor and the redox potential o f the electrolyte.
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1.4.1.2 Charge recombination

The photovoltaic performance of a DSC can be severely affected by recombination 

of the photogenerated electrons with the dye and the redox electrolyte |34). However, 

compared to fast charge injection from the photosensitizer into the conduction band 

of the TiOi, charge recombination between the oxidised dye and the injected 

electrons takes place at much slower rate, between micro and milliseconds. In 

addition, faster electron transfer (~ 100  ps) from the T species into the oxidised dye 

also helps suppress the recombination between the injected electrons and the dye 

ground state. Faster re-generation of the dye ground state also reduces the possibility 

of electron recombination from the S* to S state, which is relatively slower than the 

re-generation process |34’36l.
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\  \  eV
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FIG U R E 1.3: Charge recombination kinetics within a DSC.

The electrons injected into the conduction band of the TiChfilm can also recombine 

with the tri-iodide (I3 ) ions. This type of charge recombination mostly occurs at the 

TiCb/electrolyte interface due to high surface area of the mesoporous semiconductor 

film. However, charge recombination at the TCO glass/electrolyte interface may also 

occur if it is not fully covered by the Ti0 2  film. This primary recombination process 

could significantly reduce the PV performance of a DSC, which is very similar to the 

recombination in atypical p-n junction device. Thus, the current obtained due to this 

type of recombination is often referred to as the ‘dark current’ |34’371.



1.5 DSC components

In the standard DSC designed by Gratzel and co-workers, the dye-sensitized TiCE 

film was sandwiched between two TCO coated glass electrodes (Figure 1.4). A 

redox electrolyte containing I /I3'couple was then injected through a tiny hole present 

in the platinum (Pt) deposited counter electrode. A detailed schematic of a device has 

already been presented in Figure 1.1. Thus, this section will focus on the individual 

DSC components with recent literature examples.

FIGURE 1.4: Various components o f  a dye-sensitized solar cell.

1.5.1 W orking electrodes

The working electrode (WE) of a dye-sensitized solar cell is an electrically 

conductive (with low electrical resistance) substrate, which provides physical 

support to the mesoporous TiCh photoanode. Due to its conductive nature, the WE 

also helps extract electrons from the TiCE conduction band to the external circuit |1J. 

In a traditional DSC architecture, transparent WEs are preferred over opaque ones to 

construct a forward illuminated device where the incident photons directly interact 

with the photosensitive component to yield maximum photon-to-current conversion 

efficiency (Figure 1.1) |3S|. However, the transparent WE can also be replaced by an 

opaque metal substrate in case of metal-mounted DSCs. In this case a transparent 

counter electrode (CE) is required in combination with the opaque WE to construct 

the device ,381.The transparent CE should also conduct electricity in order to collect 

electrons from the external circuit. A DSC with an opaque WE is termed as a 

‘reverse illuminated’ device (Figure 1.5), which can lead to lower photoconversion
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efficiencies due to absorption of the visible light at around 430 nm by the triiodide 

species of the redox electrolyte ,39*.

A

•mm*

■ • • Pt catalyst .

e' ( t \ \  t  1

FIG U R E 1.5: Schematic representation o f a reverse illuminated dye-sensitized solar 
cell.

In contrast to glass based devices, the metal mounted DSCs are easy to handle and 

flexible in nature thus suitable for the large-scale production in a roll-to-roll 

manufacturing facility. However, it has been reported that the redox electrolyte 

present in the device could corrode the metallic working electrode ,,()|. Therefore, 

WE selection for a metal mounted DSC is a key part of the fabrication process.

Thus, in this section, the merits of existing working electrode materials are discussed 

in accordance with the goals of this thesis (as outlined in section 1.1 and 1.11).

1.5.1.1 Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) coated glass

Transparent conductive oxides or TCOs are high temperature resistant ceramic 

materials used in optoelectronic applications due to their high temperature stability 

and low electrical resistivity. TCOs were first produced by Badeker in 1907 followed 

by their large-scale production during World War II for aerospace applications |40<411.

Fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) and tin-doped indium oxides (ITO) are the most 

commonly used TCOs for various electronic applications including dye-sensitized 

solar cells. TCOs for DSC working electrode require low sheet resistance and high 

thermal stability due to the requirement for Ti02 sintering at 450°C. It was observed
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that at room temperature ITO demonstrates low electrical resistance, which gradually 

increases with temperature. Thus, ITO based WEs are not recommended for DSC 

application. On the other hand, resistance of FTO remains nearly the same at least up 

to 450°C -  500°C making it a credible choice for DSC fabrication l34,.The sheet 

resistance of an FTO coated glass varies between 8-15 fi/n  whereas for ITO it is in 

the order of 6-7 Q/n |34>42f

TCO coated glass WEs for DSC application can be developed in a number of ways 

including, spray pyrolysis [43), sol-gel techniques [441, chemical vapour depositionI45], 

chemical bath deposition 1461 and sputtering |47h The TCO film thickness in this case 

is usually maintained around 300 nm -  1000 nm I42,48].Despite several advantages, 

TCO coated glass WEs are fragile and inappropriate as DSC substrates for roll-to- 

roll manufacturing due to their rigidity.

1.5.1.2 Titanium metal

Titanium is an earth abundant material that consists 0.6% of the earth’s crust [491. 

Titanium demonstrates outstanding strength to weight ratio. Thus, the origin of its 

name is associated with the ‘Titans’ of Greek mythology I49J. It is flexible and 

corrosion resistant metal therefore it is a preferred WE material for roll-to-roll DSC 

manufacturing 171. In addition, upon heat treatment Ti develops a compact layer of 

TiCh on its surface which is beneficial for preventing recombination reactions 

(effects of TiC>2 protective layer is discussed in detail in the results sections) 

occurring at the WE/electrolyte interface 1501.

Dye-sensitized solar cells manufactured in a conventional way on Ti metal substrates 

with screen-printed TiC>2 films sintered at 500°C have already displayed over 7% 

photoconversion efficiencies [8]. Furthermore, as a step forward towards roll-to-roll 

manufacturing , Watson et al. used NIR heating technique to fast-sinter the 

mesoporous TiC>2 layer on Ti metal substrates achieving a sinter in only 12.5 seconds 

with comparable performance to devices sintered in a convection oven [6].

However, titanium extraction is an expensive and time-consuming process, which is 

why titanium metal is more expensive than the easily available ferrous alloys 1511. 

Thus, considering the aims of this project titanium based WEs will not be suitable as 

low-cost substrates for roll-to-roll production of metal mounted DSCs.
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1.5.1.3 Steel

In order to avoid the use of expensive titanium metal, the industrial sponsor of this 

project (TATA steel) was more inclined towards the use o f low-cost steels in this 

project as the company itself is one of the biggest producers of architectural steels in 

the Europe. Suitability of low-cost steels as DSC substrates had already been 

investigated by Dr. Bruce Phillip of Swansea University, during his doctoral project. 

A substantial portion of his research involved electrochemical investigations of 

coated (e.g. Aludip, Zalutite etc.) and uncoated (e.g. ECCS, stainless steel etc.) steel 

substrates in contact with the DSC electrolyte. From the first set of experiments, it 

was reported that most steel-based substrates failed to demonstrate corrosion 

resistant properties when exposed to the DSC electrolyte. However, stainless steel 

appeared to be very promising for DSC application, as it did not exhibit any signs of 

corrosion during the initial study. Hence, it was believed at that time that stainless 

steel could be a possible alternative to expensive Ti as a contemporary study also 

reported the same fact presenting device efficiencies over 4% in general l52,531.

Subsequent studies showed that stainless steel exhibited pitting corrosion after 

prolonged exposure in the I /I3" electrolyte solution rendering it unsuitable under 

long-term exposure. The same trend was observed by Kanta and Decroly when they 

used stainless steel electrodes in their study and immersed them in the electrolyte 

solution for few days 1541.

Thus, it is clear that steel-based substrates including stainless steel are unfavourable 

for DSC application in spite of their lower cost. However, steel-based substrates 

could be protected by applying a protective layer, which will prevent electrolyte 

exposure to the underlying metal. On the basis o f this principal TATA steel launched 

this research project where the primary aim was to develop a high-temperature 

resistant (due to the requirement for Ti0 2  sintering) and electrically conductive 

organic coating that could protect low-cost steel substrates from the electrolyte 

corrosion.

A TATA product ECCS was proposed as a low-cost substrate for DSC application. 

A high-temperature resistant polymer was chosen as a matrix for the conductive 

organic coatings, which are discussed in section 1.7 and 1.8.
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1.5.2 Titanium dioxide photoanode

The photoanode of a DSC consists of a dye-sensitized TiCh film, which is 

mesoporous in nature. Titanium dioxide is the most commonly used wide band-gap 

semiconductor material for this application due to its low-cost, easy availability and 

non-toxic nature. In addition, TiC>2 is an n-type semiconductor material with three 

naturally occurring polymorphs, anatase, rutile and brookite. The anatase TiC>2 (Eg = 

3.23 eV) is preferred for DSC application [55].

The TiC>2 photoanode for DSC application is normally prepared from a colloidal 

paste of TiC>2 nanoparticles of 10 -  30 nm size. Bigger nanoparticles (250 -  300 nm) 

can also be added in the same paste to scatter the incident photons leading to 

improvement in the device performance 1341. For low-cost device manufacturing, this 

TiCh paste can be deposited onto the working electrode using either a doctor blade or 

screen-printing technique followed by a high-temperature (450°C -  500°C) sintering 

step, which results in a mesoporous TiCh film with interconnected particles1341.

The thickness of a mesoporous TiC>2 film prepared in this way using a scotch tape 

can vary between 7-10 pm with an actual surface area o f approximately 1000 cm2/g. 

High surface area in this case promotes increased dye-adsorption in the mesoporous 

T i0 2134).

1.5.3 Dye sensitizer

The most commonly used dye in a typical dye-sensitized solar cell is a ruthenium (II) 

based complex, which absorbs between 400 -  800 nm. This dye is known as di- 

tetrabutylammoniumcis-bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2,-bipyridyl-4,4’- 

dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II) or N719 in short. The N719 dye (Figure 1.6) can exists 

in both protonated and de-protonated states. The protonated version is known as N3 

that can absorb up to 700 nm in the visible region 1561. The sensitization of the 

mesoporous TiC>2 takes place through the attachment of functional groups present in 

the Ru-dye with the surface of the semiconductor film. Thus, in case of N719 dye, 

the adsorption of the dye molecules onto the TiC>2 surface could occur via the 

carboxylate bidentate coordination as supported by FT-IR studies [58̂ 2]. The 

anchoring of the Ru-complex dye onto the semiconductor surface increases the
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interaction between the ligand and the TiCh conduction band facilitating better 

electron injection from the dye molecule into the mesoporous TiChl341.

C O O -

H O O C

H O O C

coo-

FIGURE 1.6: Chemical structure of the N719 Ruthenium, N3 has the same structure 
when all carboxylate groups are protonated [57).

1.5.4 Redox electrolyte

Reduction (re-generation) of the photosensitive Ru-dye in a typical DSC takes place 

via the electrolyte present in the device. This type of electrolyte can deliver electrons 

from the counter electrode to the oxidised dye molecule via a reduction-oxidation 

cycle, which is why it is most commonly known as a redox electrolyte. A redox 

electrolyte in a typical DSC is made of IVI3" ions that are initially reduced (e.g. I3' + 

2e' ->3I"couple) by the incoming electrons at the platinised counter electrode 

followed by its oxidation (e.g. I2 + I'~> I3 ) by the photosensitive dye. This 

electrolyte can frequently alter itself between reduced/oxidised and oxidised/reduced 

states, thus it can perform numerous redox cycles when used in a DSC 1631.

The T/l3'(iodide/tri-iodide) redox couple is a mixture of iodine and an iodide salt 

which can be prepared using lithium iodide, sodium iodide, potassium iodide, 

tetraalkylammonium iodide (R 4N I )  orimidazolium-derivative o f iodides 

(concentrations of 0.1 -  0.5 M) along with (0.05 -  0.1M) I2 solution. A non-protonic 

solvent (e.g. acetonitrile, propionitrile, methoxyacetonitrile, propylene carbonate, 

and their mixture) is mainly used to prepare the electrolyte solution in this case. It 

has been reported that the low viscosity electrolyte solvents give better performing 

cells due to faster ionic movement. Therefore, methoxyacetonitrile is chosen as a
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solvent for the Yfh~ redox couple as it gives the best performing cells (due to higher 

diffusion coefficient of I3', which is in the order of 5.4 - 6.2 x 10-6 cm2 s-1). The 

mesoporous TiC>2 adsorbs the cations (e.g. Li+, K+, Na+ and R4N+) liberated by the 

dissociation of iodide salts which in turn affects the device performance by shifting 

the conduction band level of the semiconductor film [34,64,651.

1.5.5 Catalyst

The counter electrode of a dye-sensitised solar cell is normally coated with a catalyst 

which catalyses the I3' reduction kinetics at the counter electrode helping the cell 

perform better. The catalyst is applied as a thin coating on the surface of the counter 

electrode. Platinum (Pt) and carbon (C) are commonly used catalyst materials for 

DSC application 1751.

The platinum catalyst is always preferred to fabricate DSCs because o f its superior 

catalytic activity. The catalytic performance of the platinum catalyst depends on the 

deposition method on the surface of the counter electrode. Normally, a solution of 

chloroplatinic acid hydrate (PhPtCle. XH2O) in isopropanol is used as a platinum 

precursor for pyrolytic deposition of Pt catalyst (at 400°C for 30 minutes in air) onto 

the counter electrode surface1661. However, there are other methods that can be used 

for Pt deposition; such methods include electrochemical deposition [6?1, sputtering 

1681, and spin coating [69). It has been found that electrochemically and vapour 

deposited Pt-catalyst are unstable in electrolyte solution I70, 71, 72,.The platinum 

catalyst is expensive and therefore efforts have been made towards the development 

of cheaper catalysts based on WC (tungsten carbide) and MoC (molybdenum 

carbide)1731.

The use of a carbon catalyst for DSCs was first proposed by Kay and Gratzel in 1996 

where allotropes of carbon such as, carbon black and graphite were used to coat the 

counter electrodes of the dye-sensitized solar cells[74). In addition, carbon nanotubes 

can also serve as a counter electrode catalyst 1751. Nevertheless, platinum is the 

ultimate choice for DSCs.

1.5.6 Sealant

A DSC should be sealed perfectly to prevent electrolyte leakage and solvent 

evaporation. Therefore, a sealant material is required to perform this task. This
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sealant material should have chemical inertness towards the electrolyte and the other 

components of a dye-sensitised solar cell with good photochemical stability. In 

addition, sealant material should be durable without showing any signs o f 

degradation.

Several types of sealant have been proposed by various researchers such as epoxy 

glue [76], water glass (sodium silicate) 1741 and a vacuum sealant Torr Seal l77]. 

However, a copolymer of ethylene and acrylic acid, commercially known as Surlyn 

(Du Pont) acts as the best sealing material for DSCs which is chemically stable and 

relatively long lasting 1341.

1.5.7 Counter electrode

The counter electrode (CE) is typically also made of same material as the working 

electrode. FTO coated glass is the most widely used counter electrode material. In 

addition, different types of steels (including stainless and ECCS) and titanium metal 

can also be used as a counter electrode material for DSC application. The materials 

stated above have already been discussed in section 1.5.1. The counter electrode in a 

dye-sensitized solar cell acts as a substrate for the deposited catalyst and it must be 

electrically conductive to harvest electrons from the external circuit.

1.6 DSC characterization techniques

A dye-sensitized solar cell displays the characteristics of a photosensitive diode, 

which works according to the principals o f electrochemistry. Thus, characterization 

of a typical DSC often includes the solar simulation and electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) to assess the device performance accurately. Therefore, in this 

thesis both the solar simulation and EIS have been included for PV characterization 

along with optoelectronic transient measurements. This will help extract precise 

information about interfacial charge transfer and recombination reactions occurring 

in the fabricated devices.

1.6.1 Solar simulation technique

Unlike conventional diodes, DSCs are special type photosensitive diodes, which 

require sunlight to produce electricity under forward bias condition. The 

photoconversion efficiency of a dye-sensitized solar cell can be calculated from the
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current (I) produced within the device plotted against the applied voltage (V) 1781. 

The I-V characteristic of a DSC is normally measured under a standard solar 

spectrum of 1.5 air-mass (AM). This standard solar spectrum is simulated using a 

light source (preferably a xenon arc lamp) that provides artificial sun light with an 

intensity equivalent to 1000 W/m2 or 1 Sun. The AM 1.5 in this case represents a 

standard condition when the sunlight travels in the atmosphere 1.5 times longer than 

when the sun is at the zenith 1791.

Important quantities such as short-circuit current, Isc (when, V= 0) and open-circuit 

voltage, Voc (when, 1=0) can be determined from a typical I-V curve (Figure 1.7) 

obtained from the solar simulation technique.

Other important parameters such as, maximum power point Pmax and fill factor can 

also be derived from the I-V characteristics of a DSC. A brief description about each 

parameter can be found in Table 1.2 ,801.
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FIG U R E  1.7: Effect of incident light on the I-V characteristics o f  a DSC (taken from 
one o f the experiments shown in Chapter 3).
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TABLE 1.2: Quantities obtained from the current-voltage characteristics 1801.

Quantity Definition
Voc refers to the voltage between the terminals of the cell when I (current) = 

0
Isc can be defined as the short circuit current generated across the cell at 

voltage (V) = 0
Jsc is the short circuit current generated per unit area (I/Area) i.e. short 

circuit current density
Jmax is the maximum current density obtained from the J -V curve
Vmax is the maximum voltage obtained at the Jmaxin the J-V curve
Pmax is the product of Jmax x Vmax , which is the maximum power
FF is the ratio of the theoretically obtained power and the measured power.

FF = (Jmax X Vmax)/Jsc X Voc
TI refers to the efficiency of the cell = Jsc x Vocx FF/ Pmax

1.6.2 Optoelectronic transient technique

In optoelectronic transient measurement, a dye-sensitised solar cell is optically 

perturbed using a light source followed by the measurement of transient signals 

either in the form o f current or voltage obtained after the perturbation process. This 

technique provides useful information about electron transport, recombination, and 

concentration within a dye-sensitized solar cell. This technique is similar to the 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy but instead of AC potential, optical 

perturbation is used. Furthermore, transient analysis may be performed at a faster 

rate than the corresponding EIS measurement depending on the number of 

conditions applied during the scan. This facilitates capturing the device 

characteristics as a ‘snap-shot’ during each applied condition 1811.

Optoelectronic transients are mainly divided into two categories such as, (a) 

photocurrent transients and (b) photovoltage transients.

(a) Photocurrent transients 

Photocurrent transients mainly provide information regarding electron diffusion 

coefficients within a device. Photocurrent transients are obtained by determining the 

change in the photocurrent within a DSC (kept under short-circuit conditions) caused 

by an optical excitation pulse. This process generates additional charge carriers that 

help determine the nature of photocurrent transients within a cell. In a standard
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device with minimum recombination, photocurrent transients can be used to estimate 

electron diffusion coefficient or Dn through the equation given below [81):

D „ = ^ -  [1.5]OLpeak

[Where d = TiCh film thickness and tpeak = maximum photocurrent peak after the 

optical excitation, measured by software]

(a) Photovoltage transients 

Photovoltage transient measurements help estimate charge recombination and 

transport lifetimes within a dye-sensitized solar cell. Photovoltage transients are 

measured in the same manner as photocurrent transients. However, it is essential to 

perform all the measurements under open-circuit conditions. Both the electron 

recombination and transport lifetimes are estimated indirectly from the charge 

extraction data obtained under open circuit conditions. Charge extraction data 

obtained by photovoltage transient measurement gives concentration o f excess 

charge carriers within a device, which in turn can be used to calculate electron 

recombination and transport lifetimes in a DSC. This is a complex calculation, which 

is performed by software specially programmed for this study. Photovoltage 

transient measurements can also be used to determine photovoltage decay in a device 

in absence o f illumination 1811.

The major advantage of this technique is it can be even used to study unstable 

devices that degrade with time. However, it is a time consuming process to assemble 

the equipment for transient measurements. It normally requires a data acquisition 

board, few LEDs and some transistors. Thus, a low-cost instrument can be 

customised according to the nature of the analysis [81].

1.6.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

Similar to the Ohmic resistance, impedance also demonstrates an electrical circuit’s 

ability to resist the flow of current [82]. However, electrochemical impedance does 

not follow ‘Ohm’s law’ as the signals obtained from an electrochemical cell are in 

the form of a sinusoidal AC current.
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As DSCs are a special type of electrochemical cell, the electrochemical impedance 

occurring within a DSC is measured by applying an AC potential to the cell followed 

by measuring its AC current response. Unlike ideal electrical circuits (where applied 

voltage and current would be in phase in case of a wire of infinitely low resistance), 

AC current signals obtained from a DSC do not match with the applied sinusoidal 

AC potential and a phase shift is observed in this case (Figure 1.8),821.

Therefore, impedance of an electrochemical cell is represented by ‘Z ’, which is 

divided into real and imaginary components (Zrcai and Zimg) in the form of complex 

numbers. Therefore, when Zrcai and Zimgare plotted on X and Y axes respectively we 

get a Nyquist curve (Figure 1.9) of impedance at a specific frequency. Nyquist plot 

of a DSC is composed of generally three semicircles, which represents various 

interfacial electron transfer processes at a given frequency. The semicircle 

corresponding to the high frequency region refers to the charge transfer process 

occurring at the counter electrode of the device followed by the semicircle at the 

mid-frequency region, which represents electron recombination at the mesoporous 

TiCVelectrolyte and the substrate/electrolyte interfaces of the cell. Finally, the third 

semicircle at the low frequency region displays electron diffusion in the redox 

electrolyte of the cell (Figure 1.9)|831.

Applied AC Voltage

Obtained AC C urrent 
Signal n

Phase shift

FIG U R E 1.8: AC current response in a linear system.
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FIG U R E 1.9: Nyquist curve o f a standard glass-glass dye-sensitised solar cell.
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FIG U R E  1.10: Equivalent circuit model for Nyquist plots.

Modelling of the Nyquist plot of a DSC provides quantitative information about the 

charge transfer kinetics occurring within the cell. Quantities such as Rrc

(recombination resistance), Rcc (charge transfer resistance), and the chemical

capacitance (obtained by inserting a constant phase element in the equivalent circuit, 

which models the behaviour of an imperfect capacitor in this case) can be obtained 

by simply fitting a model to the Nyquist plot. The model most widely used for this

purpose is given in Figure 1.10.
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1.7 High-temperature resistant polymers

It has already been mentioned in section 1.5.1.3 that the corrosion of low-cost steels 

such as ECCS can be prevented by using an organic coating, which is conductive 

and high-temperature resistant in nature. The heat-resistant property of this coating 

will play a pivotal role in this case, as the polymer should demonstrate good 

dimensional stability during the TiC>2 sintering step. Thus, engineering polymers 

with high service temperatures are proposed.

It was initially believed that engineering polymers such as, polyamidimides (PAI), 

polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyethersulphone (PES), polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) and polyimide (PI) could be ideal for this application. However, it was later 

discovered that most of these (PAI, PEEK and PES) have service temperatures 

below 300°C whilst the others (PTFE and PI) could remain stable even at 300°C. In 

addition, both PTFE and PI demonstrate outstanding resistance to chemical attacks 

I84l Nevertheless, PTFE was not suitable for DSC application as it is a thermoplastic 

polymer, which cannot be used beyond 300°C. On the other hand polyimide is a 

thermosetting resin that remains stable beyond 300°C due to its high glass transition 

temperature (>400°C) l84'85!. Furthermore, there is an evidence in favour of high- 

temperature application of polyimide during the manufacturing of CIGS solar cells 

where it has been reported that the CIGS crystals were grown on a polyimide 

substrates at ~ 450°C [86).

Hence, polyimide based organic coatings could be very useful for the protection of 

low-cost metal substrates whilst maintaining the structural integrity during the high- 

temperature processing of DSC electrodes. However, polyimide is a non-conductive 

polymer, which requires modification in order to conduct electricity. Therefore, 

various methods for the development of conductive polyimides are discussed in 

section 1.8.

1.7.1 Polyimide (PI)

Polyimides find a wide range o f applications in electronics, automotive and in the 

aerospace industries due to their excellent mechanical and thermal properties 1871. 

Polyimides act as insulators and hence are suitable for manufacturing circuit boards, 

resistors and adhesives for the electronic applications. On the other hand, polyimide



based lightweight composites are being extensively used in the aerospace as well as 

in the automotive industries[871.

The reaction between di-anhydrides and diamines produces polyimides of different 

molecular weight and characteristics. Depending on the nature of the precursor, 

polyimides are mainly divided into two parts, aromatic polyimides and aliphatic 

polyimides. Unlike the aliphatic ones, aromatic polyimides possess ring structure in 

the backbone of the polymer chain, which incorporates high temperature stability 

(250°C - 300°C) and high softening point in the polymer molecule. In addition, the 

properties such as toughness and chemical stability are governed by the degree of 

cross linking and chain extension. Most of the polyimides are thermosetting in 

nature; however, thermoplastic polyimides are also possible, if  a partly cured 

polyimide composition contains residual plasticizing solvents I88_9°1.

1.7.2 Synthesis of polyimide

High performance polyimides are synthesised through the poly-condensation 

reaction between an aromatic dianhydride such as, pyromellitic dianhydride and an 

aromatic diamine (Figure 1.11). The physical properties of such polyimides majorly 

depend on the nature of the diamine precursors. Hence, it has been discovered that 

the high thermal and oxidative stabilities of the polyimides rely on diamine selection 

e.g., m-phenylendediamine, benzidine, and di-(4-aminophenyl) ether give 

polyimides with best performance in terms of heat resistivity and oxidative stability. 

The well-known high performance polyimide, commercially available as ‘Kapton’ 

(DuPont) needs di-(4-aminophenyl) ether in its synthesis. Polyimides are produced 

in a two stage synthetic process where a poly (amic acid) intermediate is obtained in 

the first stage by the amidation reaction of the precursors in a polar solvent 

(preferably, dimethylformamide or dimethylacetamide). Poly (amic acid) is soluble, 

fusible and transformable into desired shapes (e.g. coatings, film, fibre, laminate 

etc.) followed by its curing in the second stage. The curing o f poly (amic acid) 

involves cross-linking between the polymer chains at a temperature over 150°C to 

produce a rigid polyimide structure at the end of the process1891.
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FIGURE 1.11: Poly-condensation reaction between pyromellitic dianhydride and a 
diam ine|911.

1.7.3 Properties of polyimides

Various properties of polyimide are given in Table 1.3, which mainly include 

mechanical, thermal, and physical properties. It can be seen from Table 1.3 that PI 

exhibits excellent physical as well as thermal properties. It is evident from the table 

that PI absorbs less amount of water, which is beneficial for the PI based coatings in 

terms of their durability. On the other hand, PI has a high processing temperature, 

which is why it is suitable for various high-temperature applications. In addition, PI 

is flexible in nature due to high flexural modulus, thus ideal as coatings on flexible 

metallic substrates.

TA B LE 1.3: Polyimide properties1921.

Mechanical Properties State Test method 
(ASTM)

Elastic Modulus (MPa) 2905 compressive D638
3174 - 32085 tensile D638

Flexural Modulus (MPa) 2912 -20700 23 °C D790
7107 - 18561 149 °C D790

Tensile Strength (MPa) 30-158 at break D638
30-158 at yield D638

Compressive Strength 
(MPa)
at yield or break

133 -227 D695

Flexural Strength (MPa) 
at yield or break

45 - 345 — D790

Elongation at break (%) 1 — D638
Hardness 110- 120 Rockwell M D638
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Izod Impact (J/cm of 
notch)
1/8" thick specimen 
unless noted

0 1 oo © D256A

Therm al Properties State Test method 
(ASTM)

Coef of Thermal 
Expansion (KT6/°C)

15-50 — D696

Thermal Conductivity 
(W/m-°C)

0.230 - 0.502 — C177

Melting Temperature 
(°C)

thermoset Tm, crystalline —

Processing Temperature 
(°C)

238 - 252 general —

Physical Properties State Test method 
(ASTM)

Specific Gravity 1.41 - 1.9 — D792

Water Absorption (% 
weight increase)

0.45 - 1.25 after 24 hours D570

1.8 Electrically conductive polyimides

After having discussed other engineering polymers in section 1.7, it is now evident 

that polyimide could withstand high processing temperatures required during the 

fabrication of low-cost steel mounted dye-sensitized solar cells. However, this 

protective layer of polyimide should be electrically conductive in nature to facilitate 

the electron transfer process from the mesoporous TiOz to the underlying metal 

substrate. Therefore, in this section different methods of development of conductive 

polyimides have been discussed briefly.

Electrically conductive polyimides find applications in electronics due to their 

excellent thermal and mechanical properties |93]. Being an insulator polyimide does 

not conduct electricity. However, it is possible to develop electrically conductive 

polyimides via different synthetic approaches. One such approach involves addition 

o f electrically conductive fillers into the polymer matrix followed by homogeneous 

mixing of the constituents. In this manner, various conductive particles such as 

metals (e.g. silver) and ceramics (e.g. carbon) can be blended with the polymer in 

order to develop an electrically conductive formulation.
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Silver added polyimide pastes are mainly used to form electrical contacts in circuit 

boards. This type of metal filled polyimide demonstrates very low volume resistivity 

(1 x 10'4 Q-cm) due to high concentration of filler materials (>81 wt% Ag) 1941. 

Silver ion based metallised polyimide film can also demonstrate significantly low 

sheet resistance of 0.09 Q/n, which is due to the formation of silver nanoparticles 

within the polymer matrix followed by the reduction of the Ag-ions l95].

On the other hand, carbon added polyimides are also very popular for other 

electronic applications including conductive inks and anti-static coatings. For 

instance, graphite/carbon black added polyimide based conductive inks could 

demonstrate sheet resistance from 130 -  2000 Q/n when the amount of fillers was 

adjusted between 15-85 weight% for carbon black and 8 5 -1 5  weight % for graphite 

I96]. In addition, carbon nanotube blended polyimide films for anti-static application 

demonstrate sheet resistance values ranging from 50 -  1 x 1015 Q/n I9?1. Another 

anti-static coating with 16.7 wt% carbon nanofiber dispersed in a polyimide matrix 

exhibits a sheet resistance of around 70 Q/n *981.

Solution blending of polyamic acid (PI precursor) with an electrically conductive 

polymer such as polyaniline also results in a conductive polymer blend with volume 

resistivity in the order of 102 -  103 Q.cm ,99).

Thus, it can be seen in this case that only metal powder pigmented polyimide films 

demonstrate sufficiently low resistance values for application into DSC. However, 

the metallic fillers present in this type of coating could eventually be exposed to the 

corrosive DSC electrolyte. This can substantially degrade both the electrical and 

physical properties of metal-powder loaded PI coatings. Therefore, chemically inert 

fillers such as carbon could be used for DSC application despite the high sheet 

resistance values of the reported PI based coatings compared to the typical FTO 

coated (7-15 Q/n) glass electrodes. However, it may be possible to obtain lower 

resistance values from the carbon/polyimide coatings through some modifications in 

the existing formulation techniques.

A more detailed description of potential fillers materials is given in section 1.9
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1.8.1 Photovoltaic applications of polyimide

Different generations of photovoltaic cells use polyimides as an alternative to 

transparent conducting oxide (TCO) coated glass substrates to fabricate cheap and 

flexible solar cells. Polyimide films are being widely used in polycrystalline thin 

film solar cells where they act as low cost flexible substrates resulting in a huge 

amount of reduction in weight compared to the glass based cells. Use of polyimides 

in thin film solar cell technology offers a possibility of roll-to-roll production on a 

large scale. Polyimides are non-conducting in nature therefore it is necessary to have 

a very thin coating of indium tin-oxide (ITO) or A1 doped zinc oxide (AZO) on them 

in order to achieve desired electrical conductivity for PV applications. On the other 

hand, surface metallised (coated with Ni/Pt and Mo respectively) polyimides can 

also be used for PV application as in case of dye-sensitised solar cells and 

amorphous Si-based cells I100’103!.

Flexible CIGS solar cells can be manufactured on thin polyimide sheets. An 

industrial version of polyimide named UPILEX-25S is normally kept at ~480°C to 

grow CIGS crystals via the molecular beam epitaxy or MBE method. This results in 

flexible CIGS devices with 15.7% photoconversion efficiency [101j.

Another class of solar cells based on cadmium telluride/cadmium sulphide 

(CdTe/CdS) semiconductor materials also use polyimide films as an alternative to 

TCO coated glass substrates to develop flexible thin film solar cells. Introduction of 

polyimide substrates in thin film solar cells have reduced both the weight and 

thickness to a significant amount. Normally, a 5 pm thin film o f the semiconductor 

compound is deposited onto a 10-pm thin polyimide film to construct a flexible solar 

cell with photoconversion efficiency over 11% 11021.

A recent study has reported the development of DSC counter electrodes by 

metalizing polyimide films with 10-pm thin nickel (Ni) layer followed by deposition 

of Pt-catalyst on the top. It is important to mention that chemical metallization 

process was followed in this experiment where NiCh solution was reduced using 

NaBFU (sodium borohydride) in order to produce Ni-coated polyimide films. The 

photoconversion efficiency of such device was reported around 5.83% [1031.
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1.9 Fillers for conductive polyimide

It has already been mentioned in section 1.8 that electrically conductive polyimides 

for DSC application can be prepared by adding conductive fillers such as graphite, 

carbon black and carbon nanotubes. On the other hand, titanium nitride (TiN) can 

also act as potential filler for the preparation of conductive polyimide. These fillers 

are corrosion resistant and electrically conductive in nature thus could be used to 

formulate conductive Pl-coatings with corrosion resistant properties to facilitate 

DSC manufacturing on low-cost steel substrates. Therefore, a brief description of the 

chosen fillers has been given in this section for better understanding of the subject.

1.9.1 Graphite

Graphite is one of the naturally occurring allotropes of carbon, which displays 

slightly opposite characteristics to that of diamond. Unlike diamond, graphite is sp2 

hybridised and all carbon atoms in graphite are bonded in such a way so that they 

form a sheet like hexagonal crystal system (Figure 1.12). All graphite sheets are 

stacked over each other giving rise to excellent lubrication property. In addition, 

graphite is an outstanding conductor of both heat and electricity. Delocalized 

electrons of 7i-molecular orbitals in graphite results in metal like electrical 

conductivity which can be as low as 3 x 104 S/cm and on the other hand thermal 

conductivity of graphite at room temperature was found to be around 2 W/cm/K |1041.

FIG U R E 1.12: Crystal structure o f  graphite |10S|.
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The versatile nature of graphite makes it an attractive candidate for various 

applications extending from automotive to electronics. Graphite based refractories 

are widely used in various industries as they are thermally stable up to 2000°C 

without any dimensional deformation and demonstrate excellent resistance against 

various chemical attacks.

The only shortcoming of graphite-based refractories is they can only be used in a 

reducing environment as they are highly sensitive to oxygen and oxidise easily at 

elevated temperatures [106). Moreover, due to high electrical conductivity, graphite 

based electrodes are widely used in arc furnaces for steel making [1071. In addition, 

various graphite-based composites play a significant role in automotive as well as 

aerospace application, for instance, graphite-aluminium composites can remarkably 

reduce the weight of an internal combustion engine. Graphite fibre reinforced epoxy 

composites are well known for their application in automotive and aircraft 

components I108'109!. Graphite also finds application in photovoltaic cells where 

traditional silicon based solar cells are sometimes fabricated on silicon carbide (SiC) 

coated graphite substrates in order to facilitate high temperature deposition of 

crystalline silicon, which substantially improves both microstructural as well as 

photovoltaic properties of the crystalline silicon 11101.

Due to catalytic nature, graphite based counter electrodes are sometimes used as a 

cheap alternative to platinum in dye-sensitized solar cells ,111].

1.9.2 Carbon nanotubes

Nanotubes of carbon have tubular structure, which is responsible for their excellent 

electrical as well as mechanical properties. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were 

discovered in 1991. Due to extraordinary physical properties, CNTs have countless 

applications in numerous fields such as construction, aerospace, automotive, and 

electronics. A single walled carbon nanotube or SWCNT is considered as a “rolled 

up” graphene sheet; whereas a multi walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) consists of 

several concentric tubes of graphene fitted one in the other11121.

Carbon nanotubes are normally synthesised at higher temperatures using two popular 

techniques known as arc discharge and laser ablation. However, at present CNTs are 

being synthesized using chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique, at much 

lower temperature (<800°C) in presence of different catalysts such as Fe, Co, Mo,
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Pd, Ni etc. In the CVD technique, CNTs can be grown in a controlled manner 

maintaining specific length, diameter and orientation [113).

Carbon nanotubes possess conjugated and highly anisotropic structure, which gives 

rise to excellent electrical properties and as a result, CNTs can be used in various 

electronic devices. The electrical resistivity of a single walled carbon nanotube was 

recorded around 10'6 Cl.cm under ballistic conduction (i.e. when the medium has 

negligible resistivity), whereas, resistivity of the MWCNT remains around 3 x 10~5 

Q.cm under the same conditions. Hence, CNTs are often considered as the best, in 

terms of their electrical conductivities compared to metals such as copper at room 

temperature. However, the presence of any defect in the CNT structure may 

significantly diminish their electrical conductivity I1141.

Furthermore, carbon nanotubes are also catalytic in nature and hence could be used 

in dye-sensitized solar cells. CNT based counter electrodes are sometime preferred 

over expensive platinum catalyst as they demonstrate attractive photovoltaic 

performance which is nearly the same as the DSCs with platinum based counter 

electrodes. However, catalytic activity of CNTs greatly depends upon the technique 

used for counter electrode preparation [11S1.

1.9.3 Carbon black

Carbon black is a carbon rich (>99% carbon) filler material with outstanding 

electrical and thermal properties. Submicron carbon particles o f 10 -  500 nm particle 

sizes are the key constituents of this material. However, trace amounts o f hydrogen 

and oxygen could be present in the black due to carboxylic and hydroxyl surface 

functional groups I116’117!.

Gas phase pyrolysis of hydrocarbons is the most widely used technique for carbon 

black production through five major processes, namely lampblack process, channel 

process, acetylene process, thermal process and oil furnace process. However, most 

commercially available carbon blacks are of the ‘furnace black’ grade (particle size 

1 2 0 -5 0 0  nm) obtained from the oil-fumace process 1116,117].

Carbon black is mainly used in rubber processing and tyre-manufacturing industries 

as addition of carbon black in the rubber matrix significantly enhances the tensile
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strength and abrasion resistant properties of the resulting product. Carbon black is 

also used as a pigment in the paint industry and as a stabilizer for many plastic 

materials. In addition, due to the excellent electrical conductivity, carbon black is 

also used in manufacturing low cost conductive inks for various electronic 

applications l117’118!.

1.9.4 Application of carbon materials in dye-sensitized solar cells

In the current scenario, carbon materials such as graphite and carbon nanotubes find 

their application in some electrical and optoelectronic devices due to their attractive 

physical and electrical properties. One such application involves incorporation of 

carbon materials in the counter electrode of a dye-sensitized solar cell as an 

alternative to the expensive platinum. Similar to the platinum catalyst, carbon also 

helps accelerate the tri-iodide reduction process at the CE of a device due its 

catalytic nature. Therefore, carbon materials are not usually preferred as a DSC 

working electrode as they may catalyse charge recombination (section 1.4.1.2) 

within the cell. The catalytic activity of carbon depends on the surface functional 

groups (Figure 1.13) which act as active sites for the catalysis [119].

Carboxyl Lactone Lactone Phenol Anhydride

Ether
Quinone

FIGURE 1.13: Various functional groups on carbon surface I121].

These groups or active sites are normally located at the crystal edges of a defect free 

crystal, which leads to an increase in the catalytic activity o f such materials 

depending on the number of available reactive sites [1201.There fore, instead of 

working electrodes, graphite and carbon nanotubes are preferably used as catalysts in 

the counter electrode of a device. A typical DSC counter electrode is made of an
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FTO glass sheet as a conductive substrate and a catalyst (normally Pt) coated onto it. 

A study carried out by Sun et ah demonstrated that a composite made o f Polyaniline 

(PANI) and flexible graphite (FG) can be used as a platinum and FTO free substrate 

material for DSC application with a photoconversion efficiency of 7.36% [1221. In 

addition, DSCs with solid polymer electrolyte can also be fabricated in the same 

manner; however, the composite counter electrode in this case was made of poly (3, 

4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and exfoliated graphite (EFG) that can act as 

both the catalyst and the conducting substrate material. The photoconversion 

efficiency obtained in this case was ~ 5.78% 11231.

On the other hand, carbon nanotube based catalyst can also provide high efficiency 

devices. For instance, a composite film containing PEDOT: PSS (poly- 

styrenesulfonate)/carbon nanotube demonstrated over 6% photoconversion 

efficiency. The composite film in this case was spin-coated onto an FTO glass 

substrate for optimised performance 11241. CNTs can be deposited directly onto the 

FTO glass substrate using CVD technique. It has been reported that, vertically 

aligned (CVD grown) CNTs onto an FTO glass substrate may perform even better 

than the traditional Pt- catalyst as the DSCs obtained in this case exhibited over 10% 

photoconversion efficiency11251. In addition, spray coated carbon nanotubes on FTO 

glass can also serve as an efficient catalyst for DSC application giving cells over 7% 

efficiency. However, the photoconversion efficiency obtained in this case was highly 

dependent on the thickness of the catalyst layer 11261.

1.9.5 Titanium nitride (TiN)

Titanium nitride is an extremely hard and abrasion resistant ceramic material, which 

can withstand high temperature up to 2930°C. Due to high hardness and abrasion 

resistance properties, TiN is widely used to coat various substrates such as, steels, 

aluminium, titanium and carbides. In addition, TiN is electrically conductive with 

electrical resistivity of 1.3 x 10'6 O.m. Therefore, TiN is being largely used in 

microelectronics as a conducting diffusive barrier between the active device and the 

metal contacts 11271.TiN is also available as a powder and will be discussed in this 

context as a potential pigment for polyimide. This is because the industrial sponsor 

of this research was specifically interested in exploring TiN based organic coatings 

and their suitability for DSC applications.
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1.9.6 Synthesis of TiN

Nitration o f the titanium metal or the TiC>2 in a nitrogen rich environment produces 

TiN. Various synthetic routes such as electrochemical synthesis [128], 2 stage aerosol 

synthesis [129], thermal plasma reactor synthesis |130], and carbothermal reduction 

synthesis l1311, have been employed to synthesise TiN.

In the electrochemical synthesis process, the titanium metal electrodes were 

electrochemically oxidised in presence of potassium amide in liquid ammonia to 

deposit TiN nanoparticles onto the electrode surface 11281. Whereas, in a two-stage 

aerosol process, titanium and titania (TiCh) particle containing aerosols were 

prepared in the aqueous as well as in the methanol solutions followed by their 

pyrolysis at 1000 -  1200°C in ammonia environment to obtain TiN nanoparticles of 

3 0 - 38  nm size [1291.

An ore of titanium, known as ilmenite (FeTiCh) was used in synthesis of TiN. 

Methane and ammonia gases were used to create the reactive atmosphere within the 

reactor[1301.

In the carbothermal reduction process, carbon acts as a reducing agent for the TiC>2 

in presence of nitrogen to yield TiN. However, high reaction temperature (~ 1000°C) 

is required for this reaction to take place [1311.

1.9.7 Properties of TiN

Mechanical, electrical and thermal properties o f TiN are given below in Table 1.4. It 

is evident from the table that TiN is highly conductive in nature. Due to low 

electrical resistivity value, TiN could be an ideal filler material for PI based 

conductive coatings for DSC application. In addition, Knoop hardness data show that 

TiN is a hard material, which can improve scratch resistance behaviour of the TiN 

/PI composite coatings. TiN is a good conductor o f heat that may help in the curing 

process of the composite coating.
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TABLE 1.4: Properties of TiN [132].

Property Value Conditions References
Compressive strength 0.9724 GPa Ceramic CRC Materials Science 

and Engineering 
Handbook, p.419

Density 5.43 kg/m3 Ceramic CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.50-52

Electrical resistivity 1.3 x 10"6 Q.m Ceramic,at room 
temperature

CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p. 5 65

Electrical resistivity 3.4 x 10'6 Q.m Ceramic,at melting 
temperature

CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.565

Electrical resistivity 81300 f2.m Ceramic,at liquid 
air temperature

CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.565

Hardness,Knoop(KH) 2160 kg/mm/mm 3 Og,Ceramic CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.472

Hardness,Knoop(KH) 1770 kg/mm/mm lOOg,Ceramic CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.472

Modulus of Rupture 4930 GPa Ceramic CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.534

Thermal conductivity 28.84 W/m-K Ceramic, at 25°C. CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.281

Young's Modulus 250.37 GPa Ceramic CRC Materials Science 
and Engineering 
Handbook, p.509

1.9.8 Application of TiN in dye-sensitized solar cells

Titanium nitride is an electrically conductive material that displays some catalytic 

behaviour. It has been found that the catalytic activity of TiN is inversely 

proportional with the particle size. This means nano-TiN is more catalytic whereas 

micron sized TiN or bigger particles are non-catalytic in nature. This is due to the 

higher surface area of nano-sized TiN particles than their micron-sized counterparts 

[133]. It is needless to mention that the electrical conductivity of TiN remains 

unaffected in this case. Thus considering the aims of this research project, it is 

possible to use micron-sized TiN powder as novel filler in a polyimide based high- 

temperature resistant conductive coating. This type of coating is specially proposed 

for WE application therefore presence of non-catalytic micron sized TiN will not
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cause charge recombination in the manufactured cells (recombination related issues 

have already been discussed in sections 1.4.1.2 and 1.9.2). In addition, both the TiN 

and the PI are chemically inert materials [84,134].Thus; the composite coating could 

protect the low-cost steel substrate from the corrosive electrolyte whilst serving as a 

working electrode material in a metal mounted DSC. This is a novel approach, which 

for the first time combines the electrical properties o f TiN with the outstanding 

physical properties of PI in the form of a composite coating for DSC application. 

The composite coating prepared in such a way will be lower in cost and easy to 

apply.

Following examples contain current trends in DSC research particularly focused on 

the TiN based components.

At present there has been only one report of the use of TiN coated working 

electrodes (TCO-less glass in this case) for DSC fabrication. A radio frequency 

magnetron sputtering technique was used to produce thin TiN layers of thickness ~ 

66 to 167 nm onto the non-conducting glass (NCG) substrates. The electrical sheet 

resistance of the TiN coated glass electrodes was found to increase with the 

thickness of the coating (around 4. 4 f i  /□ for a 167 nm thick coating). Consequently, 

the efficiency of the fabricated devices varied with the TiN coating thickness. It has 

been found that a DSC fabricated on a 136 nm thick TiN coating was the most 

efficient one with a photoconversion efficiency of 7.4% whereas, the others with 66 

and 86 nm thick TiN coatings gave 3.3 and 6.8% cells respectively I135]. It is 

noteworthy in this case, that sputtered thin films of TiN were non-catalytic as in 

general films display relatively lower surface area than the nanosized particles [136,
137]

There is a great deal of information available on nano-TiN based counter electrodes 

as nano-TiN can be used as a catalyst, alternative to the expensive platinum. Due to 

high surface area, nano-TiN helps accelerate charge transfer process at the CE o f a 

device followed by an increase in the photovoltaic performance.

Highly ordered TiN nanotubes grown on a Ti foil performs almost identical to the Pt 

deposited FTO glass based counter electrodes. Highly ordered TiN nanotubes were 

obtained by nitridation of electrodeposited TiCh nanotubes on Ti foil at 800°C in 

presence of ammonia. The photoconversion efficiency in this case was recorded
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around 7.73%, which was slightly higher than 7.45% as displayed by a device with 

typical Pt-deposited FTO counter electrode 11381.

In a similar study, Li et al. demonstrated that a mixture of nano-TiN and conductive 

carbon black can lead to even higher efficiency devices. In this study, an ethanol 

based paste containing TiCh/carbon black was first doctor bladed onto a Ti foil 

followed by its nitridation at around 800°C in ammonia atmosphere. In this manner, 

a Ti foil based counter electrode was obtained containing the nano-TiN/carbon black 

film. Dye-sensitised solar cells fabricated using such a counter electrode 

demonstrated over 7.9% photoconversion efficiencies 11391.

Titanium nitride can also serve as an excellent counter electrode material when it is 

blended with other electrically conductive materials such as PEDOT: PSS and 

carbon nanotubes. TiN nanoparticles ranging from 10 -50 nm were mechanically 

blended with poly (3, 4-ethylene-dioxythiophene) PEDOT: PSS, an electrically 

conducting polymer to obtain a composite film of both. This composite film was 

then applied onto the FTO substrate using doctor blade technique followed by DSC 

construction. The device with TiN / PEDOT: PSS counter electrode performed 

better than the FTO/Pt one with efficiency 7.06% higher than the 6.57% of FTO/Pt 

device11401.

On the other hand, DSC with nano-TiN / carbon nanotubes based counter electrode 

display slightly lower photo conversion efficiency than the ideal FTO/Pt based DSC. 

Only 10 wt% addition of nano-TiN within the carbon nanotube matrix leads to 

5.46% photo conversion efficiency whereas the efficiency of FTO/Pt based DSC was 

found around 5.68%, which was slightly higher than the TiN/CNT based DSC. 

However, the Voc of TiN/CNT device was higher than the FTO/Pt one 11411. 

Furthermore, TiN finds application in other DSC components such as, in I/I3' 

electrolyte and Ti02 photoanode. It has been found in a study that, when TiN and its 

thermally treated version (TiN heated at 500°C for 30 minutes) was added into a 

quasi-solid gel electrolyte made up of poly (vinylidenefluorideco 

hexafluoropropylene) PVDF-HFP, then the efficiency of the DSC was found to be 

increased from 4.15% to 5.33 %. The efficiency enhancement of the DSC was due to 

the partial conversion of the TiN into the TiC>2, which had been confirmed by the 

XRD 1142].

Not only in the electrolyte but TiN can also be used in TiCh photoanode in order to 

improve DSC efficiency. Addition of 0.125% thermally treated TiN into 5.5 pm
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thick Ti02 film can improve the efficiency of a DSC from 2.38% to 3.40%. The 

efficiency of the DSC continued to increase up to 1% addition of TiN in the TiC>2 

photoanode, which resulted in an increase in efficiency from 3.40% to 3.77%. The 

increase in DSC efficiency was due the higher electron conductivity and longer 

electron lifetime in the TiC>2 photoanode, which was due to the addition of TiN lI43).

1.10 Characterization of conductive coatings

1.10.1 Electrical resistivity measurement

The electrical sheet resistance (R s) values of the developed coatings were measured 

using a four point-probe technique (Figure 1.14). In this method, current is passed 

through the coating using the outer points of the probe and the voltage is measured 

across the coating using two inner points o f the probe. Ideally, the points are 

equidistant from each other with a spacing of 1 mm.

Measurement of R s using the four-point probe technique depends upon the coating 

thickness and a correction factor related to the sample geometry. Two conditions 

have to be fulfilled in order to obtain the sheet resistance values of the conductive 

coatings. The first condition is, the coating thickness should be less than 40% of the 

point spacing (e.g. a four point probe with 1 mm probe spacing can only measure R s 

of a coating thinner than 400 pm), otherwise it will not be considered as a thin film. 

The second condition is that the edges of the coatings should locate at least 4 times 

the point spacing from the measurement area, which means the probing area should 

be 4 mm (in case of 1 mm point spacing) away from each side o f the sample. This 

avoids consideration of the correction factor whilst calculating the sheet resistance of 

the coatings [I44]. Thus, sheet resistance (R s) of a coating is given by 11441:

Rs = 4.53 x V/I Q/n [1.6]

The sheet resistance values are often expressed in ‘Ohm’/ ‘square’ or simply (Q/n). 

The term ohm/square is equivalent to the resistance between two electrodes placed 

on the opposite sides of a theoretically assumed square.
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FIGURE 1.14: Schematic representation of four-point probe measurement 
technique.

Volume resistivity or simply resistivity of a coating can also be calculated from its 

sheet resistance value if the thickness of the coating is already known |144’. Hence, 

the equation for resistivity calculation is given by:

Volume resistivity (Rp) = Rs x t f2-cm (t = thickness of the coating) [ 1.7]

It is noteworthy in this case that the four-point probe technique is unable to provide 

Rs values for the coatings (conductive) prepared on an already electrically 

conducting substrate. In such a case instead of sheet resistance, Z -axis conductivity 

is obtained due to the conducting nature of the underlying substrate material.

1.10.2 Therm ogravim etric analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetric analysis or TGA is a quantitative technique where change in 

mass of a substance is recorded as a function of temperature. In isothermal TGA, 

change in mass of a substance is recorded as a function of time |14S|. TGA provides 

an idea about the thermal stability of materials. A typical TGA plot consists of % 

weight loss vs. temperature, which can be used to determine the thermal 

characteristics of a material.
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1.10.3 Reflectance measurement using UV-VIS spectrometer

Light reflectance property of a coated working electrode can be recorded using a 

UV-Vis spectrophotometer. As in some cases the photoconversion efficiency of a 

DSC could depend upon reflectivity of the working electrode, therefore 

determination of substrate reflectance was an essential part of this research. It has 

been reported in literatures that DSCs based on highly reflective working electrodes 

demonstrated higher photoconversion efficiency. This is because more light is 

absorbed by the photosensitive dye due to highly reflective working electrode 

surface[1461.

1.10.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy was used in this research to determine surface 

morphology of the developed coatings. A standard SEM operates between 1-30 KV, 

which provides image resolution down to ~ 1 nm. In this research, a scanning 

electron microscope with resolution 1.5 nm was used to study the distribution of 

conductive fillers in the polymer matrix. Furthermore, characteristics of heat-treated 

coatings were also studied using this method to ensure whether any visible polymer 

degradation occurred during the high temperature heat-treatment[147,1481.

1.10.5 Stylus Profilometry

Stylus profilometry is a ‘contact’ type technique, which uses a probe (stylus) which 

scans across the surface to measure the height variation as a function of distance. 

The technique was used to study the surface topography of the developed coatings 

11491. Surface properties such as, average roughness (Ra), average peak height (Rp) 

and the thickness of a coating can be determined using this technique.

1.10.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a most widely used quantitative method 

for studying chemical compositions of various surfaces. This technique is also 

known as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis or ESCA, which is entirely 

based on the principles of photoelectric effect. Prof. Kai Siegbahn (Nobel Prize 

1981) from Uppsala University, Sweden has been given the credit for the 

development of this technique in the 1960’s ,150’1511.
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The spectral lines in XPS are obtained when electrons within an atom are ejected 

from their respective orbitals (Is, 2s, 2p etc.) by the incident radiation. Most 

elements in XPS are identified by determining their corresponding binding energies 

(BE) in electron volts (eV). The BE is calculated by measuring the energy of the 

photoexcited electrons ejected from the first shell, which contains discrete chemical 

information regarding individual elements present in the test sample. Thus, the 

binding energy or BE is expressed through the following equation |1S1,1521:

Where, h= Plank’s constant, u = frequency, 
BE = hu - KE - (j> ICE = kinetic energy and ({)= work function

In an ideal XPS spectra, BE is plotted against the intensity of the radiation which 

gives information about elements present on the surface, chemical environments on 

the surface, oxidation states of transition metals and the valence band electronic 

structure of the elements |1501. Figure 1.15 shows a simplified diagram of an XPS 

instrument.

Electron energy 
analyser

Ultra high vacuum 
chamber

X-ray gun

Sample

Vacuum
pumps

FIGURE 1.15: Simplified diagram of the X-ray photoelectron spectrophotometer I1501.
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1.11 Aims and objectives

In the beginning of this research, a thorough assessment o f different characterization 

techniques will be carried out to study the photovoltaic performance of typical dye- 

sensitized solar cells. These results are key, as they will be used as a benchmark in 

subsequent studies to compare the PV performance of novel coating based devices 

with the standard glass mounted cells.

Novel coatings for DSC application will be formulated in the next stage of this 

research using a polyimide matrix and electrically conductive fillers such as carbon 

and titanium nitride. Thus, three sets of conductive coatings are presented, 

carbon/polyimide, TiN/polyimide and C-TiN/polyimide. Electrical, optical, thermal 

and surface properties of each formulation will be studied precisely at this point to 

identify an optimum composition from each set. The optimum composition for DSC 

application will have a relatively smooth surface with lower sheet resistance 

(equivalent to the TCO coated glass, 7- 15 Q/n). In addition, assessment o f high 

temperature stability (up to 450°C) of this composition will also be an essential task 

at this stage.

The third phase of this research will involve photovoltaic characterization of devices 

fabricated using the coatings described above. Results obtained from the PV 

characterization will be analysed rigorously and compared with the typical glass 

mounted reverse illuminated devices. In addition, data obtained from the PV 

characterization will also help identify the best performing coatings for use in ECCS 

mounted devices that can further be compared with Ti-metal and uncoated-ECCS 

based cells.

Finally, in order to determine the charge transfer characteristics of coated ECCS 

substrates as counter electrodes, glass mounted forward illuminated hybrid devices 

will be constructed using platinised CEs based on coated ECCS. PV performance 

demonstrated by such devices will be compared with the DSCs made of typical glass 

counter electrodes. Furthermore, developed coatings can also act as an alternative to 

the TCO coated glass. Despite the opacity, such coatings can still be used on non- 

conductive glass (NCG) to manufacture dye-sensitized solar cells. Thus, in the final 

stage of this research PV performance of DSCs with coated NCG electrodes (for
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both WE and CE applications) will be determined and compared with the standard 

cells.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS



2.1 Materials

This research deals with low cost dye-sensitised solar cell fabrication on coated 

metallic and glass substrates. Therefore, a wide range of materials has been used in 

this case to develop different types of conductive coatings and dye-sensitised solar 

cells followed by their qualitative and quantitative analysis. Materials used in this 

research are normally divided into two categories, i) materials for dye-sensitised 

solar cells and ii) materials for conductive coatings. However, some materials e.g. 

metal and glass substrates were commonly used for both purposes. This section will 

provide detailed information about the materials used in this research with a focus on 

their physical and chemical properties.

2.1.1 Glass and metal substrates

Glass: Both electrically conductive and non-conductive glass (NCG) substrates were 

used in this research. Electrically conductive glass sheets with sheet resistance values 

o f 15 £2/n and 7 Q/n were purchased from Solaronix, Switzerland coated with 500 

and 700 nm thick coatings of fluorine doped tin oxide (F: SnCh) respectively. The 

thickness o f the glass substrates was approximately 2.2 mm.

Plain soda lime glass sheets were used as NCG substrates with a thickness the same 

as conductive glass sheets. These glass sheets were purchased from a local supplier.

Metals: Electro-chromium coated steel (ECCS) substrates were supplied by TATA 

steel Europe and titanium metal foils were purchased from Goodfellow, UK. The 

said metal substrates were 0.21 and 1.5 mm thick respectively.

2.1.2 Materials for dye-sensitised solar cells

Materials used for the manufacturing o f dye-sensitized solar cells are listed in Table 

2 . 1 .
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TABLE 2.1: Materials used for DSC manufacturing.

Name Supplier Purity/grade Purpose
Titania pastes (Ti02) 
DSL 18NR-AO

Dyesol, UK AO (Anatase Ti02 
with 20 and 450 
nm particle size),

DSC photoanode 
preparation

N719 Dye Dyesol, Australia Industry grade Sensitization of 
the photoanode

Titanium(IV) chloride
tetrahydrofuran
complex

Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

97% For TiCU 
treatment

Anhy. Iodine Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

99.99% Electrolyte

Guanidine
thiocyanate

Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

>99% Electrolyte

1-
Methylbenzimidazole

Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

99% Electrolyte

1-methyl-3-
propylimidazolium
iodide

Solaronix,
Switzerland

DSC grade Electrolyte

3-
Methoxypropionitrile

Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

>98% Electrolyte solvent

Chloroplatinic acid, 
hexahydrate

Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

99.99% Catalyst

Isopropanol Fisher Scientific, 
UK

99.90% Catalyst solvent

Ethanol Sigma-Aldrich,
UK

99.50% Dye solvent

Silver paint Electrolube, UK Paint Silver contacts
Surlyn (25pm, 50pm) Solaronix,

Switzerland
Gaskets Sealant

Additional Solvents
Acetone Fisher Scientific, 

UK
99.6% Solvent

2.1.3 Organic polymer and surfactant

Organic coatings with electrically conductive fillers were developed using a 

polyimide precursor, Poly (pyromellitic dianhydride-co-4, 4'-oxydianiline), amic 

acid, which had been purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Various properties of this 

precursor have been given in Table 2.2. A surfactant based on polyether-modified 

polydimethylsiloxane in butyl glycol was used in the organic coatings to prevent de- 

wetting o f the coatings on metallic and non-metallic substrates. This surfactant was 

supplied by TATA steel Europe under the trade name of BYK 419.
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TABLE 2.2: Properties of the polyimide precursor.

Polyimide precursor Concentration Refractive
Index

Viscosity
(poise)

Density,
g/cm3

0  0

15.0 wt. % ±5  wt.
% in 

NMP/aromatic 
n hydrocarbons

n20/D 1.5 50-70 1.09

2.1.4 Conductive fillers

Three types of electrically conductive fillers were used in this research, purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Properties of each type of filler are described in Table 2.3.

TABLE 2.3: Properties o f  conductive fillers [1'3].

Name of the filler Form Melting point, 
°C

Density,
g/cm3

Electrical 
resistivity (D.cm)

Titanium nitride (TiN) < 3 pm 
particles 2930 -5.24 25-30 pQ.cm

Graphite (C) 1-2 pm 
particles 3652 -2.09 8.0 xlO-4

Multiwalled Carbon 
Nanotubes (MWCNT)

Powder, > 
95%C 3652 -2.10 5.40x10^

2.2 Development of polyimide (PI) coating

A significant amount of experimental work in this research was based on preparation 

o f different types o f polyimide-based coatings for DSC application. As already 

discussed in section 1.7, polyimide is a chemically inert material with outstanding 

thermal stability. Therefore, it was chosen to coat corrosion prone low cost metal 

substrates such as ECCS for their application as DSC substrates. However, 

polyimide itself cannot be used to coat such substrates as it is electrically insulating 

in nature. Therefore, coatings based on pigmented polyimide were developed. In 

addition, this type o f electrically conductive coatings can also be used to coat NCG 

sheets for their application as TCO free substrates for low cost DSC manufacturing.
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2.2.1 Modification of polyamic acid

Organic polymers normally demonstrate de-wetted spots when coated onto a 

substrate. De-wetting is a process when a thin film of polymer ruptures to form small 

islands of the polymer film onto the substrate surface. Mismatch of surface tension 

between the polymer and the substrate results in de-wetting of the polymer onto the 

substrates ,41. This can be avoided by the addition of a surfactant into the polymer 

solution, which will prevent the polymer film from delaminating. Hence, a surfactant 

commercially known as BYK 419 (polyether-modified polydimethylsiloxane in 

butyl glycol) was added (0.3 wt%) into the polyimide precursor (Poly (pyromellitic 

dianhydride-co-4, 4'-oxydianiline), amic acid) before its application as a coating. 

Both the precursor and the surfactant were mixed thoroughly using a glass rod for 

approximately 15 minutes and kept in a glass jar as a stock.

Without surfactant

Polyamic acid coating

With surfactant

Polyamic acid coating

Ruptured coating

Continuous coating

FIG U R E  2.1: Schematic o f the effect o f surfactant on coating properties.

2.2.2 Coated substrate preparation

The modified polyimide precursor i.e. the surfactant added polyamic acid was then 

applied onto the NCG and ECCS substrates (15 mm x 25 mm) using doctor blade 

technique with scotch tapes as height guides. Therefore, thickness of the coating can 

be controlled by altering the number of tapes used. A typical thickness for one scotch 

tape is 50 pm (Figure 2.2).
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FIGURE 2.2: Coating application technique on NCG and ECCS substrates.
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2.2.3 Curing of polyamic acid into polyimide

Temperature dependant imidization of the polyamic acid (see section 1.7.2) results in 

a cross-linked polyimide structure (Figure 2.3). Therefore, substrates coated with 

polyamic acid were cured in two easy steps. The first step involved drying of the wet 

coating at 150°C for 150 seconds in a convection oven followed by the imidization 

step carried out at 350°C for 300 seconds. Cured polyimide coatings containing the 

wetting agent outlined above were stable and adhered well onto both the NCG and 

ECCS substrates.

Wet
coating

Dry
coating

Cured
coating

FIG U R E  2.3: Curing process o f polyamic acid into polyimide.

2.3 Electrically conductive PI coatings

After having understood the process of coating formation and curing of un- 

pigmented PI, electrically conductive polyimide coatings were developed by 

incorporating pigments such as MWCNT, graphite and TiN into the polyamic acid 

precursor.

2.3.1 Preparation of carbon/polyimide coatings

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), graphite (particle size 1-2 pm) and 

graphite/MWCNT based electrically conductive composite coatings were developed 

by incorporating MWCNT, graphite/MWCNT and graphite particles separately into 

the polyimide precursor, poly (pyromellitic dianhydride-co-4, 4'-oxydianiline) amic 

acid. The wettability of the polymer precursor on the substrate was improved prior to
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carbon materials addition by mixing 0.3 wt% wetting agent (polyether-modified 

polydimethylsiloxane in butyl glycol by weight) with the precursor.

The conducting additions were mixed uniformly with the polymer precursor in a 

glass jar for 30 minutes (divided into three 10 minutes steps) using a simple hand 

blending method. Prolonged mixing of carbon materials into the polymeric matrix 

results in a homogeneous mix of evenly distributed carbon particles. It is however 

important to mention that the amount of carbon particles in the polymer matrix was 

determined with respect to the weight of wet polymer precursor. For instance, a 10 

wt% carbon/polyimide composition contains lOg carbon inlOOg liquid precursor. In 

other words, this can also be expressed as 10 PHR, where ‘PHR’ stands for ‘parts (of 

filler) per hundred parts of resin’ |5,6].

Substrates were then coated with these formulations (according to the method 

described in section 2.2.2) using a doctor blade technique followed by their heat 

treatment in a convection oven preheated at 150°C for 150 seconds. This is required 

in order to evaporate the NMP (N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone) solvent base of the 

polyimide precursor. Subsequently the coatings were heat treated in a preheated 

furnace at 350°C for 300 seconds to cure the polyimide precursor into polyimide 

through imidization process. Carbon based coatings with high filler content tended to 

delaminate on a smooth substrate such as glass upon their curing but on ECCS; they 

adhered well due to the pre-existing micro roughness. A 2 wt% graphite/polyimide 

coating was applied as an interlayer onto the glass substrates and cured at 350°C for 

300 minutes (after drying at 150°C for 150 seconds) to enhance the adhesion 

between the glass substrates and the carbon rich top coatings. Examples regarding 

the role of interlayer in coating adhesion can be found in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 of this 

section.

Cured carbon based polyimide coatings were then further heat-treated up to 450°C 

for 30 minutes to assess their suitability for DSC application (see section 1.7). Key 

properties such as electrical resistance, average surface roughness (Ra), and average 

coating thickness were determined following this high temperature treatment. 

Depending on thermal, electrical, and surface morphological characterization, the 

best composition was then identified from this experiment and used to coat NCG and
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ECCS substrates to prepare DSC electrodes, for use as either a working or counter 

electrode in a device.

2.3.2 Preparation of TiN/polyimide coatings

Titanium nitride added polyimide coatings had been developed according to the 

method already described in the previous section (2.3.1).

TiN particles of < 3 pm size were then added into the polymeric precursor matrix at 

various weight percentages (30% - 90% by the precursor weight) to obtain 

compositions with different TiN concentrations. Blending of TiN particles into the 

precursor was carried out manually in small pots using glass rods for approximately 

30 minutes (divided into three 10 minutes steps). Uniform blending of TiN particles 

into the polymer precursor gave rise to homogenized mixtures with evenly 

distributed titanium nitride particles. Developed compositions were then applied 

onto the ECCS and NCG substrates using a doctor blade technique (see section 

2.2.2) with Scotch tapes as a height guide. Coated substrates were then heat-treated 

in a preheated convection oven at 150°C for 150 seconds to eliminate the NMP 

solvent base from the polymer precursor, which resulted in solvent-free dry coatings 

onto the ECCS and NCG substrates. Dry coatings were then further heat- treated at 

350°C for 5 minutes in a preheated furnace to cure the polymer precursor into a 

cross-linked polyimide structure. Cured coatings were taken out and cooled down in 

a normal atmosphere. It was observed that, cured coatings on glass suffered from 

severe delamination, as highly pigmented TiN coatings do not stick well on smooth 

NCG substrates (Figure 2.4-a). In contrast, the presence of micro roughness on 

ECCS promotes adhesion between the coatings and the metallic substrates (Figure

FIGURE 2.4: (a) Cured TiN/PI coating on NCG (de-laminated) (b) Cured TiN/PI coating 
on ECCS substrate.
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Similar to the previous section (2.3.1), the problem of delamination was solved by 

applying an interlayer of 5 wt% TiN/PI onto the NCG substrates, which was cured in 

the same manner prior to the application of highly concentrated top coatings (Figure 

2.5). The micro level asperities present on to the ECCS surface act as adhesion 

promoter thus application of 5 wt% TiN/PI interlayer was not necessary in this case.

5 w t%  TiN/PI 

Glass

Cone. TiN/PI

5 w t%  TiN/PI 

Glass

FIG U R E  2.5: (a) non-conducting glass substrates with cured 5 wt% TiN/PI coating (b) 
same substrates with cured top coating (no delamination observed).

2.3.3 Preparation of hybrid coatings

Titanium nitride and graphite hybrid coatings were developed using the same 

method already described in the sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Different proportions of 

graphite and titanium nitride were added into the polyamic acid solution to develop 

such coatings. Like other coatings, highly pigmented hybrid coatings also 

delaminated on NCG substrates in this case but it was again easily solved by 

applying a 5 wt% TiN/PI under layer.

2.4 Characterization of conductive coatings

This section provides a brief outline of testing methods used for the characterisation 

of electrically conductive coatings. The working principles associated with each 

technique have already been discussed in the literature review chapter (Chapter 1) of 

this thesis.
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2.4.1 Electrical sheet resistance m easurement

The sheet resistance (see section 1.10.1) of the cured coatings was measured on non

conducting glass substrates of dimension 40 mm x 40 mm (Figure 2.6). Developed 

coatings were simply doctor bladed onto the glass substrates followed by their 

drying at 150°C for 150 seconds and curing at 350°C for 5 minutes. Jandel RM 3000 

probe station was used to carry out all the measurements in this case.

Non-conducting glass 

Doctor bladed coating'

FIG U R E  2.6: Standard sample for sheet resistance measurement.

2.4.2 Surface profilometry

The samples for profilometry (see section 1.10.5) were prepared on NCG and ECCS 

substrates using the doctor blade technique. As shown in Figure 2.7, portions of the 

film were removed at two different locations to allow the stylus to rest on the bare 

substrate before and after the scan. In this way, coating thickness was calculated 

from the step height between the coated and uncoated area. All surface scans in this 

research were performed using a fully automated stylus profilometer, Veeco Dektak 

150.

Position before scan Position after scan

Movable tower

Scan direction

Removed coating Substrate

FIG U R E  2.7: Schematic o f  a stylus profilometer and sample scanning technique.
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2.4.3 Reflectance m easurement

A UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda 650) was used to determine 

reflectance properties (see section 1.10.3) of the developed coatings, which were 

doctor bladed onto 40 mm x 40 mm glass substrates prior to their insertion in the 

reflectance port shown in Figure 2.8. In addition, reflectance of un-coated FTO glass 

substrate (40 mm x 40 mm) was also recorded for comparison purposes ,7'.

component

\
Reflectance port with 
sample angled at 8 degree

Specular light 
port (closed

Light beam 

■ \
/

Transmission port

Specular

Photomultiplier and 
InGaAs or PbS detectors

FIG U R E  2.8: Schematic representation o f  reflectance measurement using a UV-Vis 
spectrophotom eter171.

2.4.4 Therm ogravim etry

Perkin Elmer Pyris 1 thermogravimetric analyser was used to determine the thermal 

stability of small quantities of polymer samples, see section 1 .1 0 .2  for brief 

theoretical information about TGA.
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FIG U R E  2.9: Schematic o f  a thennogravimetric analyser.

2.4.5 Scanning electron microscopy

A scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-4800) was used to study the surface 

topography of developed coatings on NCG substrates after curing at 350°C and 

sintering at 450°C.

2.4.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Surface characteristics of the developed coatings were studied using XPS technique. 

A theoretical background of the technique has already been provided in section

1.10.6. A VG ESCALAB XPS instrument operating at a base pressure of 10'1(> mbar 

was used in this case with following settings (Table 2.4) to analyse the samples. All 

photoelectron peaks are referenced to the C (Is) hydrocarbon peak at 284.8 eV.
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TABLE 2.4: Experimental setup for XPS analysis.

X-ray source Achromatic-
Aluminium
Ka

Source energy 1486.6 eV
Survey scan pass 
energy

50 eV

Core level scan pass 
energy

10 eV

Number of scans 10
Dwell time 0.05 s

2.S Fabrication of dye-sensitized solar cells

This research work was focused on liquid state DSC fabrication and their 

characterization. The term liquid state in this case suggests that the fabricated DSCs 

contains a liquid IVI3* redox electrolyte. Liquid state DSCs are relatively 

straightforward to manufacture but require a significant amount of time and involve 

a series of manufacturing steps. A wide range of substrate materials such as FTO 

glass, metals, and coated metallic and non-metallic materials were used in this 

research to fabricate different types of dye-sensitised solar cells without affecting the 

other vital components. This means, no change had been made in the TiC>2 paste, 

dye, electrolyte and the catalyst during the device fabrication steps. Such 

components were commercially purchased and used throughout the research. The 

purpose of this section is to explain the entire DSC manufacturing process that was 

followed in this research.

2.5.1 TiCh working electrode preparation

The TiC>2 working electrode was prepared through the steps described below.

Step 1: Substrate cleaning

The substrate for TiC>2 deposition was thoroughly cleaned using a soap solution 

(Triton X) followed by rinsing with ethanol.
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Step 2: TiOi deposition

The cleaned substrate was then mounted on a working mat using 3M Scotch™ tapes 

as height guides followed by deposition of the TiCU paste using doctor blade 

technique (Figures 2.10 and 2.11).

TiCh film
G lass  rotT

F IG U R E  2.10: Schematic representation o f  TiCF deposition on a clean substrate.

F IG U R E  2.11:Ti02 deposition on a clean FTO glass substrate.
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Step 3: Sintering o f  T1O2 film

The doctor bladed TiCT film was then dried at 150°C for 20 minutes in a convection 

oven to evaporate the solvent base. The dried TiC>2 film was then sintered at 450°C in 

a preheated oven to obtain the mesoporous TiCf film (Figure 2.12). The TiCb 

sintering time may vary from 10 to 30 minutes depending upon the nature of 

application.
Sintered TiCh

F IG U R E  2.12: Dried and sintered TiCb films on a FTO glass substrate.

Step 4: Shaping o f  T1O2 film s

The substrate with a sintered TiCh film was cut into small strips of 15 mm x 25 mm 

dimensions (Figure 2.13) using a glasscutter followed by the creation of a 1 cm2 

active area in the middle of each strip by trimming down the TiC>2 film using a cover 

slip.

1 cm2 active
Sintered TiCh \

I  IP i ■=>

I f c i
FIG U R E  2.13: Shaping o f  a TiO? film on a FTO glass substrate.
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For coated substrates, instead of a long strip (Figure 2.13) pre-cut substrates (15 mm 

x 25 mm) were used. A 1cm2 active area was created in such a way (Figure 2.14) on 

each substrate using scotch tapes as height guide, that TiCU shaping was not required 

after the sintering step. Shaping of TiCU onto the coated substrates might result in 

coating damage therefore this unconventional TiCU deposition technique was used.

Scotch tape window 

Deposited TiCU

Coated substrate

■=>

FIG U R E  2.14: TiCU deposition technique on coated substrates.

Step 5: TiCU treatment o f  T1O2 film s

TiCU treatment of the TiCU films is an optional step during DSC fabrication. A 

water-based solution of 0.5 mM Titanium (IV) chloride tetrahydrofuran complex 

was used to deposit a thin layer of TiCU crystallites on the mesoporous TiCU film and 

the exposed FTO glass. This thin layer of TiCU may prevent electron recombination 

(see section 1.4.1.2) at the substrate/electrolyte and the mesoporous Ti0 2 /electrolyte 

interfaces resulting in significant enhancement in the average photoconversion 

efficiency of the fabricated cells. This type of thin Ti0 2  layer can be applied just by 

immersing the mesoporous Ti0 2  film into the TiCU solution for 30 minutes at 80°C 

followed by a an additional sintering step of 30 minutes at 450°C |81.

2.5 .2  D ye t r e a tm e n t

The small strips were immersed into a dye bath containing an ethanol-based 0.3 mM 

solution of N719 dye. Dye-sensitization is an 18-20 hours long process after which 

dye-sensitized TiCU films were obtained (Figure 2.15). Dye adsorbed TiCU films 

were then rinsed with ethanol to remove the excess dye followed by their assembly 

with the counter electrodes.
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FIG U R E  2.15: FTO glass strips with dye-sensitized TiCF films.

2.5.3 C ounter electrode preparation

The cathode of a DSC is most commonly known as a counter electrode (CE). 

Counter electrodes are electrically conductive in nature with a catalyst deposited on 

the functional side, which facilitates the electron transfer process from the external 

load to the redox electrolyte. Substrates for counter electrodes were first cut into 

small strips of 15 mm x 25 mm dimensions followed by drilling a 0.5 mm hole in 

each strip (including coated pre-cut substrates) from the non-conducting/non- 

functional side. All the strips with drilled holes were rinsed with ethanol followed by 

drying using a hair drier. A catalyst solution, which had been prepared by dissolving 

5mM FEPtCE, 6 H2O (chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate) in isopropanol was then, 

deposited using a capillary onto the dried substrates. Thermally decomposed 

platinum catalyst was obtained by heating the substrates to 385°C for 15 minutes.

2.5.4 Device construction

Dye-sensitised solar cells were constructed by placing the counter electrodes over 

the working electrodes separated by Surlyn™ gaskets at a specific thickness (usually 

25 and 50 pm). Assembled electrodes were sealed using a hot press pre-heated at 

108°C. Sealed devices were then taken out of the press and allowed to cool. A redox 

electrolyte solution (0.8 M l-propyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide, 0.3 M lMethyl- 

benzimidazole, 0.1 M I2 and 0.05 M guanidinum thiocyanate dissolved in N- 

methoxypropionitrile) was then vacuum injected within the sealed devices through 

the holes present in the counter electrodes. The open holes were immediately sealed
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after filling by melting a Surlyn™ strip placed under a circular cover glass. Finally, a 

silver ink was used to deposit conductive silver contacts on the terminals of the cells 

as shown in Figure 2.16.

Silver contacts 
Sealed hole 
TiCU + Dye

Counter electrode 

Working electrode

(a) (b)
FIG U R E  2.16: Assembled device (a) schematic (b) FTO based typical device.

2.6 DSC characterization

This section provides a brief outline of testing methods used for the characterisation 

of dye-sensitized solar cells. The working principles associated with each technique 

have already been discussed in the literature review chapter of this thesis.

2.6.1 Solar simulation

The I-V characteristics of fabricated DSCs were measured using a class AAA solar 

simulator (Oriel Sol 3A) with a 450-watt xenon arc lamp, which provides power 

output equivalent to 1 sun (100 mW/cm2) to carry out simulation experiments at 1.5 

air-mass. All simulation experiments were carried out by applying the following 

settings (Table 2.5) to the software that controls the simulator. It is needless to 

mention that the same settings were used to measure the dark current in the absence 

of light.

TA B LE 2.5: Settings used for solar simulation.

Sample area 1 cm2

Irradiance 1 Sun

Pre sweep delay 1

Max reverse bias -0.1V

Max forward bias 0.8 V

No. of sweep points 200

Current limit 20 mA
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FIG U R E  2.17: Schematic o f  a solar simulator used for DSC testing ,91.

In the beginning of the experiment, the intensity of the light was adjusted to 1 Sun 

using an NREL certified crystalline silicon reference cell. A source meter (Keithley 

2400) was then connected to the cell using crocodile clips (Figure 2.18) to record the 

current -  voltage characteristics of the cell. A forward bias was applied during the 

simulation experiments, which remained unchanged whilst studying the I-V 

characteristics under light and dark conditions. The theory associated with this 

technique has been discussed briefly in section 1 .6 .1 .

Crocodile clips 
connecting the anode

Crocodile clips 
connecting the cathode

FIG U R E  2.18: Schematic o f a test cell for solar simulation.
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2.6.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

A Gamry reference 600 three-electrode potentiostat was used to measure the 

electrochemical impedance of fabricated dye-sensitised solar cells. All the 

impedance measurements were carried out under dark governed by specialised 

software. A DC potential range between -0.5 V to -0.85 V was used to collect the 

impedance data whilst the AC potential was kept at 10 mV with a frequency range 

between 105-  0.1 hertz. Further information regarding EIS can be found in 1.6.3.

2.6.3 Optoelectronic transient technique

A custom-built instrument (schematic representation, Figure 2.19) was used to 

collect transient data from the optically perturbed DSCs. A DSC is first connected to 

a DAQ (data acquisition) system through its working and counter electrodes 

followed by the optical perturbation process. Signals collected by the DAQ system 

are then supplied to the attached computer, which then converts the signals into 

presentable plots. The thickness of a TiCb photoanode is an important parameter in 

this experiment, which has to be entered correctly before running the scan. A brief 

outline describing the principle behind this technique can be found in section 1.6.2.

Power supplies

Com puter

Working electroi

D Y E + T iO ;

Counter electrode

F IG U R E  2.19: Simplified diagram o f the equipment used for optoelectronic transient 
m easurem ents|10].
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3.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to assess various techniques used for photovoltaic 

characterization o f dye-sensitized solar cells in order to provide an analytical 

foundation for the subsequent materials development. Traditional glass-based DSCs 

containing IVI3" redox electrolyte will be used for this purpose. In order to create 

measurable variation in device performance, two device fabrication methodologies 

were used. These will help quantify the variation in the device performance and 

various trends obtained from the PV characterization, which could act as a reference 

whilst interpreting the data presented in the following chapters. The following device 

types were constructed:

(a) Un-optimised -  conventional DSC with FTO glass electrodes o f 15 Q/n sheet 

resistance

(b) Optimised -  as above but with 7 Q/n FTO glass electrodes and TiCU treated 

mesoporous Ti0 2  film

In addition, optimization of devices will help understand the significance o f substrate 

sheet resistance and TiCU treatment on the device performance compared to its un

optimized counterpart. This could be beneficial whilst planning manufacturing steps 

for the novel substrate based DSCs followed by their characterization. This study 

provides specific information corresponding to each technique used for DSC 

characterization, which in turn will be helpful for understanding fundamental PV 

characteristics of a typical device (glass mounted DSC in this case). In addition, 

results obtained from this experiment will provide information on what experimental 

techniques can be used to determine the efficacy of particular optimisation. Finally, 

this investigation will provide the foundations for a subsequent comparative study 

between glass, titanium metal and substrates with novel coating based dye-sensitized 

solar cells that feature in the following chapters.
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3.2 Experimental

In this chapter, photovoltaic performances of dye-sensitized solar cells have been 

discussed in light of various DSC characterization techniques. DSCs were fabricated 

using conventional FTO glass substrates using the materials already listed in sections

2.1.1 and 2.1.2 and the method already described in section 2.5. In order to create 

variation in the electrochemical properties, optimized cells were constructed using 

FTO glass electrodes (working and counter) of 7 Q/n sheet resistance with enhanced 

charge collection efficiency due to low internal resistances [1] o f the electrodes and 

additional TiCU treatment of the mesoporous Ti02 film. In contrast, un-optimized 

cells were fabricated using most widely used 15 O/n glass electrodes without any 

TiCU treatment of the mesoporous Ti02 film.

Different characterization techniques were employed to perform photovoltaic as well 

as electrochemical characterization of the fabricated cells. Such techniques involve 

solar simulation (see sections 1.6.1 and 2.6.1 ) using Oriel Sol 3A solar simulator to 

determine current density -  voltage (J-V) characteristics followed by the 

electrochemical characterization under dark using electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (see sections 1.6.3 and 2.6.2). Finally, transient photocurrent and 

photovoltage analysis (see sections 1.6.2 and 2.6.3) were carried out to quantify 

transport, recombination, and lifetime of the charge carriers within the fabricated 

cells.
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3.3 Results & Discussion

Two sets containing six devices each were analysed in this study. The first set 

contained optimized cells followed by the second one dedicated to un-optimized 

devices. The optimized devices were based on 7 Q/n FTO coated glass electrodes 

and treated with TiCU solution whereas the un-optimized cells were fabricated 

without the TiCU treatment and were based on commonly used 15 O/n FTO glass 

electrodes. It has been reported by Sommeling et al. that DSCs fabricated using FTO 

glass with low sheet resistance (~ 8  Q/o) and TiCU treatment exhibit higher Jsc and 

photoconversion efficiency values [21. Thus, optimized devices were fabricated using 

similar experimental conditions to compare their overall PV performance with the 

un-optimised cells.

The PV performance of dye-sensitized solar cells may vary depending upon the 

thickness o f the Ti0 2  photoanode. Hence, a stylus profilometer (Veeco Dektak 150) 

was used to determine the average Ti0 2  film thickness values of optimized and un- 

optimized cells given in Table 3.1 l3]. It is noteworthy in this case that the 

photoanodes for optimized and un-optimized cells came from different batches, 

which means they were prepared separately using a doctor blade technique.

TABLE 3.1: Average TiCb film thickness of the cells chosen for characterization.

Cells 7702 film
thickness (jum)

Optimized 7.91
(±0.41)

Un-optimized 8.94
(±0.78)

3.3,1 Current -  voltage (J-V) characteristics

Current-voltage measurements using a solar simulator show that the optimized cells 

(Figure 3.1, Table 3.2) are ~ 17% more efficient than the un-optimized ones under 

forward illumination mode (Figure 3.1). Augmented PV performance of optimized 

cells was expected due to the TiCU treatment of the mesoporous TiCU photoanode, 

which resulted in higher Jsc values ( - 1 1 % increase) probably due to the conduction
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band edge sift o f the TiCh photoanode, which is mainly attributed to the TiCU 

treatm ent[2].
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FIGURE 3.1: Average J-V characteristics of optimized and un-optimized 
DSCs in forward illumination mode: based on two sets of six devices each.
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FIGURE 3.2: Average J-V characteristics of optimized and un-optimized DSCs 
in reverse illumination mode: based on two sets of six devices each.

However, the open circuit voltage (Voc) remained similar in both type o f cells (Table 

3.2) without any significant deviation. In addition, the difference between average 

fill factors in both cases was substantially low. Nevertheless, the optimized cells 

exhibited slightly higher average fill factor, which could be due to the better catalytic 

performance of the platinum catalyst on counter electrodes made of 7 Q/n FTO 

glass.
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It is also evident from Figure 3.1 that the rate of charge recombination in un- 

optimized cells could be faster than the optimized set. Dark current curves obtained 

from the solar simulation study seem to support this fact. It can be seen that the onset 

of dark current in case of un-optimized cells is around 0.45 V whereas; the onset is 

shifted towards 0 . 6  V in case of optimized devices.

TABLE 3.2: Average current-voltage data o f  optimized and un-optimized cells: 
based on total 12 devices.

Optimized Voc(V) Jsc (mA/cm2) Fill factor 
(% )

Efficiency (% )

Forward 0.71
(± 0 .00 )

10.21
(± 0 .3 2 )

72.51
(± 0 .88 )

5.32
(± 0 .1 7 )

Reverse 0.7
(± 0 .00 )

8.09
(± 0 .1 8 )

74.41
(± 0 .79 )

4.28
(± 0 .0 8 )

Un-optimized Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) Fill factor 
(% )

Efficiency (% )

Forward 0.7
(± 0 .0 0 )

9.17
(± 0 .2 1 )

70.26
(± 2 .07 )

4.56
(± 0 .13 )

Reverse 0.69
(± 0 .00 )

7.27
(± 0 .4 8 )

72.23
(± 1 .8 7 )

3.67
(± 0 .2 )

Thus, it can be seen from this section that the initial device performance can be 

obtained in terms of current-voltage characteristics obtained from solar simulation 

technique, which gives vital information regarding Voc, Jsc, fill factor and the 

efficiency of a dye-sensitised solar cell. This technique can be sensitive to minor 

alteration in the device fabrication technique, which is evident from the results 

demonstrated by optimized and un-optimized sets. In addition, a hint regarding 

interfacial charge recombination can also be obtained from this study. The dark 

current curves obtained in this case can be very useful in predicting the charge 

recombination in the first place. Thus, solar simulation technique will be extensively 

used in the following chapters to understand the fundamental difference between the 

PV characteristics of a typical FTO glass based device and the one based on a 

different substrate material.
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3.3.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an extremely useful technique, 

which is being used to understand charge transfer kinetics associated with different 

interfaces within a dye-sensitised solar cell. An AC output response o f different cells 

over a large frequency region (0.1 to 105 Hz) was studied under low to high bias (0.5 

V to 0.85 V) conditions, although impedance data close to the open circuit voltage at 

one sun (Voc of device) were given preference in this case (see section 2 .6 . 2  for 

further information on the measurement technique). Figure 3.3 represents Nyquist 

plots obtained from the EIS study of optimized and un-optimized cells respectively. 

Informally, Nyquist plots consist of semicircles. However, number and nature of 

semicircles depend specifically on the type of the electrochemical system that is 

being analysed. Therefore, in this case only two types of semicircles (A and B in 

Figure 3.3) are noticed in each plot, which represent electrochemical impedance at 

different interfaces (see section 1.6.3) within the fabricated dye-sensitised solar cells.

In Figure 3.3 the semicircles smaller in sizes (denoted by type “A”) represent the 

charge transfer resistance (Rce) at the counter electrode (Pt coated) / electrolyte 

interface, which largely rely upon the catalytic activity of the platinum catalyst. 

There is a possibility that higher catalytic activity of the Pt catalyst could result in 

smaller semicircle in a Nyquist plot. Thus, it can be seen from Figure 3.3 that the 

semicircle representing average Rce for optimized devices is smaller than the one 

corresponding to un-optimized cells.
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FIGURE 3.3: Nyquist plots o f  optimized and un-optimized devices based on then- 
average values (data consist o f  the average o f  three best performing devices from 
each set!.
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This could be due to better catalytic performance of the catalyst on low sheet 

resistance counter electrodes (7 Q/n) facilitating faster charge transfer at the counter 

electrode/electrolyte interface of optimized devices. Higher average fill-factor 

demonstrated by optimized devices also suggests the same possibility. This is a good 

example where both the current-voltage characteristics and EIS investigation 

indicate towards the same fact establishing the reliability of these techniques for 

DSC characterization. However, quantification of Rce values (for both optimized and 

un-optimized cells) from the equivalent circuit modelling will reveal more 

information in the following results.

Equivalent circuit modelling of EIS data based on a model with constant phase 

elements (see section 1.6.3) gives a clear idea about different interfaces present 

within a DSC and their corresponding resistance and capacitance values at different 

applied potentials. A typical J-V characteristic is normally unable to provide such 

information, which is why EIS is preferred to extract this kind of information from a 

DSC.
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FIGURE 3.4: Average charge transfer resistance (Rce) vs. applied potential (data 
consist o f  the average o f  three best performing devices from each set).

It is obvious from Figure 3.4 that the charge transfer resistances (Rce) in both sets o f 

cells decrease with increasing bias potential. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

higher bias potential enhances the charge transfer rate at the CE/electrolyte interface 

due to increase in the driving force of the charge transfer process 141. However, it can 

be seen from Figure 3.4 that average Rce o f optimized cells remained significantly
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low even at a potential around 0.65 V, which could be due to the better catalytic 

performance of the Pt-catalyst deposited on the counter electrodes o f such cells.

The Nyquist plot also provides generalized information regarding charge 

recombination kinetics occurring within a dye-sensitized solar cell. The bigger 

semicircles (belonging to the mid frequency region, represented by type “B” in 

Figure 3.3) in the Nyquist plots obtained in this case mostly represent recombination 

resistance (Rrc) at the TiCh/electrolyte interface of a DSC. In addition, the bigger the 

semicircle the higher is the charge recombination resistance, which in turn reduces 

the charge recombination rate within a DSC. However, Rrc decreases with increasing 

applied potential leading to faster recombination of charges at the TiC>2 /electrolyte 

interface of a DSC 151.

Rrc vs. voltage plot (Figure 3.5) obtained from the equivalent circuit modelling show 

steady decrease in the recombination resistance with increasing bias potential in both 

optimized and un-optimized cells. Both set of cells show nearly same recombination 

resistance values close to the open circuit voltage, which apparently suggests that the 

charge recombination in both cases is almost same.
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FIGURE 3.5: Average charge recombination resistance (Rrc) vs. applied potential 
(data consist of the average of three best performing devices from each set).

This feature of EIS could be considered as a limitation o f this technique as it fails to 

p*ovide clear information regarding the charge recombination sites and the type of
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recombination reaction occurring within the fabricated devices. A DSC is said to 

consist of several interfaces among which substrate/electrolyte and the 

TiCU/electrolyte interfaces are the most important. It has been reported that the 

photogenerated electrons are most likely to recombine with the electrolyte at these 

two interfaces but specific information regarding recombination sites cannot be 

extracted from EIS. Therefore, in order to obtain a clear idea about the interfacial 

charge recombination, transient and photovoltage decay measurements have been 

introduced in the following sections. Recombination resistance (Rrc) in a DSC is also 

related to the chemical capacitance (C^) at the TiCVelectrolyte interface, which 

increases with increasing Voc values. This means higher chemical capacitance results 

in increase in the charge accumulation at the TiC>2 /electrolyte interface.

“ 1

•  Optimized 

O Unoptimized

0.9

FIGURE 3.6: Average chemical capacitance (C^) vs. applied potential (data consist 
of the average of three best performing devices from each set).

Cells belonging to the optimized set (Figure 3.6) show higher chemical capacitance 

values near the open circuit voltage at 1 Sun. This suggests that TiCU treatment in 

the optimized cells could be responsible for higher chemical capacitance in such 

devices. An increase in the chemical capacitance of TiCU treated devices was 

already reported by Sommeling et al. which was due to increased number of density 

of states or DOS (in this context DOS means sites available in the Fermi level o f the 

Ti0 2  film for the photogenerated electrons to occupy) in the TiCU treated Ti0 2  film, 

j This could also result in higher Jsc values due to downward shift o f the conduction

i band edge of the mesoporous Ti0 2  films 121.
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The electron recombination lifetime (xn) at open circuit is the average residence time 

in seconds spent by an electron in the TiC>2 conduction band; before its 

recombination with the redox electrolyte or an oxidised dye molecule. The product 

of Rrc and gives electron lifetime xn, which decreases exponentially with 

increasing voltage. Lower electron lifetime is an indication of higher charge 

recombination within a device. This has a detrimental effect on the PV performance 

of a dye-sensitized solar cell due to reduction in the open circuit voltage. Thus, 

electron lifetimes calculated for un-optimized and optimized cells (Figure 3.7) 

suggest that the un-optimized devices have significantly lower electron lifetimes, 

which in turn related to their substandard PV performance compared to the 

optimized set.
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FIGURE 3.7: Average electron lifetime vs. applied potential (data consist of the average 
of three best performing devices from each set).

After the Nyquist plot, the Bode plot is another very essential tool for understanding 

interfacial electrochemical processes taking place in a dye-sensitised solar cell. 

Unlike the semi-circular nature of the Nyquist plot, Bode plot provides peaks 

associated with AC phase shift due to an applied potential, the amplitude of the 

peaks decreases with increasing voltage [4).

Figure 3.8 shows a comparison between Bode plots obtained from the EIS analysis 

of optimized and un-optimized devices. The peak with apex in the low frequency 

region (~4 Hz) is related to the optimized cells whereas the peak belong to the un-
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optimized set has an apex at around 10 Hz. It is usually common in DSC Bode plots 

that if  an apex of a peak shifts towards the higher frequency region then it is due to 

the higher rate of charge recombination taking place at the TiC>2 /electrolyte interface 

of the cell 161. The same scenario was observed in case of un-optimized cells where 

the apex of the peak shifted towards the high frequency region (Figure 3.8) 

indicating rapid interfacial charge recombination. In contrast, the peak associated 

with the optimized set stayed in the low frequency region suggesting relatively 

slower rate of charge recombination compared to the un-optimized set.
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FIGURE 3.8: Average Bode plots of optimized and un-optimized devices showing phase 
shift vs. frequency (data consist of the average of three best performing devices from each 
set).

In case of DSCs, EIS is mainly used to reinforce the data obtained from the current- 

voltage characteristics. This is because current-voltage characteristics do not provide 

any information regarding the interfacial charge transfer mechanisms taking place 

within a device. Due to this reason, EIS comes into play to describe such 

mechanisms that are actively involved in controlling the PV performance of a DSC. 

It can be seen from this section that EIS plays a central role in describing the charge 

transfer and recombination mechanisms in optimized and un-optimized devices. 

Results presented in this section clearly show that the two types of cells (optimized 

and un-optimized) are different from each other in terms of their electrochemical 

characteristics. Hence, the biggest advantage of using EIS technique is, it helps
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identify electrochemically distinct devices in a precise manner. Therefore, utilization 

o f this technique in subsequent chapters will be beneficial for reporting the 

difference between the charge transfer mechanisms in DSCs based on novel 

substrates and the one consist o f typical FTO glass electrodes. However, a clear idea 

regarding charge recombination and transport characteristics can be obtained from 

transient measurements that are described in the following section.

3.3.3 Optoelectronic transient measurements

As already mentioned in the previous section, that the data obtained from EIS 

analysis under dark can be extended further with the help of transient photovoltage 

and photocurrent studies. Transient studies were performed on optimized as well as 

un-optimized cells to determine charge transport and recombination characteristics 

o f the cells. All transient studies in this case were carried out under illumination 

equivalent to the 1 sun.

Electron lifetime data obtained from the transient studies (Figure 3.9) shows that the 

optimized cells possess slightly higher electron lifetimes than the un-optimized ones 

due to the formation of a thin TiChcompact layer formed by the TiCU treatment. This 

thin layer of TiC>2 appears to be acting as a blocking layer at the FTO /electrolyte 

interface by reducing the extent of recombination reaction in the high efficiency 

cells. In contrast, such a blocking layer is absent in case of un-optimized cells and 

thus could give rise to lower efficiencies due to higher charge recombination.
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FIGURE 3.9: Average recombination lifetime vs. voltage (data consist of the average 
of three best performing devices from each set).
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Charge density or carrier density within a dye-sensitized solar cell represents the 

density of the photoexcited electrons injected into the conduction band o f the TiCU 

photoanode by the photosensitive dye molecule. Charge densities of the fabricated 

devices display directly proportional relationship with the voltage in Figure 3.10. 

Therefore, carrier densities in such cells increase with increasing voltage, which in 

turn can also enhance the current output of the cells. However, in the event of 

significant charge recombination the current output o f a cell may also decrease. The 

higher charge density obtained in optimized cells could be due to the TiCU 

treatment, which can dramatically increase the trap states in the Fermi level of the 

meso-porous TiC>2 film. This is because formation of an additional TiCU layer by the 

TiCU treatment changes the surface charge on the porous TiCU photoanode, which in 

turn changes the electrical filed responsible for controlling the potential of the energy 

states in the mesoporous TiC>2 (conduction band and trap states) at the 

TiCU/electrolyte interface 171.
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FIGURE 3.10: Average charge density vs. voltage (data consist of the average of three 
best performing devices from each set).

In order to investigate the effect of TiCU treatment on the performance of optimized 

cells, electron transport lifetimes of both cell types are compared in Figure 3.11.

It can be seen from Figure 3.11 that TiCU treatment has no remarkable influence on 

the transport lifetimes of the optimized and un-optimized cells. Therefore, it can be
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concluded in this case that faster electron transport could not be one of the reasons 

behind higher Jsc values observed in the optimized cells. Thus, increase in the 

average Jsc value by 1 1 % in optimized cells could be due to greater dye loading and 

the downward shift o f the conduction band edge of the TiC>2 film 121.
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FIGURE 3.11: Average current density vs. lifetime (data consist of the average of three 
best performing devices from each set).

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a very useful technique that helps 

analyse electrochemical behaviour of a dye-sensitised solar cell. Vital information 

regarding charge recombination, chemical capacitance and charge transport can be 

extracted from this technique. However, results obtained from this study may contain 

some errors if  an inappropriate equivalent circuit model is chosen for the analysis of 

an EIS spectrum. In addition, it is possible that an important feature such as charge 

transport characteristics within the TiC>2 film could be suppressed by another e.g. 

charge transfer resistance in the EIS spectrum 181. Therefore, in order to obtain 

accurate results and to validate EIS data, optoelectronic transient technique has been 

introduced in this section. This technique is mainly useful in determining carrier 

lifetime, transport and density within a dye-sensitized solar cell as described in 

section 3.3.3. Thus, optoelectronic transient technique will play a significant role in 

the following chapters for studying electron lifetime, transport and concentration 

within novel substrate based DSCs.
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3.3.4 Photovoltage decay measurements

Photovoltage (PV) decay measurement (see section 1.6.2) provides information 

about charge recombination at the substrate/electrolyte interface of a dye-sensitised 

solar cell. Therefore, a clear evidence of charge recombination occurring at the FTO 

substrate/electrolyte interfaces o f fabricated cells can be obtained from this 

experiment. Figure 3.12 shows that the photo voltage decay rate corresponding to the 

optimized cells treated with TiCU is much slower than the un-optimized cells 

without such a treatment. It is now evident from Figure 3.12 that the untreated cells 

suffered from severe recombination at the FTO/electrolyte interface as indicated by 

the sudden drop in the photo voltage as a function of time 191. TiCU treatment results 

in a thin compact layer of TiCU film on the mesoporous TiCU as well as on the bare 

FTO glass. This compact Ti0 2  film appears to be preventing recombination at the 

FTO/electrolyte interface as the cells (un-optimized) without such a layer displayed 

rapid voltage drop when the bias light was turned off.
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FIGURE 3.12: Photovoltage decay vs. time (data consist of the average of three best 
performing devices from each set).

It is evident in this case that PV decay measurement helps identify the difference 

between the optimized and un-optimized devices in a distinctive manner. This could 

be helpful whilst assessing the interfacial charge recombination at the coated 

substrate/electrolyte interfaces of the devices based on novel substrate materials. 

Information obtained from this technique is as credible as other characterization
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techniques such as EIS and solar simulation. In addition, interpretation of results 

obtained from this technique is relatively straight forward, which would be helpful 

whist comparing the charge recombination characteristics of novel substrate based 

DSCs and their FTO glass based counterparts (standard DSCs).

3.4 Conclusions

The most widely used characterization techniques such as solar simulation, EIS and 

optoelectronic transient measurements have been discussed in this chapter in the 

context of optimized and un-optimized DSCs. Each of the characterization technique 

was assessed carefully whist analysing the data obtained from the PV 

characterization of the manufactured devices (optimized and un-optimized). The 

devices (optimized and un-optimized) manufactured in this case were different from 

each other in terms of their photovoltaic characteristics thus helping identify the 

dissimilarities using the characterization techniques mentioned earlier. Findings 

associated with this study could act as a reference in subsequent chapters whilst 

discussing the photovoltaic characteristics of novel substrate based devices in a 

precise manner. This chapter also tries to explain various advantages and dis

advantages associated with each characterization technique that may be useful whilst 

selecting a technique to perform a specific analysis. On the other hand, this chapter 

emphasises the effects of TiCU treatment and substrate conductivity on device 

performance as optimized devices with TiCU treatment demonstrated approximately 

17% increase in the average photoconversion efficiency. This also led to 11% 

increase in the average Jsc value of the said devices due to conduction band-edge 

shift in the mesoporous Ti0 2  film. It also appears from this study that TiCU treated 

optimized devices were capable o f minimising charge carrier recombination at the 

substrate/electrolyte interface which is similar to the characteristics of a compact 

TiC>2 blocking layer, which minimises electron recombination with the redox 

electrolyte present in a DSC. In addition, optimized devices with low sheet resistance 

(7 Q /n) substrates demonstrated higher charge collection efficiency than their un- 

optimized counterparts with substrates of higher sheet resistance (15 Q/n).
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CHAPTER 4

CARBON/POLYIMIDE COATINGS 

FOR DYE-SENSITIZED SOLAR 

CELL APPLICATIONS
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4.1 Introduction

One of the expensive components of a commercially available flexible DSC is the 

titanium substrate. Therefore, this chapter deals with potential replacements to the 

titanium based on lower cost alternatives. ECCS (electrolytic chromium coated steel) 

is a commercially available mass-produced low cost sheet metal manufactured by 

TATA steel, which could potentially act as a flexible DSC substrate replacing the 

expensive titanium metal in metal mounted DSCs 11-31. However, ECCS is corroded 

by the commonly used IVI3" redox electrolyte in a dye-sensitized solar cell 141. 

Therefore, utilization of bare ECCS in DSC manufacturing is not recommended 

when it comes to commercialization of this technology141.

Corrosion of ECCS could be prevented by applying a chemically inert but 

electrically conductive protective coating, which would form a barrier between the 

electrolyte and the metal substrate without compromising the electrical conductivity 

of the metal. A key requirement for an organic coating under these circumstances is 

the ability to withstand the high processing temperatures (as outlined in section 1.7).

As a possible solution, carbon loaded polyimide based protective coatings are 

presented in this chapter. Carbon is an electrically conductive material therefore by 

controlling carbon concentration in the polyimide matrix, it may be possible to 

generate the desired electrical conductivity in the developed coatings. In addition, 

both carbon and polyimide are chemically inert and high temperature resistant 

materials 15-81. The coatings must be able to withstand the high temperature heating 

steps (TiC>2 coated photoelectrode preparation at 450°C and Pt-deposition on counter 

electrode at 385°C) involved in processing of the DSC electrodes. Thus, coated 

ECCS substrates could function as both working and counter electrodes (CE) in 

reverse and forward illuminated DSCs respectively (Figure 4.1). Especially in case 

of CE application, coated ECCS based CE could be useful in manufacturing low-cost 

glass-metal hybrid (forward illuminated) devices with higher photoconversion 

efficiencies.

Furthermore, the potentially enhanced electrically conducting nature o f this coating 

(it is a Z-axis conductor on ECCS substrates) would also enable us to fabricate DSCs 

using TCO free glass substrates in the same fashion (Figure 4.1). However, coatings 

on NCG (non-conducting glass) substrates should demonstrate sheet resistances
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equivalent to the typical TCO coated glass electrodes for DSC application. Hence, 

highly conductive carbon fillers such as multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 

and graphite were used in the following experiments as fillers for carbon/polyimide 

coatings. Most carbon materials are cheap, abundant and highly conductive in nature, 

hence a carbon based protective coating could be an ideal candidate for this 

application.
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FIGURE 4.1: Device architecture of DSCs with carbon based coatings on metallic and 
non-metallic substrates as (a) working electrodes and (b) counter electrodes.
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4.2 Experimental

Carbon/polyimide based conductive coatings were formulated using materials 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich, UK. The coating formulation and application 

techniques have already been discussed in section 2.3.1. Thus, MWCNT, 

MWCNT/graphite and graphite based conductive coatings were prepared and coated 

onto the ECCS and NCG substrates o f approximately 0.21 and 2.2 mm thickness 

respectively. In case of NCG substrates, a 2 wt% graphite/PI under layer was used as 

adhesion promoter (section 2.3.1). ECCS substrates were supplied by TATA steel, 

UK whereas NCG substrates were purchased from a local supplier.

Applied wet coatings on both the substrates were cured (after drying at 150°C for 

120 mins) using a specified curing profile (see section 2.2.3) followed by their 

characterization to determine surface, electrical and thermal properties. A stylus 

profilometer was employed to record the surface characteristics that include 

calculation o f average roughness (Ra), average peak height (Rp) and coating 

thickness. On the other hand, a four-point probe equipment was used to determine 

electrical sheet resistance values of the coatings. Detailed information on both the 

techniques can be found in section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Finally, the thermal stability was 

evaluated as a function of time using a convection oven.

The photovoltaic characterization of dye-sensitised solar cells based on coated ECCS 

and NCG substrates was carried out using solar simulation and EIS techniques. More 

details on these techniques can be found in section 2 .6 . 1  and 2 .6 .2 .
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4.3 Results & Discussion

4,3.1 MWCNT/polyimide coatings

MWCNT/polyimide coatings were developed initially as it was believed that 

MWCNT would perform extremely well for this specific application due to its higher 

electrical conductivityl9]. It was observed in this case that MWCNT/PI formulation 

becomes difficult to process when the amount o f MWCNT exceeds 4 wt% in the 

polyimide precursor causing a dramatic increase in the viscosity o f the resulting 

formulation. Hence, compositions with MWCNT content only up to 4 wt% in the 

polyimide matrix were possible in this case.

An initial observation of the deposited material was an extremely rough surface 

morphology of MWCNT/PI coatings. A typical surface profile of cured MWCNT/PI 

coatings demonstrated very rough surfaces compared to the cured un-pigmented 

polyimide (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). The extremely rough surface in this case was 

produced due to the formation of big MWCNT agglomerates in the polyimide 

precursor, which were clearly visible to the naked eye and difficult to break. This is 

shown by the presence o f sharp peaks in Figure 4.2.The sharp peaks are denoted by 

Rp in general that gives the average peak height. Rp mostly depends on the particle 

size thus a coating with fine particles may lead to lower Rp values which in turn 

reduces the average roughness (Ra) of the coating.
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FIGURE 4.2: Surface profile of a typical MWCNT/PI coating cured at 350°C.
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FIGURE 4.3: Surface profile of an un-pigmented PI coating cured at 350°C.

Strong Van der Waal forces are responsible for the MWCNT agglomeration, which 

eventually led to coarse surface morphology in this case 1101. Roughness is a critical 

factor here as coated substrates with high surface roughness may cause short- 

circuiting of the fabricated devices. Therefore, coatings with lowest possible 

roughness are always preferable for DSC application. This problem may have been 

solved easily by breaking the MWCNT agglomerates using an ultrasonic technique. 

However, it has been reported that the ultrasonic technique can degrade the physical 

properties (e.g. electrical conductivity which is very important in this case) o f CNTs 

by damaging their tubular structure to a large extent [111. Thus, the electrical 

conductivity of MWCNTs was preserved by adopting the manual mixing technique 

in this case.

Substrate conductivity is another critical issue in DSC fabrication as PV performance 

of a device can also depend on the charge collection efficiency o f the substrate 

material. A typical substrate is an FTO coated glass with 15 H /n sheet resistance that 

is often recommended for DSC application. Thus, any similar substrate material 

(excluding metals or Z-axis conductors) exceeding the sheet resistance limit (15 

n/m) will not be considered for this application. Table 4.1 shows sheet resistance 

values of various compositions of MWCNT added to polyimide cured at 350°C as 

well as heat treated at 450°C (to replicate the sintering process) coated onto both 

NCG and ECCS substrates. It was promising that all the coatings
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prepared in this case could withstand 450°C for 30 minutes without any loss in the 

structural integrity, which was clearly visible to the naked eye. However, electrical 

sheet resistance values of the cured and heat-treated coatings (450°C for 30 minutes) 

remained very high on NCG substrates (not favourable for TCO less DSC 

manufacturing on NCG, see section 4.1) due to inadequate lateral percolation of 

MWCNTs because of their agglomeration in the PI matrix. In contrast, coated ECCS 

substrates demonstrated Z-axis electrical conductivity due to the underlying metallic 

substrates, which may be favourable for DSC application if  it meets the roughness 

requirements.

TABLE 4.1: Sheet resistance of MWCNT/PI coatings on NCG and ECCS substrates.

ECCS Sheet resistance,
n /a

% MWCNT in 
PI

350°C 450°C

1 % 826.31 47.56

2 % Z-axis* Z-axis

3% Z-axis Z-axis

4% Z-axis Z-axis

NCG Substrate Sheet resistance, 
fi/n

% MWCNT in 
PI

350°C 450°C

1 % _ _

2 % 59.44K 59.88K

3% 1.11K 1.90K

4% 60.6 65.34

*Z-axis resistance of ECCS: 6.7 x 10'3 Q

Apart from the electrical conductivity, surface characteristics may also affect the 

device performance. Materials with high surface roughness may cause device short- 

circuiting as already mentioned in the beginning of this section. Thus, to be able to 

qualify as a potential substrate material for DSC application, these MWCNT/PI 

coatings should also demonstrate a smooth surface morphology suitable for device 

fabrication.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 represent average roughness (Ra) and average peak height (Rp) of 

MWCNT/PI coatings on NCG and ECCS substrates at various temperatures. Despite 

the extremely high Ra and Rp values demonstrated by the MWCNT/PI coatings it 

was evident from the figures, that in most cases Ra and Rp values o f cured coatings 

(at 350°C) on both the substrates remained almost same. Even after their high 

temperature heat treatment at 450°C up to 30 minutes. This suggests a good 

structural integrity and uniform pigment distribution in the polymer matrix.
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However, in some cases significant variation in the Ra and Rp values was observed. 

For instance, Ra and Rp values of 2 wt% MWCNT/PI coating on NCG substrate 

appear to have significant variation before and after heat treatment (Figure 4.4). This 

could be due to the presence of bigger MWCNT agglomerates in the coating. A 

similar trend was observed in case of 1 wt% MWCNT/PI on ECCS exhibiting a 

substantial deviation in the Rp values before and after high temperature heat 

treatment (Figure 4.5).
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FIGURE 4.4: Raand Rp of MWCNT/PI on non-conducting glass.
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FIGURE 4.5: Raand Rp of MWCNT/PI on ECCS.
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It is important to mention in this case that the Ra and Rp values o f developed

MWCNT/PI based coatings (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) were also higher than the uncoated

substrate materials and the un-pigmented polyimide films. It can be seen from Table

4.2 that the Ra and Rp values of glass and un-pigmented PI (cured and heat-treated 

films on NCG) were <0.1 pm. This means both the glass and 0 wt% PI demonstrate 

an even surface morphology. In contrast, the Ra value of un-coated ECCS (Table

4.2) was approximately 1 pm. This means the surface of ECCS is rougher than the 

non-conductive glass or un-pigmented PI films. In addition, the Rp (2.96 pm) value 

obtained from the ECCS surface scan was also higher than the glass and un- 

pigmented PI. Therefore, it may appear in this case that a substrate with ECCS like 

surface characteristics might not be suitable for DSC application. However, in reality 

it could be possible to construct a device on such a substrate as the gasket used for 

device sealing is sufficiently thick (25-50 pm for a typical gasket) to prevent device 

short-circuiting.

TABLE 4.2: Ra and Rp values o f  uncoated substrates and un-pigmented PI films.

Quantities ECCS NCG 0% PI 0% PI
(pm) 350°C 450°C
Ra 0.96 0.01 0.04 0.02
Rp 2.96 0.03 0.08 0.08

Changes in coating thickness with temperature may appear irrelevant in this context 

but it provides important information regarding the thermal stability o f the coatings. 

Most polymers shrink because of high-temperature heat treatment but certain 

engineering polymers such as PI are said to be stable up to 500°C. Figure 4.6 shows 

a thermogravimetric (TG) analysis curve o f polyimide (PI) used in this research. It 

can be seen from the figure that polyimide possesses excellent thermal stability up to 

500°C. However, significant amount o f weight loss was observed in the beginning of 

the TG analysis, which was due to the evaporation of the NMP (N-methyl-2 

pyrrolidone) solvent base of the polyamic acid.
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i
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FIGURE 4.6: TG analysis of polyimde precursor.

Hence, it is evident from the TG analysis that the outstanding thermal stability of PI 

will also be translated into the pigmented PI coatings making them to withstand high 

temperature heat treatments involved in DSC processing. This is evident from the 

thickness measurements of MWCNT/PI coatings using a stylus profilometer before 

and after high-temperature (450°C) heating steps. Figure 4.7 shows the effect of high 

temperature heat treatment on the thickness of MWCNT/PI coatings. Profilometry 

data obtained in this case were based on both coated NCG (Figure 4.7, a) and ECCS 

(Figure 4.7, b) substrates. It can be seen from Figure 4.7 that MWCNT/PI coatings 

may withstand high temperature heat treatment up to 450°C for 30 minutes.
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FIGURE 4.7: Average thickness of MWCNT/PI on (a) NCG and (b) ECCS.
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It is evident from the figure that the thickness o f cured coatings (at 350°C) did not 

change substantially after the high temperature (at 450°C) heating step. This suggests 

that the pigmented PI coatings do not shrink as a result o f high temperature heat 

treatments and thus can be used as a protective layer for metal mounted DSCs.

However, it is evident from Figures 4.4 and 4.5 that successful device fabrication on 

MWCNT/PI coatings is highly unlikely in this case due to extremely coarse surface 

roughness with Rp values over 25 pm. This exceeds the thickness of an ideal gasket 

and due to this reason even coated ECCS with Z-axis conductivity will not qualify as 

a potential substrate for DSC application.

4,3.2 MWCNT and graphite containing PI coatings

It has already been seen in Table 4.1 and Figures 4.4 and 4.5 that MWCNT added 

polyimide coatings were non-ideal for DSC application due to their high surface 

roughness and high sheet resistance values. In order to address this issue, graphite 

particles were added to the MWCNT in the polyimide matrix. Graphite is a soft 

material and well known for its lubrication properties therefore it was hoped that the 

addition of graphite could possibly lead to lower Ra and Rp values. Moreover, 

graphite is a good conductor o f electricity. Therefore; addition of graphite could 

support MWCNT in terms of overall improvement in the electrical conductivity of 

the developed coatings. This can be observed from Table 4.3 where sheet resistance 

of graphite/MWCNT/PI coatings on NCG substrates tend to decrease with an 

increase in the amount o f graphite added. In this manner, 35 wt% graphite and lwt% 

MWCNT added PI demonstrated the lowest possible sheet resistance values (8.95 

and 7.48 Q/n respectively) on NCG substrate (lower than a typical FTO coating). On 

the other hand, Z-axis conductivity was demonstrated by coated ECCS substrates. It 

is also evident from Table 4.3 that high temperature heat treatment at 450°C caused 

an increase in the electrical conductivity o f the coatings due to improved 

interconnection between graphite and MWCNT particles.

Better interconnection between the carbon particles was possible in this case as fine 

graphite particles (~ 1-2 pm) might occupy the gaps between large MWCNT 

agglomerates (see section 4.3.1) forming a more continuous conductive network. 

Table 4.3 further shows that graphite/MWCNT/PI coatings possess lower sheet
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resistance than MWCNT/PI coatings (Table 4.1) thus could be useful for DSC 

application if, in addition, they possess low surface roughness.

It was observed that graphite addition does affect the average roughness of the cured 

coatings by reducing it to some extent. However, the presence of scattered MWCNT 

agglomerates within the coating continued to demonstrate significantly high 

roughness values, which could lead to short-circuiting of the fabricated DSCs. A 

typical surface profile (Figure 4.8) of graphite/MWCNT/PI shows a relatively 

smooth surface compared to MWCNT/PI coatings, however MWCNT agglomerates 

can easily be spotted from the sharp peaks present in the profile that represent Rp of 

the coating.

TABLE 4.3: Sheet resistance values o f  graphite/MWCNT/PI coatings on NCG and 
ECCS substrates.

NCG Substrate Sheet resistance, 
fi/n

ECCS Sheet resistance, 
12/n

% Graphite/MWCNT 
in PI 350°C 450°C

% Graphite/MWCNT 
in PI 350°C 450°C

25%G/1%CNT 28.54 24.5 25%G/1%CNT Z-axis Z-axis

30%G/1%CNT 15.52 13.37 30%G/1%CNT Z-axis Z-axis

30%G/2%CNT 12.38 10.04 30%G/2%CNT Z-axis Z-axis

35%G/1%CNT 8.95 7.48 35%G/1%CNT Z-axis Z-axis

35%G/0.5%CNT 12.94 11.28 35%G/0.5%CNT Z-axis Z-axis
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FIGURE 4.8: Surface profile of a typical graphite/MWCNT/PI coating.
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To further investigate, the surface characteristics o f graphite/MWCNT/PI, surface 

profiles of all the developed compositions (Table 4.3) were recorded before and after 

high temperature heat treatment. The Ra and Rp values obtained in this case are 

graphically presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Figure 4.9 corresponds to the coated 

NCG followed by Figure 4.10 dedicated for coated ECCS substrates.
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FIGURE 4.10: Raand Rp of Graphite-MWCNT/PI on ECCS.

It is evident (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) that graphite/MWCNT /PI coatings displayed 

slightly lower Ra and Rp values (in average) than MWCNT/PI based coatings. For 

instance, Figure 4.11 shows a direct comparison between the average Ra and Rp 

values o f MWCNT/PI and graphite/MWCNT/PI coatings after the high temperature 

heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes. Lower Ra and Rp values demonstrated by 

graphite/MWCNT/PI coatings were due to the presence of soft graphite particles, 

which helped reduce the Ra and Rp values of the coatings by mixing homogeneously
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with the MWCNT agglomerates. However, some scattered MWCNT agglomerates 

remain and display higher Rp values in some cases. Scattered MWCNT also caused a 

substantial variation in the measured Rp values of some compositions. For example, 

significant variation in Rp values was observed (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) in case of 35 

wt% graphite/1 wt% MWCNT/PI (on NCG) and 30 wt% graphite/2 wt% 

MWCNT/PI (on ECCS) coatings before and after the high temperature heating step.
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FIGURE 4.11: Average Ra and Rp values of MWCNT/PI and graphite/MWCNT/PI 
coatings at 450°C.

It is evident from Figure 4.11 and Table 4.3 that graphite additions in this case do 

have some positive effects on the surface roughness and the electrical properties of 

the developed coatings. However, the average Ra and Rp values of such coatings are 

still high (Ra> 3 pm and Rp> 11 pm at 450°C) and fluctuate significantly depending 

on the distribution of MWCNT agglomerates in the matrix.
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Thus, presence of MWCNT gives rise to an inhomogeneous surface characteristic 

that is not ideal for DSC fabrication although the coatings appear to display high 

temperature stability up to 450°C for approximately 30 minutes, as Figure 4.12 

shows no significant variation in the coating thickness on both NCG and ECCS 

substrates.

4.3,3 Graphite added polyimide coatings

The MWCNT based coatings were initially developed because of its excellent 

electrical properties that have been previously reported. It was believed that coatings 

with MWCNT might perform better in terms of their electrical conductivity and 

hence could be utilized for DSC application. However, experimental results in 

sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 suggest that MWCNT/PI and graphite/MWCNT/PI coatings 

demonstrate uneven surface characteristics and due to this reason they may not 

suitable for DSC application. Thus, in order to overcome this problem graphite/PI 

based coatings were studied. Graphite is soft and electrically conductive material, 

which is used as filler for a number of applications such as in adhesives and paints 

[121. Therefore, it could be possible to formulate graphite added polyimide coatings 

that may demonstrate comparatively low surface roughness and high electrical sheet 

resistance values favourable for DSC application.

A typical graphite/PI coating represented in Figure 4.13 exhibits relatively smooth 

surface profile compared to its MWCNT based counterparts. Unlike MWCNT based 

coatings, peaks responsible for high Rp values are less prominent in this case (see 

Figures 4.2 and 4.8).
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FIGURE 4.13: Surface profile of a typical graphite/PI coating.
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This gives an indication that graphite/PI coatings might fulfil the requirement of an 

even surface needed for DSC manufacturing. However, they must also meet the 

substrate conductivity requirement (see section 4.3.1) for DSC application.

Table 4.4 shows that gradual addition of graphite particles in the PI matrix results in 

reduction in the electrical sheet resistance of the cured coatings (350°C treated) on 

NCG substrates. Heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes further reduces the sheet 

resistance to a significant amount. For instance, sheet resistance of 40 wt% graphite 

added polyimide coating was reduced from 21.36 Q/n to 13.41 Q/n after its heat 

treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes. Reduction in the sheet resistance followed by 

high temperature heat treatment could be due to better interconnection between small 

graphite particles (~ 2 pm) present in the organic matrix. It is however, important to 

mention in this case that the formulation becomes highly viscous beyond 40 wt% 

graphite concentration in the polymer matrix; hence, it will no longer be suitable as a 

coating if  graphite concentration exceeds 40% by the weight of the polymeric 

precursor. It can be seen from Table 4.4 that in most cases graphite/PI coatings on 

ECCS and NCG substrates demonstrate Z-axis conductivity and low sheet resistance 

values respectively apart from the 10 wt% graphite. This was due to inadequate 

percolation of graphite particles present in such a coating. The percolation between 

graphite particles was found to increase with graphite loading (in case o f coated 

NCG substrates). In this manner a sudden drop in sheet resistance was observed 

(initiation of Z-axis conduction in case of coated ECCS, changes in sheet resistance 

could not be observed due to the underlying metal) when the concentration of 

graphite particles was increased to 2 0  wt%.

TABLE 4.4: Sheet resistance values o f  graphite/PI based coatings on ECCS and NCG
substrates.

NCG
Substrate

Sheet resistance,
D/n

% Graphite 
in PI 350°C 450°C

10% 2.84K 1.91K

20% 151.26 105.63

30% 71.91 61.58

40% 21.36 13.41

ECCS Sheet resistance,
D/n

% Graphite 
in PI 350°C 450°C

10% 78.41 76.51

20% Z-axis Z-axis

30% Z-axis Z-axis

40% Z-axis Z-axis
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This point is known as percolation threshold after which the sheet resistance started 

to decrease steadily with increasing graphite concentration in the PI. Thus, a highly 

interconnected network o f graphite particles was formed in case of 40 wt% 

graphite/PI coating which demonstrated comparatively low sheet resistance values. 

This type of coating with highly interconnected network maybe beneficial for DSC 

applications as it demonstrates desirable sheet resistance (see section 4.3.1).

The Ra and Rp values of cured and heat-treated coatings on NCG and ECCS 

substrates are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 respectively. Unlike previous sections, 

(see sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) the Ra and Rp values of graphite/PI based coatings on 

both the substrates were significantly lower due to the absence of MWCNT 

agglomerates. Consequently, consistent Ra values (< 2 pm) were observed in most 

cases. For instance, Ra values of 20 wt%, 30 wt% and 40 wt% graphite/PI (at 450°C) 

on NCG were around 1.73, 1.81 and 1.88 pm respectively (Figure 4.14). On the 

other hand, Rp values obtained in this case were also very consistent and relatively 

lower than those displayed by MWCNT based coatings (see sections 4.3.1 and

4.3.2). The average Rp value of graphite/PI coatings (on NCG and ECCS) remained 

between 6-7 pm, which might be acceptable for DSC application as there will be less 

chances o f device short-circuiting due to the even surface. This is in agreement with 

Figure 4.13 where a typical graphite/PI coating demonstrates relatively smooth 

surface compared to its MWCNT based counterparts. Graphite/PI coatings also 

demonstrate thermal stability parallel to other MWCNT based coating (see sections

4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Figure 4.16 suggests that graphite added PI matrix could also 

withstand high temperature heat treatment at 450°C for a prolonged time without 

exhibiting any signs of coating shrinkage. The coating thickness remained almost 

same before and after the high temperature heat treatment. For instance, the 

thickness of heat-treated (450°C) 20 wt% graphite/PI (on both NCG and ECCS) 

remained almost identical to its cured version at 350°C (Figure 4.16). Considering 

the thickness trends obtained in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, it is evident that the thermal 

stability of PI matrix is independent o f the type o f filler used and their physical 

properties. It is evident from this section that graphite/PI coatings have better 

electrical as well as surface properties than MWCNT based PI coatings. In addition, 

such coatings appear to demonstrate some thermal stability at 450°C, which is one of 

the essential requirements for DSC fabrication in this case.
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Therefore, the composition with 40 wt% graphite/PI will be used for DSC 

application due to its lower sheet resistance (~ 13.41 Q/n) and optimum surface 

characteristics (Ra ~ 2 pm and Rp ~ 7 pm).



4.3.4 Photovoltaic Characterization

Based on electrical resistivity and surface morphology data the 40 wt% graphite 

added to polyimide coating was used to coat ECCS and NCG substrates in order to 

use them as DSC working and counter electrodes.

4.3.4.1J-Vcharacteristics o f 40 wt% graphite/polyimide working electrodes

Figure 4.17 illustrates current voltage characteristics of DSCs based on 40 wt% 

graphite/polyimide coated ECCS and NCG working electrodes. Fourteen devices 

were constructed and their average current-voltage characteristics have been 

discussed in this section. It can be seen from Figure 4.17 that the average short- 

circuit current density (Jsc) obtained in case of FTO glass based cell is much higher 

than the cells with graphite/PI coated working electrodes. Consequently, it has been 

seen in Table 4.5 that FTO glass based cells demonstrated higher average 

photoconversion efficiency than the graphite/PI based devices. The poor 

photovoltaic performance of graphite/PI cells could be due to several reasons such as 

the catalytic nature of graphite inducing charge recombination at working 

electrode/electrolyte interface o f graphite/PI cells; non-reflective nature o f black 

graphite/PI coating could also be responsible for the substandard PV performance in 

this case. Therefore, the reason for the reduced performance will be investigated in 

the remainder of this chapter.

It was also alleged that variation in the TiC>2 film thickness could be one of the 

reasons (as an unconventional deposition technique was used, see section 2.5.1) 

behind poor PV performance demonstrated by graphite/PI cells. However, data 

presented in Table 4.5 reveal that the average TiC>2 film thickness in graphite/PI 

based cells is comparable to the cells with FTO glass as working electrode. Hence, 

the Ti0 2  film thickness may not be responsible for lowering the Jsc values in 

graphite/PI cells. In addition, if  there is no significant variation in the Ti0 2  film 

thickness then there should not be any issues regarding the dye uptake by the cells as 

all o f them were dyed in the same fashion. Considering these facts, a question may 

arise as to whether interfacial charge recombination in the cells is mainly responsible 

for such an anomalous behaviour due to the catalytic nature of graphite [13].
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TABLE 4.5: Average current-voltage data obtained from the solar simulation experiment.

Average current-voltage data based on 14 devices
Cells Vac

,(V)
Jsc,

(mA/cm2)
FF, % tl, % Rs, O Rsh, O Ti02 

thickness 
, jum

Graphite
/PI-
ECCS

0.61
(±0.03)

1 . 2

(±0.23)
45.74
(±6.67)

0.35
(±0.12)

123.83
(±70.24)

1924.34
(±494.82)

10.52
(±3.21)

Graphite
/PI-NCG

0.64
(±0.01)

1.61
(±0.51)

54.07
(±1.57)

0.57
(±0.2)

67.15
(±29.38)

2225.59
(±614.38)

11.80
(±3.52)

FTO
Glass

0.70
(±0.00)

6.49
(±0.32)

69.56
(±0.08)

3.16
(±0.15)

11.42
(±0.49)

19983.99
(±7566.22)

10.08
(±2.65)

Therefore, referring back to the dark current (see sections 1.4.1.2 and 3.3.1) curves 

(Figure 4.17) it can be seen that graphite/PI based cells demonstrate higher average 

dark current than standard FTO devices. The onset o f dark current in case o f coated 

ECCS and NCG cells was around 0.3V whereas in case of FTO based devices the 

onset was slightly shifted towards a higher potential > 0.3V. The higher dark current 

demonstrated by graphite/PI based cell could be due to the catalytic nature of
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graphite that may induce charge recombination at the substrate /electrolyte and 

TiCh/electrolyte interfaces as the possibility of charge recombination at these two 

sites is often found to be higher in a DSC [14]. In addition, low average Voc in both 

graphite/PI coated ECCS and NCG cells (Table 4.5) indicates faster charge 

recombination but this needs to be confirmed by electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy.

Table 4.5 also demonstrates comparatively high series (Rs) and very low shunt (RSh) 

resistances in both graphite/PI -  ECCS and NCG cells that is likely responsible for 

diminishing the average fill factors in both cases. Dissimilarity in device electrodes 

(counter electrode was FTO glass based) could be the possible reason behind high 

series resistance values in this case. On the other hand, low RSh could be due to the 

unconventional device architecture and the errors associated with it. It is needless to 

mention that the Rs and Rsh values were obtained automatically from the software 

dedicated for J-V measurements.

43.4.2 E IS  o f  40 wt% graphite/PI working electrodes

Dark current curves and low Voc values obtained from the J-V characteristics provide 

a hint to the interfacial charge recombination in graphite/PI cells due to the catalytic 

nature of graphite. EIS is a reliable technique to obtain a generalized idea about 

interfacial charge recombination (see sections 1.4.1.2, 1.6.3 and 3.3.2) kinetics 

within a dye-sensitized solar cell. This technique is however unable to provide 

separate information corresponding to each interfacial recombination process taking 

place in a DSC. Nevertheless, EIS is a very useful tool to detect interfacial 

recombination in the first place. In EIS interfacial charge recombination at the 

substrate/electrolyte and the TiOVelectrolyte interfaces are represented through the 

Nyquist plot (see sections 1.6.3 and 3.3.2) where the second semicircle (usually the 

bigger one) in the mid frequency region shows a combined impedance associated 

with both the interfacial recombination processes occurring in a DSC. Figure 4.18 

shows charge recombination resistance (Rrc) vs. applied potential in graphite/PI and 

FTO glass based cells. Higher recombination resistance values displayed by standard 

FTO glass cells make it obvious in this figure that interfacial charge transfer kinetics 

in the FTO glass based cell is much slower than the graphite/PI coated cells. In 

addition, chemical capacitance data displayed in Figure 4.19 also suggests that the
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rate o f charge recombination in case of FTO based devices is slower than the 

graphite/PI based cells.
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FIGURE 4.18: Average charge recombination resistance vs. voltage: based on
graphite/PI coated ECCS, NCG and standard FTO cells: based on 9 best performing 
devices.

Lower average chemical capacitance displayed by FTO based devices supports this 

fact. This is vital information, which confirms that poor PV performance 

demonstrated by graphite/PI cells was actually due to interfacial charge 

recombination taking place at faster rates. This is likely due to the catalytic nature of 

graphite, which results in recombination via the substrate at a faster rate alongside 

the recombination via the Ti0 2  film.
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FIGURE 4.19: Average chemical capacitance vs. voltage: based on graphite/PI coated 
ECCS, NCG and standard FTO cells: based on 9 best performing devices.
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However, photovoltage decay (PV) measurement will help collect more specific 

information about the type o f recombination reaction occurring within a device. 

Results obtained from PV decay measurement have been discussed in the following 

subsection.

4.3.4.3 Photovoltage decay analysis o f  40 wt% graphite/polyimide working 

electrodes

EIS analysis has already made it clear that interfacial charge recombination could be 

the reason behind poor PV performance displayed by the graphite/PI based cells, as 

it has already been seen in Figure 4.18 that interfacial charge recombination in 

graphite/PI cells is occurring at a faster rate. However, in addition to EIS other 

characterization technique is required to support this fact. Therefore, PV decay 

analysis was introduced to pinpoint the location of charge recombination in this case. 

PV decay could provide information regarding whether the recombination in 

graphite/PI cells is occurring at the substrate/electrolyte interface or not, as it has 

been assumed that the catalytic nature of graphite is responsible for catalysing the 

back reaction via the substrates in this case.

PV decay is an optoelectronic technique that measures Voc decay over a specified 

time when the bias light is turned off (see sections 1.6.2 and 3.3.4).Thus, Figure 4.20 

in this case shows average Voc decay curves of graphite/PI based cells and their 

comparison with standard FTO glass devices.

It is evident from this figure that PV decay in FTO glass devices is much slower than 

graphite/PI based cells. This means, charge recombination at graphite/PI/electrolyte 

interface is taking place at a faster rate than at the FTO glass/electrolyte interface. 

Now it is clear in this case, that catalytic nature of graphite (Table 4.7) could be 

primarily responsible for interfacial charge recombination at the coated working 

electrode/electrolyte interface, which is vital information to explain the low Jsc 

values observed in this case. However, besides back reaction, the black colour of 

graphite/PI coating may also affect the Jsc values to a significant amount. Black 

coloured substrates could absorb substantial amount of visible light, which reduces 

the amount of reflected light interacting the photosensitive dye.
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FIGURE 4.20: Photovoltage decay in DSCs based on graphite/PI coated working 
electrodes and their comparison with FTO glass based devices: based on 9 best 
performing devices.

Therefore, reflectance measurement was performed on graphite/PI coated substrates 

to compare their reflectance with 15 Q/n FTO glass substrates used to construct 

standard DSCs.

43,4,4 Reflectance measurements o f 40 wt%  graphite/PI and FTO glass

A spectrophotometer was used to carry out “% Reflectance” measurement on 40 

wt% graphite added polyimide coatings after heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes.
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FIGURE 4.21: Comparison of “%Reflectance” between FTO glass and 40 wt% 
graphite/PI coatings after heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes.
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Substrate reflectivity can significantly increase the efficiency of a dye-sensitised 

solar cell. Reflective substrates increase the optical path length of the light travelling 

through the device by returning it back to the photosensitive dye adsorbed onto the 

mesoporous TiCh. Thus, more light is absorbed by the dye, which results in 

substantial increase in photocurrent and efficiency o f the cell. It has already been 

seen that efficiency of a DSC with transparent electrodes is lower than the device 

with a reflective electrode [15]. On the other hand, if  one of the electrodes is not 

reflective enough then it absorbs the incident light causing the photoconversion 

efficiency to decrease dramatically.

Figure 4.21 suggests that 40 wt% carbon added polyimide coating is significantly 

less reflective than fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass in the visible region. 

Black colour of the coating is responsible for maximum light absorption onto its 

surface. Whereas, FTO coating on a transparent glass is more reflective with 

approximately 85% maximum reflectance at around 600 nm. Data obtained from the 

reflectance study concludes this experiment, as it is evident that, in addition to the 

back reaction at the substrate/electrolyte interface, black colour of graphite/PI 

coating is also responsible for diminishing the PV performance of graphite/PI based 

cells.

43,4,5 J-V characteristics o f 40 wt% graphite/polyimide counter electrodes

Current voltage characteristics of graphite/polyimide coated counter electrodes 

(thermally platinised) has been discussed in this section. It was believed that 40 wt% 

graphite/PI coating could also serve as a counter electrode material in a DSC due to 

its conductive nature and hence could replace the expensive FTO glass CE from a 

typical DSC or could be used to manufacture forward illuminated glass-metal hybrid 

devices at lower cost. Figure 4.22 represents average J-V characteristics o f 11 

devices, which include platinised graphite/PI coated ECCS and NCG counter 

electrodes, and their comparison with standard FTO based CEs. Table 4.6 provides 

detailed information regarding the overall PV performance of cells fabricated under 

the same experimental conditions.

Current -  voltage characteristics data in Table 4.6 clearly show that the average Jsc 

values obtained from the cells with graphite/PI (platinized) coated counter electrodes 

(6.65 mA/cm2 for ECCS and 6.98 mA/cm2 for non-conducting glass) were
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comparable to the one displayed by standard cells with platinized FTO glass counter 

electrodes (average Jsc = 8.19 mA/cm2). However, a slight variation in their average 

photoconversion efficiencies was observed (Table 4.6). Emergence of high Jsc values 

in this case was associated with FTO glass working electrodes, which had been used 

to fabricate all the cells. However, the average Jsc values of graphite/PI counter 

electrode based devices were slightly lower than the standard FTO glass cells. This 

could be due to different counter electrode materials (graphite/PI and FTO) and the 

catalytic activity of Pt, which may also vary with the material characteristics. On the 

other hand, Voc of the cells with graphite/PI coated counter electrodes remained 

relatively high without any visible anomalies. However, presence of low shunt 

resistance and slightly high series resistance in graphite/PI counter electrode based 

cells did affect the average fill factor of the cells by reducing it to a significant 

amount compared to the cells with FTO glass counter electrodes.
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FIGURE 4.22: Average current-voltage characteristics of graphite/PI coating on NCG 
and ECCS substrates as counter electrodes and their comparison with a standard FTO 
glass cell.
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TABLE 4.6: J-V characteristics of graphite/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass 
counter electrodes with platinum catalyst.

Average J-V Characteristics of Graphite/PI Coated Counter Electrodes:
Based on 11 devices

Cells Voc,(V) Jsc,(mA/cm2) FF, % n, % Rs. O R sh Q

Graphite/PI 0.70 6.65 59.44 2.83 21.29 4482.08
-ECCS (±0.00) (±0.88) (±5.60) (±0.56) (±6.82) (±1801.17)

Graphite/PI 0.71 6.98 67.19 3.35 12.48 4085.34
-Glass (±0.00) (±1.29) (±1.55) (±0.69) (±3.49) (±191.41)

FTO Glass 0.73 8.19 71.68 4.29 10.19 24393.37
(±0.00) (±0.15) (±1.20) (±0.14) (±1.16) (±18427.15)

Catalytic performance of the platinum present in the counter electrodes can also 

affect the photovoltaic performance of the fabricated cells. Table 4.7 clearly shows 

that the cells without platinum catalyst demonstrated extremely poor PV 

performance. Voc, Jsc, and fill factor were severely affected by the extremely high 

series and substantially low shunt resistance values in this case. However, it can be 

seen from Table 4.7 that graphite/PI coating does have some catalytic activity but it 

is insufficient to catalyse triiodide reduction to any great extent although it is better 

than a simple FTO surface but certainly not as good as a platinized surface.

TABLE 4.7: Average J-V characteristics of graphite/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting 
glass counter electrodes without platinum catalyst.

Counter Electrodes Without Pt-catalyst: Average J-V characteristics based on
9 best performing cells

Cells Voc,(V) Jsc, (mA/cm2) F F, % rj, % R s, Q Rsh £2
Graphite/
PI-ECCS

0.63
(±0.07)

3.40 
(± 1.34)

7.30 
(± 2.07)

0.14
(±0.01)

3176.63 
(± 802.53)

62.85 
(± 46.42)

Graphite/
PI-Glass

0.38 
(± 0.06)

2.54
(± 2.74)

14.54
(± 0.86)

0 . 1 2

(±0.11)
716.16 

(± 289.34)
159.25
(±122.8)

FTO
Glass

0.56 
(± 0.04)

1.81 
(± 0.38)

4.44
(± 0.42)

0.04
(±0.01)

140476.21
(±59765.32)

39.63 
(± 9.44)
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4.3.4.6 EIS o f 40 wt% graphite/polyimide counter electrodes

Electrochemical impedance studies were performed on 9 best performing devices out 

of 11 already discussed in subsection 4.3.4.5. DSCs based on platinized graphite/PI 

coated counter electrodes show similar characteristics to the platinized FTO glass 

based counter electrodes. Figure 4.23 illustrates the average charge-transfer 

resistance at the counter electrode/electrolyte interface of the fabricated DSCs based 

on coated ECCS and non-conducting glass counter electrodes. It is clearly visible in 

this cases; that all coated counter electrodes with thermally decomposed platinum 

perform similarly to the platinized FTO glass counter electrodes. At voltage close to 

Voc, (in this case Voc of the device) the charge transfer resistance was found to be 

low in all cells indicating fast electron transfer from the counter electrodes to the 

triiodide species of the redox couple. High electron transfer rates displayed by the 

graphite/PI coated counter electrodes suggest that the decomposition of 

chloroplatinic acid on the rough graphite/PI surface is successfully completed.

Electrical double layer capacitance (Cdi), commonly known to represents the amount 

of charge stored at the interface between a conductive electrode and a liquid 

electrolyte) 1161 between the platinised graphite/PI based counter electrodes and the 

electrolyte depends on the catalytic activity and the surface area o f the platinized 

counter electrodes. Double layer capacitance is normally proportional to the surface 

area and the catalytic activity of the platinum catalyst, which means higher Cdi 

values correspond to greater catalytic activity and faster triiodide reduction at the 

counter electrode/electrolyte interface of a device.
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FIGURE 4.23: Average charge transfer resistance vs. voltage.
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Figure 4.24 illustrates a comparison between the electrical double layer capacitance 

at the platinized FTO counter electrode/electrolyte interface and the platinized 

graphite/PI electrodes/electrolyte interface. It is clearly visible in this case that the 

average Cdi values of devices with graphite/PI coated NCG counter electrodes are 

almost identical to the cells with FTO glass CEs. However, the average Cdi values of 

cells with graphite/PI coated ECCS counter electrodes were slightly lower in this 

case. This could be due to the poor catalytic performance of the Pt catalyst.
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FIGURE 4.24: Average double layer capacitance vs. voltage.

4.4 Conclusions

The high roughness o f carbon filled polyimide coatings could have been controlled 

using various methods such as functionalization of MWCNTs or sonication of the 

prepared formulations. However, such methods were not tried because it was already 

evident from preliminary experiments that carbon based polyimide coatings 

(graphite/PI, see section 4.3) were not suitable for DSC application due to their 

involvement in faster charge recombination kinetics in the fabricated DSCs. In 

addition, functionalization of MWCNTs is an entirely different field of study in 

terms of materials selection and optimization of physical properties o f functionalized 

MWCNTs. This could be a time consuming approach therefore it was irrelevant to 

this study. Sonication on the other hand could lead to structural distortion of
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MWCNTs affecting vital physical properties such as electrical conductivity (see 

section 4.3). Therefore, sonication was not an appropriate choice in this case.

As a result, Multiwalled carbon nanotubes added polyimide coatings displayed very 

high Ra and Rp values therefore were deemed unsuitable for DSC application. Thus,

40 wt% graphite added polyimide coating was used to manufacture DSCs due to its 

comparatively smooth surface and high temperature resistant properties. 

Furthermore, due to high electrical conductivity, this coating can also be used to coat 

non-conducting soda glass substrates as a replacement for the transparent conductive 

oxide coated glass. Dye-sensitised solar cells based on 40 wt% graphite/PI coated 

ECCS and NCG working electrodes exhibited signs of charge recombination at the 

coating/electrolyte interface that led to very poor PV performance. In addition, the 

black colour of the graphite/PI coating absorbed significant amount of incident light 

resulting in a substantial reduction in the Jsc values. However, DSCs with 40 wt% 

graphite/PI coated ECCS and NCG counter electrodes with thermally decomposed 

platinum demonstrated comparable PV performance to the platinized FTO based 

standard device.

Hence, it can be concluded from this study that 40 wt% graphite/PI based composite 

coating is not suitable for DSC working electrode application but it could be useful 

in manufacturing TCO less counter electrodes at a lower cost.
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CHAPTER 5

TITANIUM NITRIDE/POLYIMIDE 

COATINGS FOR DYE-SENSITIZED 

SOLAR CELL APPLICATIONS
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5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was observed that ECCS and non-conducting glass 

substrates (NCG) coated with 40 wt% graphite/polyimide coating performed 

reasonably well as DSC counter electrodes but not as working electrodes due to very 

high interfacial charge recombination at the working electrode/electrolyte interface. 

Although, carbon/polyimide coatings were thermally stable but high surface 

roughness of such coatings (specially the Rp values) increased the possibility o f 

detrimental device short-circuiting. Therefore, it was concluded that carbon coatings 

are not suitable for DSC applications where the intention is to develop a coating that 

has the potential to act as both a working and counter electrode for dye-sensitised 

solar cells based on low cost substrates such as ECCS and non-conducting soda 

glass.

Therefore, an alternative material is required with physical properties similar to the 

carbon materials, including high electrical conductivity and excellent thermal 

stability. In addition to carbon, there are a few materials available such as tungsten 

carbide and titanium nitride, which are chemically inert, thermally stable and 

sufficiently conductive in nature. Titanium nitride (TiN) is one good candidate, 

which has a cubic crystal structure and is extremely hard in nature w . Titanium 

nitride is a chemically inert, ceramic material and is 50 times more conductive than 

elemental graphite l2,31. Thus, TATA steel the industrial sponsor o f this research was 

interested in the application of TiN in DSC technology.

Titanium nitride is a versatile material with a number o f uses ranging from cutting 

tools to abrasion resistant coatings 141. In addition, superior electrical conductivity of 

this material makes it ideal for various electronic applications including dye- 

sensitised solar cells. Titanium nitride based counter electrodes are being 

investigated in current DSC research. However, DSC working electrodes based on 

TiN are very rare to find in the research literature l5,61. A detail description regarding 

the application o f TiN in DSC technology can be found in section 1.9.8.

Therefore, this work involves development of a novel coating based on TiN and a 

polyimide system. The primary aim o f this work is to address the roughness and 

charge recombination related issues that remained unsolved in the previous chapter
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based on carbon coatings. Thus, success of this work could offer a reliable low cost 

alternative to the expensive titanium metal and the FTO glass electrodes 17-111.

5.2 Experim ental

This chapter deals with the roughness related issues more carefully by studying 

surface characteristics of doctor bladed TiN/PI coatings prepared on non-conductive 

glass (NCG) substrates according to the method already described in section 2.3.2. 

TiN/PI coated NCG substrates were dried at 150°C for 150 seconds followed by 

curing at 350°C for 5 minutes.

Coating characteristics such as Ra (average roughness) and Rp (average peak height) 

of cured TiN/PI coatings were measured simultaneously using a stylus profilometer 

(see section 2.4.2). The same measurements were repeated after high temperature 

heat treatment of cured TiN/PI coatings at 450°C for 30 minutes to assess the 

variation in Ra and Rp values after the high temperature heating process. In addition, 

coating sheet resistance was also measured after curing and during the high 

temperature heat treatment process at 450°C for 30 minutes. Based on complete 

surface and electrical characterization, the best composition with optimized 

properties was then selected for DSC applications.

Finally, a complete photovoltaic analysis is presented based on the best performing 

TiN/PI coated substrates (ECCS and NCG) as working and counter electrodes in 

reverse and forward illuminated DSCs respectively.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Characterization o f TiN/PI coatings

TiN/PI coatings on NCG substrates were cured according to the method already 

explained in sections 2.3.2 and 5.2 followed by sheet resistance measurements using 

four-point probe technique. Since it has already been observed in section 4.3 that 

conductive coatings on ECCS substrates can only give indistinctive Z-axis resistance 

values, these substrates were not initially introduced at this stage as the primary 

driving force for this initial experiment was to identify the composition with lowest 

sheet resistance value (see sections 4.1 and 4.3). However, ECCS substrates will be 

used later to compare Ra and Rp values of the best performing TiN/PI composition 

on ECCS and NCG substrates after consecutive heating steps. Sheet resistance 

values of cured TiN/PI coatings with different TiN concentrations are given in 

Figure 5.1. It is evident from this figure that the electrical sheet resistance (Rs) of 

cured TiN/PI coatings decreases with increasing titanium nitride concentration in the 

polyimide matrix.
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FIGURE 5.1: Sheet resistance vs. wt% TiN in PI at 350°C.

A gradual decrease in sheet resistance (Figure 5.1) was observed as the amount of 

titanium nitride in the polyimide matrix was increased from 30-90 wt%. It is obvious 

in Figure 5.1 that 30 wt% TiN/PI displayed highest sheet resistance value, which 

decreased dramatically when the amount o f TiN was increased to 40 wt% in the 

polymer matrix. This is because at 40 wt %, TiN/PI successfully overcomes the 

percolation threshold and becomes more conductive when the amount of TiN was
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further increased in the polymer matrix. At this point it suggests that the inter

connections between TiN particles were successfully achieved providing a 

continuous pathway for conduction in the cured polymeric structure. Further 

additions of TiN improve particle interconnectivity in the polymer matrix and 

thereby increase the number of conductive pathways for the electrons to move freely 

in the coatings |12l  Thus, 90 wt% TiN/PI has the maximum number of conductive 

pathways than others as it demonstrates the lowest sheet resistance value amongst all 

samples.

Raand Rp on the other hand (Table 5.1) displayed no significant variation and stayed 

relatively consistent in all cases. Unlike carbon-based coatings, Ra and Rp values 

obtained in this case were significantly low indicating a smooth and even surface of 

the cured TiN/PI coatings with TiN particle size < 3 pm.

TA B LE 5.1: Ra and Rp values o f cured TiN/ PI coatings at 350°C for 5
minutes.

TiN wt. % in PI Ra, pm RP, pm
0.58 2.30

30% (±0.07) (±0.94)
0.58 1.92

40% (±0.02) (±0.05)
0.61 2.10

50% (±0.04) (±0.26)
0.62 2.09

60% (±0.05) (±0.12)
0.66 2.76

70% (±0.03) (±0.56)
0.72 2.25

80% (±0.13) (±0.24)
0.67 2.46

90% (±0.04) (±0.57)

It can be seen from Table 5.1 that cured samples with TiN/PI coatings demonstrate 

Ra values between 0.5 -  0.7 pm whereas, the average peak height (Rp) values varied 

between 2-3 pm.

Cured TiN/PI coatings were then further heat-treated up to the limit of TiCh sintering 

temperature, at 450°C for 30 minutes to investigate the impact of elevated 

temperature on the electrical as well as surface properties of the developed coatings. 

In addition, TiN is known to lose its electrical conductivity when heated to higher
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temperatures ll3]. It was observed that compositions containing 30 wt%, 40 wt% and 

50 wt% TiN coatings display extremely high sheet resistance (Rs) values ranging 

from 48,000 -  285 Q/n after heat-treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes. Hence, such 

coatings are less important in this study as coatings with low sheet resistance values 

are more important in this case. Therefore, coatings with extremely high Rs values 

were not investigated further. Increases in sheet resistance were also observed in 

high TiN wt% coatings above 60 wt% TiN in PI (Figure 5.2). However, the rate of 

increase in sheet resistance in these coatings was comparatively slower than others 

with low TiN concentrations.
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FIGURE 5.2: TiN/PI coatings: sheet resistance vs. time at 450°C between 0 and 
30 minutes.

Figure 5.2 shows a relationship between the heat-treatment time and the change in 

electrical sheet resistance to visualize the increase in the resistance of selected 

TiN/PI coatings during the heat treatment process. It can be seen in Figure 5.2 that 

the coatings with less TiN loading tend to show a sharp increase in the sheet 

resistance with time during their heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes. Thus, 60 

wt% TiN added PI shows a dramatic increase in the resistance whilst the increment 

was very slow in the case o f 90 wt% TiN coating. High temperature oxidation of TiN 

particles in the oxidative environment could be the reason behind rapid loss in the 

electrical conductivity of all coatings ll3'1S|. Saha et al. reported that when TiN is 

heated up to 450°C, it starts growing an oxide layer, which continues to grow with 

heat-treatment time. The group also observed phase transformation in the oxide
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layer, which was based on amorphous TiCh in the beginning but later transformed 

into a thick crystalline TiCh layer after heat-treatment for 16 hours [15]. However, the 

rate of oxidation of highly pigmented coatings was relatively slow which could be 

due to the presence of excess TiN particles in the matrix preventing faster oxidation. 

In addition, according to percolation theory, it can be elucidated that the coatings 

with high TiN concentrations contain greater number of percolation pathways, which 

are capable of preserving the electrical conductivity of such coatings even after high- 

temperature heat treatment in oxygen containing air atmosphere. Due to this reason, 

a heat-treated (450°C for 30 minutes) coating with low TiN loadings e.g. 60 wt% 

TiN/PI, shows approximately 200% increase in sheet resistance whereas, the 90 wt% 

TiN/PI coating demonstrated approximately 51% increase in the sheet resistance 

over the entire heat treatment time of 30 minutes (Figure 5.3).
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FIGURE 5.3: Percentage increase in sheet resistance of TiN/PI coatings after 
heat-treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes.

In addition to the sheet resistance measurements, surface characteristics o f TiN/PI 

coatings were also studied after high temperature heat treatment at 450°C for 30 

minutes. The average roughness (Ra) and the average peak height (Rp) are very 

important factors in this case (see sections 4.1 and 4.3) that influence DSC 

manufacturing. If the coatings are too rough then the fabricated DSCs could suffer 

from short-circuiting after their assembly with the counter electrodes. Hence, Ra and 

Rp values of TiN/PI coatings were monitored after the high temperature heating 

process at 450°C for 30 minutes. It can be seen from Figure 5.4 (a) that there is an
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insignificant variation (compared to the carbon/PI coatings, section 4.3) in the 

average roughness values of the developed coatings during the high temperature heat 

treatment stage. It is evident that the average roughness (Ra) values in this case 

demonstrate an increasing trend with TiN wt%, nevertheless Ra values of highly 

pigmented coatings (70%, 80% and 90%) remind ~ 0.7 pm (after high temperature 

heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes), which is acceptable for DSC application. 

Furthermore, this suggests that the roughness of such coatings is not significantly 

affected by the high temperature heat treatment, as it remains at a reasonable level 

even after 30 minutes at 450°C.
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FIGURE 5.4: Ra and Rp values of TiN/PI coatings after curing at 350°C and 
heat treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes.

Besides the average roughness (R a), determination of average peak height (R p) in the 

roughness profile is also very important in this case. Presences of few bigger 

particles or some agglomerates (as in case of carbon/PI coatings, section 4.3) give 

rise to such peaks higher than the coating’s general R a value. Identifying the 

prevalence of the agglomerates at the surface is important in order to ensure 

continuous coating. Their presence can lead to short-circuiting if used to 

manufacture DSCs. Therefore, a lower peak height means a less chance of DSC 

short-circuiting. Figure 5.4 (b) reveals that most of the R p values in this case of 

TiN/PI coatings are below 3 pm which is favourable for DSC application. However, 

in few instances, R p values close to 3 pm were also observed (e.g. 70 wt% TiN, R p =  

2.76 pm). Nevertheless, such values are lower than those obtained in the case of 

carbon/PI based coatings and thus are suitable for device manufacturing. In addition,
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variation in the Rp values between 350°C and 450°C (Figure 5.4, b) is slightly higher 

than in case of Ra values, which could be due to the presence of slightly bigger 

particles in the coatings or agglomerates detected during surface profilometry.

5.5.2 Selection o f  the best TiN/polyimide composition fo r  DSC application

Developed TiN added polyimide coatings are high-temperature resistant and 

electrically conductive with significantly low Ra values. However, most of them are 

unable to maintain low electrical sheet resistance after high temperature heat 

treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes as shown in section 5.3.1. This could be due to the 

partial oxidation o f TiN particles at higher temperatures, which results in a 

substantial decrease in the sheet resistance values of the developed coatings. The 

effect of oxygen on TiN properties will be investigated later using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy studies. The 90 wt% TiN added polyimide coating 

displayed optimum characteristics in this test regime because the sheet resistance of 

this coating remained comparable to the standard FTO coated glass and the average 

roughness was also lower than the carbon based coatings developed in the previous 

chapter (see section 4.3). At this point in the study, ECCS substrates were introduced 

to identify the impact of applying the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating to ensure whether there 

is any abnormality in Ra and Rp values due the presence of micro-roughness (Ra = 

0.96 pm) on the ECCS substrates. ECCS substrates coated with 90 wt% TiN/PI were 

sequentially heat-treated at 350°C (5 minutes) and 450°C (for 30 minutes) 

respectively and their Ra and Rp values were compared after each heating step. 

Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2 suggest that the average roughness of 90 wt% TiN/PI at 

different temperatures was not affected by the micro-roughness present on the ECCS 

surface. It can be seen that the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating is sufficiently thick to cover- 

up all the asperities present on the ECCS surface, which minimizes the chances of 

cell shorting (Ra = 0.61 pm at 350°C and 0.67 pm at 450°C) and makes these coated 

metallic substrates useful for DSC application. The TiN/PI coating has small 

planarizing effect on the ECCS surface reducing the Ra from 0.96 pm down to 0.67 

pm. Hence, considering these facts, 90 wt% TiN added PI coating was selected as 

the best candidate for DSC application and further used to coat ECCS and NCG 

substrates for device fabrication.
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FIGURE 5.5 (a): 90 wt% TiN/PI on ECCS substrates heat treated at 350°C and 
450°C.
TABLE 5.2: 90 wt% TiN/PI on ECCS substrates: at 350°C and at 450°C.

90% TiN/PI - ECCS a t 450oC
I ----- 90% TiN/PI - ECCS a t 350oC
I  ECCS

».IWi

Li_________ L

90% TiN/PI coatings on ECCS: 
at 350°C for 5 minutes & 450°C for 30 minutes

350°C
777V% n’t in Average Average peak Average Sheet

PI roughness height (RP), thickness, pm resistance,
(Ra), [Ml jum Q/n

90% 0.61 2.41 26.93 Z-axis
450°C

90% 0.67 2.64 27.50 Z-axis
ECCS Baseline

Uncoated 0.96 3.15 NA Z-axis
ECCS

FIGURE 5.5 (b): One year old ECCS based DSC substrate coated with 90% TiN/PI 
coating shows no significant signs of corrosion (Right) Uncoated ECCS substrate exposed 
to DSC electrolyte (Left).
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In addition, Figure 5.5 (b) shows that 90% TiN/PI coated ECCS substrates display 

better corrosion protection against the DSC electrolyte compared to the uncoated 

metal. It was already clear from the beginning that both TiN and PI are chemically 

inert therefore they should protect the underlying ECCS metal substrates from the 

aggressive DSC electrolyte containing IVI3" redox couple. However, devices based 

on 90%TiN/PI coated ECCS were fabricated and kept for a year to check whether 

there is any corrosion of the underlying substrates taking place by the electrolyte 

present in the cells. After a year when the cells were dismantled and the coating was 

removed no signs of significant corrosion was observed on the ECCS substrates that 

were exposed to the DSC electrolyte for a year. The image on the right hand side of 

Figure 5.5 (b) shows a dismantled device that was preserved for a year. In contrast, 

the image on the right hand side of Figure 5.5 (b) shows an uncoated ECCS substrate 

that was exposed selectively to the DSC electrolyte only for a week. It can be seen in 

this image that the uncoated ECCS substrate demonstrated signs of severe corrosion 

where it was exposed to the electrolyte. This proves that 90%TiN/PI offers excellent 

corrosion protection against the DSC electrolyte, which makes it a suitable candidate 

for DSC application.
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5.3.3 SEM analysis o f  90 wt% TiN/PI coating

Figure 5.6 shows SEM images of 90 wt% TiN/PI coating after curing at 350°C for 5 

minutes (Figure 5.6, a) and heat-treatment at 450°C for 30 minutes (Figure 5.6, b). 

Both the figures show no significant changes in the overall surface morphology of 90 

wt% TiN/PI composition after its high temperature heat treatment at 450°C for 30 

minutes. It is clearly visible from the SEM images that the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating is 

densely packed with evenly distributed TiN particles throughout the polymer matrix, 

which results in an electrically conductive and heat resistant composite coating with 

low sheet resistance value. Moreover, SEM images show the presence of some 

bigger TiN particles in the polyimide matrix, which was probably the reason for 

higher Rp values of the coatings including the 90 wt% TiN/PI. It is needless to 

mention that the 90 wt% TiN/PI samples for the SEM analysis were prepared on 

NCG substrates.

FIGURE 5.6: SEM images 90 wt% TiN/PI coating: (a) cured at 350°C for 5 minutes 
and (b) heat-treated at 450°C for 30 minutes.

5.3.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) o f  heat-treated 90 wt% TiN/PI 

coating

The effect of high temperature heat-treatment on the surface of the 90 wt% TiN/PI 

coating was studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. This is a very useful 

technique to study the elements present on the surface of a thin coating followed by 

their precise quantification. XPS was used to investigate the effect of oxygen on the 

90 wt% TiN/PI coating during the high temperature heating steps. It is understood
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from existing literature |13,141 that TiN undergoes surface oxidation when heated in 

an oxygen rich environment. Nevertheless, it was important to study the surface 

characteristics of TiN/PI composite system to confirm this. A quantitative elemental 

analysis is presented in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, which describes ‘Atomic%’ 

concentration of each element present on the surface of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating 

after curing at 350°C for 5 minutes and heating at 450°C for 10 and 30 minutes 

respectively.

In each case (Figure 5.8) peaks due to carbon (C Is, 284.8 eV), oxygen (O Is, 533.3 

eV), titanium (Ti 2p 3/2, 458.9 eV) and nitrogen (N Is, 400.3 eV) are observed. It 

can be seen from Figure 5.7 that the amount of oxygen has significantly increased 

whilst the amount of nitrogen has decreased after the heat-treatment at 450°C for 10 

and 30 minutes. In addition, the amount of carbon has also slightly decreased due to 

polymer decomposition. Increase in the oxygen concentration could be due to 

formation of oxides and oxynitrides on the surface of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating. 

The oxides and oxynitrides could possibly be TiCU and TiNxOy as reported 

previously. The small titanium 2p 3/2 peak at 458.9 eV (Figure 5.8, b) is consistent 

with titanium in the +4 oxidation state, suggesting TiCh formation l13_15l, after the 30 

minute heat treatment a small side peak (Figure 5.8, c) is observed in the oxygen Is 

envelope at 530.2 eV, which is consistent with the appearance of a metal oxide. Such 

oxygen containing compounds can dramatically increase the sheet resistance of 

TiN/PI coatings as they are highly insulating in nature.
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i
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0 ■ 1 j _____________. ___________________
C Is O Is Ti 2p N Is

■ TiN-Cured 77.84 14.33 0.4294 4.679
a TiN 450C - 10 mins 72.48 18.8 0.5341 5.462

TiN 450C - 30 mins 75.34 18.07 1.052 3.85

FIGURE 5.7: Quantification of elements present in the heat-treated 90 wt% TiN/PI 
coating.
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FIGURE 5.8: XPS analysis of heat-treated 90 wt% TiN Coating: (a) Carbon IS, (b) 
Titanium 2p, (c) Oxygen Is and (d) Nitrogen Is.
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5.5.5 J-Vcharacteristics o f 90 wt% TiN/PI working electrodes

90 wt% TiN/PI coated NCG and ECCS substrates were used in this experiment to 

study the photovoltaic performance of this best performing TiN/PI coating. In Figure 

5.9, the current-voltage characteristics of reverse illuminated dye-sensitized solar 

cells based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass working 

electrodes was very impressive compared to the graphite/PI based DSCs in the 

previous chapter.
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FIGURE 5.9: Average J-V curves of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting 
glass based DSCs and their comparison with standard FTO glass and titanium metal cells.

This study shows that the PV performance of DSCs based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated 

ECCS working electrodes was better than the coated non-conducting glass based 

cells. The average photoconversion efficiency of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS based 

devices was around 1.63% (± 0.25) whereas, coated non-conducting glass based 

devices could only achieve up to 0.85% (±0.17) in terms of its average 

photoconversion efficiency.

Coated ECCS based cells also demonstrated higher average Jsc value than their NCG 

based counterparts. However, both the coated ECCS and non-conducting glass based 

devices demonstrated significantly low average Jsc values than the standard FTO 

glass based devices in reverse illumination mode (Table 5.3). It was initially believed
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that the variation in TiC>2 film thickness (as the photoanodes were prepared 

according to the method described in section 2.5.1) might be responsible for 

lowering the Jsc values. It is also obvious from Table 5.3 that there was a difference 

in the average TiC>2 film thickness values of the TiN/PI coated substrates and the 

standard FTO glass based cells. It has been reported in some studies that a difference 

of 4 pm in the Ti0 2  film thickness may result in approximately 20% increment in the 

Jsc values of the FTO based DSCs I16,17). However, in this case standard FTO based 

devices exhibited over 70% increase in the average Jsc value compared to the 90 wt% 

TiN/PI coated ECCS cells whilst the difference in the Ti0 2  thickness was 

approximately 3 pm. Same trend was observed in case of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated 

NCG cells with a Ti0 2  thickness difference even less than 2 pm. Thus, it appears 

that the difference in the Ti0 2  film thickness may not be the primary reason behind 

lowering the Jsc values of TiN/PI coated cells to a significant amount.

TABLE 5.3: DSCs based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated working electrodes and their 
comparison with FTO glass and Ti-metal based devices.

Average Data Based on Total 22 Devices
Cells Voc XV) Jsc,(mA/cm2) FF, % >l,% Rs, 11 Rsh H T i02

thickness,
jum

TiN/PI- 0.70 3.68 62.26 1.63 20.44 2.60 xlO3 7.60
ECCS ±0.00 ±0.43 ±2.60 ±0.25 ±3.63 ±1296.84 ±1.44

TiN/PI- 0 . 6 8 2 . 2 0 56.47 0.85 38.66 2.56 x 103 9.06
Glass ±0.00 ±0.42 ±1.13 ±0.17 ±8.61 ±610.49 ±2.94

Titanium 0.71 5.16 76.60 2.82 10.90 1.64 x lO 3 8 . 8 6

Metal ±0.00 ±0.30 ±1.95 ±0.06 ±0.96 ±9907.86 ±1.90

FTO Glass 0.70 6.50 69.56 3.17 11.43 1.99 x lO 4 10.80
±0.00 ±0.32 ±0.09 ±0.15 ±0.49 ±7566.22 ±2.66

Therefore, low photocurrent obtained in the 90 wt% TiN/PI based cells could be due 

to the faster interfacial charge recombination at the substrate/electrolyte and 

Ti0 2 /electrolyte interfaces as the shunt resistance values (Rsh) in TiN/PI based cells 

were substantially lower than the FTO glass based devices. However, high Voc values 

in all cases suggest slower interfacial charge recombination in all fabricated devices.
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This will be investigated in detail using EIS and optoelectronic transient studies later 

in this section.

The fill factor o f a device is normally governed by the parasitic resistance (shunt and 

series) of a cell. High series and extremely low shunt resistances can decrease the fill 

factor of a cell to a significant amount and this can be seen occurring in case of 

TiN/PI coated non-conducting glass based cells. It can be seen in Table 5.3 that the 

average fill factor demonstrated by the TiN/PI coated NCG cells was lowest amongst 

all due to high series and low shunt resistance values that may have resulted from the 

non-conducting nature of NCG substrates. In contrast, the average fill factor of 

TiN/PI coated ECCS based cells was comparable to the FTO glass based device 

because the average series resistance was relatively low along with the considerably 

high average shunt resistance.

It is clear from this experiment that 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS based DSCs were 

less efficient compared to the FTO glass cells but demonstrated comparable Voc and 

fill factor values. Now a comparison is required between 90 wt% TiN/PI coated 

ECCS and titanium metal-based cells to identify the best candidate for low cost DSC 

fabrication on a commercial basis.

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.9 show the comparison between 90 wt% TiN/PI based ECCS 

and Ti metal cells where it can be easily seen that both coated ECCS and titanium 

metal cells are comparable to each other in terms their V 0c, Jsc and fill factor values. 

Even the average photoconversion efficiencies of both the cells were not too far from 

each other.

Thus, PV performance demonstrated by the coated ECCS working electrodes was 

very promising, with a possibility o f further efficiency enhancement by applying 

traditional TiCU treatment to the TiC>2 photoanode [18l  However, mesoporous TiCh 

on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS substrates becomes very unstable and begins to 

delaminate immediately upon immersion in the aqueous TiCU: THF solution (Figure 

5.10). Therefore, efficiency enhancement by TiCU treatment was unfortunately not 

possible in this case.
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FIG U R E  5.10: Delaminated Ti02 on 90 wt% TiN/PI during its TiCU treatment.

5.3.6 E IS  o f  90 wt% TiN/PI working electrodes

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be used to investigate interfacial 

charge recombination kinetics at the substrate/electrolyte and the mesoporous 

TiCE/electrolyte interfaces in a dye-sensitised solar cell. An increase in interfacial 

charge recombination can reduce the PV performance of a DSC by reducing the Voc 

Thus; a faster rate of interfacial charge recombination is often responsible for low 

Voc in a device. It has been observed that recombination at lower potentials (< 0.4 V) 

is dominated by that at the substrate/electrolyte interface as the TiC>2 is effectively an 

insulator. Recombination via the TiCVelectrolyte interface is more dominant at 

higher potentials as the TiC>2 film becomes more conductive due to filling of the 

conduction band) l,9_2°l. Figure 5.11 illustrates recombination resistance vs. voltage 

in DSCs based on coated ECCS and non-conducting glass working electrodes and 

their comparison with standard FTO glass and titanium metal based cells. At the 

highest applied potentials FTO glass devices exhibit the highest Rrc, indicating 

slower recombination compared to the other devices. The reason for this might relate 

to how the substrate affects Ti0 2  sintering, binder bum-off and resultant film 

morphology.
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FIGURE 5.11: Average charge transfer resistance in the coated ECCS, coated 
NCG, FTO glass and titanium metal working electrodes based cells: average data 
based on 1 2  best devices.

One might expect that this difference would be more pronounced when comparing 

metal vs .glass-based devices, as metal substrates would heat up more quickly, 

presumably influencing binder bum-off and sintering. At the lowest potentials 

applied during impedance measurements, the FTO glass devices exhibit lower R rc 

than the other devices. Even though it would be expected, that Ti0 2 /electrolyte 

recombination would still dominate at these potentials (~ 0.6 V), the difference in 

Rrc, between devices, at these lower applied potentials may indicate some 

contribution of recombination via the substrate/electrolyte interface, meaning that the 

reason for higher Rrc in some of the metal based devices, may be due to the 

formation of metal oxide layers (TiC>2 in the case of TiN), that exhibit electron 

selective behaviour and so minimise recombination via the substrate in much the 

same way as a deliberately deposited compact TiC>2 “blocking layer” [22] would. For 

example, in a solid state DSC.

Electron lifetime (xn) in the TiC>2 film can be calculated from the Bode plots obtained 

at a given potential. In this case we have chosen the bode plot at an applied potential 

close to the Voc achieved at 1 sun. The longer the electron lifetime in the TiC>2 film 

the slower the rate of back reaction at the TiCVelectrolyte interface and more 

electrons have a chance to be extracted into the external circuit. Electron lifetime can
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be calculated from equation [1]. Where, f max is the characteristic frequency 

corresponding to the apex of the peaks in the lower frequency region (Figure 5.12).

Electron lifetime (r„) at Voc (of the cells, 0.70V at lSun) = l/2nfmax [1]
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F IG U R E  5.12: Average Bode plots of DSCs based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS 
and glass cells and their comparison with FTO glass, Ti metal cells and uncoated 
ECCS cells at an applied potential of 0.7V: average data based on 12 best devices.

The average electron lifetimes calculated from equation [1] show in Table 5.4 that 

both 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass based working 

electrodes have comparable electron lifetimes in the mesoporous Ti02 film. It was 

also discovered that electron lifetimes of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated substrates were 

slightly higher than the xn of titanium metal mounted cell but remained comparable 

to the FTO glass based devices.

TA B LE 5.4: Electron lifetimes of DSCs based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated working 
electrodes and their comparison with FTO and titanium metal based cells: average 
data based on 12 best cells.

DSCs Characteristic 
frequency, Hz

Lifetime ( fn), ms

TiN/PI-ECCS 5.20 30
TiN/PI-Glass 6.31 25

FTO Glass 7.23 2 2

Ti M etal 9.93 16
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5.3.7  Transient measurements o f 90 wt% TiN/PI working electrodes

Optoelectronic transient studies can give valuable information about charge density, 

electron transport and recombination within a DSC. An optoelectronic transient 

signal either in the form of voltage or current is obtained by optically perturbing a 

DSC at various light intensities. This study however does not provide any 

information about the charge transfer process at the counter electrode of a device, as 

there is no photosensitive material present, which can be perturbed by the visible 

light ™

5.3.7.1 Photovoltage decay measurements

The rate of electron recombination at the working electrode/electrolyte interface can 

be estimated by photovoltage decay measurements. In this technique, photovoltage 

in a DSC is first generated by bias light, which is then turned off and the voltage is 

measured over time.

In absence of the bias light, charge carriers recombine at the working electrode 

causing photovoltage to decay with time. Faster decays could indicate faster charge 

recombination at the working electrode/electrolyte interface. In Figure 5.13, it can be 

seen that the photovoltage decay rate in the FTO glass based devices is very rapid 

which results from a faster back reaction at the FTO/electrolyte interface. In contrast, 

90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass based working electrodes 

display remarkably slower photovoltage decay rates similar to the substrates based 

on titanium metal. It was believed that the formation of a thin compact Ti0 2  layer on 

90 wt% TiN/PI coating during its high temperature treatment at 450°C (see sections

5.3.1 and 5.3.4) was responsible for the slower photo voltage decay. This thin layer of 

TiCh might act as an electron selective “blocking layer” as reported by Cameron et 

al. in their paper describing the role of TiC>2 based blocking layers deposited using 

spray pyrolysis technique in reducing the photovoltage decay rate, which would slow 

recombination at substrate/electrolyte interface. Thus, the presence of a blocking 

layer can significantly increase the overall PV performance o f a devicel22].
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FIGURE 5.13: Average photovoltage decay measurements of 90 wt% TiN/PI 
coated working electrodes and their comparison with FTO and Ti based cells: 
average data based on 1 2  best devices.

Therefore, it appears from the PV decay analysis that the formation of a Ti0 2  

compact layer on 90 wt% TiN/PI as in case of Ti metal mounted cells, can 

substantially reduce the rate o f back reaction via the substrate in such devices.

5.3.7.2 Electron lifetime measurements

The transient photovoltage decay lifetime in a dye-sensitized solar cell gives an idea 

regarding electron lifetime in the mesoporous Ti0 2  film, at open circuit. In this case, 

the electron lifetime was measured by applying small optical perturbation to a dye- 

sensitized solar cell, which results in an increase in photogenerated charge carriers in 

the device, establishing a transient increase in potential difference across the cell, 

which then decays back to the steady state. A first order exponential decay function 

is then used to fit the transient photovoltage decay and the decay time constant is 

calculated to give the average electron lifetime at a given voltage. Figure 5.14 

illustrates average electron lifetimes in ECCS and non-conducting glass working 

electrodes coated with 90 wt% TiN/PI coating and their comparison with standard 

FTO and Ti metal based cells.
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FIGURE 5.14: Average transient electron lifetime vs. voltage in 90 wt%
TiN/PI coated substrates and their comparison with FTO and Ti based cells: 
average data based on 1 2  best devices.

It can be seen in this case that the FTO based device has the longest electron lifetime 

amongst all at around 0.6 V. This could be due to the absence of compact Ti0 2  layer 

on the FTO working electrode and might indicate the onset of recombination at the 

substrate/electrolyte influencing electron lifetimes in these devices. Whereas, all 

other cells including titanium metal based substrate demonstrate comparatively 

higher electron lifetimes in the mesoporous Ti0 2 at 0.6 V, due to the formation o f a 

thin compact Ti0 2  based layers during their high temperature heat treatment.

It is also evident from the figure that the electron lifetimes of the fabricated cells 

tend to decrease when the voltage shifts from 0.6 V to 0.7 V this could be due to the 

fact that at higher potentials the mesoporous TiC>2 film becomes sufficiently 

conductive allowing electrons to escape at faster rates from the porous TiC>2 film [19‘

5.3.7.3 Charge density measurements

Charge densities of individual devices were measured via charge extraction, which 

involves illuminating the device at a certain light level, then switching o f the light 

and short-circuiting the device simultaneously. By integrating the subsequent current 

extracted from the device, total charge can be calculated for the device, in its 

condition immediately before switching off the bias light.

20]
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It can be seen from Figure 5.15 that charge density in the Ti metal mounted DSC 

was highest of all devices. This may be due to the Ti metal substrate heating up more 

quickly than the glass/FTO based substrates, resulting in greater trap densities 

because of more crystal defects in the TiC>2 .
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FIGURE 5.15: Average charge density vs. voltage in 90 wt% TiN/PI coated 
substrates and their comparison with FTO and Ti based cells: average data based on 
1 2  best devices.

In contrast, 90 wt% TiN/PI coated non-conducting glass (NCG) cells exhibited 

lowest charge density within the device, which could be due to the slower heating 

rate o f TiN/PI coated NCG without the FTO layer as the cells with FTO coated glass 

appear to have higher charge densities in this case. This was probably the reason of 

sub-standard PV performance observed in 90 wt% TiN/PI coated NCG cells.

On the other hand, the average charge density obtained in 90 wt% TiN/PI coated 

ECCS cells was almost similar to the FTO glass based devices. Although, ECCS 

would heat-up rapidly as Ti metal but the presence of TiN/PI coating may have 

altered the heating rate o f ECCS in this case making it comparable to the FTO glass 

based substrates.
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5.3.8. Reflectance measurements o f the 90 wt% TiN/PI and FTO glass

As shown in Chapter 4, a reflective substrate can significantly increase DSC 

efficiency 1231. A UV-Vis spectrophotometer was used to record the percentage 

reflectance of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating during heat treatment at 450°C at 10 

minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes intervals, during the heat treatment period. The 

obtained reflectance values were then compared with 15 Q/n FTO coated glass and 

shown in Figure 5.16.
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FIGURE 5.16: %  Reflectance v s . wavelength o f  FTO glass and 90 wt% TiN/PI 
at 450°C.

Figure 5.16 shows that the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating is less reflective than FTO glass, 

which has a thin layer o f fluorine, doped tin oxide. The deep brown colour of the 90 

wt% TiN/PI coating is responsible for the non-reflective nature, due to maximum 

absorption o f the visible light which may in turn interrupt the light absorption 

process by the photosensitive dye resulting in low photocurrent outputs from the 

cells.

5.3.9 J-V characteristics o f 90 wt% TiN/PI coated counter electrodes

In this section, the 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass substrates 

were used as DSC counter electrodes in devices with standard FTO glass working 

electrodes. Both coated ECCS and non-conducting glass based substrates were 

initially platinized using a conventional thermal platinization technique (see section 

2.5.3).
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FIGURE 5.17: Average J-V characteristics of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated counter 
electrodes with thermally decomposed and sputter platinum vs. typical FTO cells 
with thermally deposited and sputter platinum: average data based on 24 devices.

The average PV performance of DSCs based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated counter 

electrodes with thermally decomposed platinum is given in Figure 5.17 and Table 

5.5. It is clearly visible from the table that none of the cells performed well in terms 

of their photoconversion efficiencies. The combined effect of high series and low 

shunt resistances resulted in losses in the average fill factor of the cells based on 

platinised 90 wt% TiN/PI on ECCS. Non-conducting glass based cells with 

thermally platinized 90 wt% TiN/PI also demonstrated poor average fill factors. 

Significant loss in fall factors in both cases was attributed to the poor catalytic 

activity of platinum onto 90 wt% TiN/PI coating. This could be due to the absorption 

o f chloroplatinic acid by the oxide and oxynitirde species (see sections 5.3.1 and 

5.3.5) present on the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating, which in turn reduces the catalytic 

activity of the platinum catalyst. This is applicable for ECCS, and non-conducting 

glass based counter electrodes as poor fill factors due to parasitic losses were 

observed in the J-V curves in both cases (Figure 5.17). In order to avoid the 

interaction between TiN/PI and the chloroplatinic acid, a sputtering technique was
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introduced to deposit elemental platinum (2 nm thick) using a Quorum 150T sputter 

coater, onto the 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass substrates.

TABLE 5.5: Average J-V data of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated counter electrodes (with 
thermally deposited and sputter platinum) and their comparison with FTO glass 
based typical devices.

Average D ata Based on 24 )evices
Cells V oc XV) Jsc,(mA/cm2) FF, % 17, % Rs, £1 Rsh O

TiN/PI 
ECCS 

Thermal Pt

0.69
±0.02

4.74
±0.87

7.33
±0.87

0.24
±0.07

2197.07
±1370.95

30.02
±1.33

TiN/PI 
Glass 

Thermal Pt

0.72
±0.00

8 . 1 0

±0.34
27.78
±5.26

1.63
±0.30

270.93
±121.81

438.40
±122.43

TiN/PI 
ECCS 

Sputter Pt

0.69
±0.01

4.31
±0.89

13.39
±0.52

0.40
±0.09

784.25
±169.88

74.28
±11.49

TiN/PI 
Glass 

Sputter Pt

0.72
±0.01

8.05
±0.17

55.92
±1.26

3.27
±0.15

25.31
±1.46

6317.02
±2094.01

FTO Glass 
Thermal Pt

0.73
±0.00

8 . 2 0

±0.16
71.69
±1.20

4.30
±0.15

1 0 . 2 0

±1.16
24393.37
±18427.15

FTO Glass 
Sputter Pt

0.72
±0.01

7.61
±0.40

72.62
±0.90

4.02
±0.29

9.39
±0.66

17376.14
±15779.15

Since the platinum catalyst was deposited in elemental form without any heat 

treatment, it did not seem to interact substantially with the TiN/PI coating. Table 5.5 

and Figure 5.16 represent photovoltaic characteristics o f 90 wt% TiN/PI coated 

ECCS and NCG counter electrodes with sputtered platinum. Coated non-conducting 

glass substrates with sputtered platinum perform relatively well in terms of their 

photoconversion efficiencies with an average value of 3.27%, which was comparable 

to the FTO counter electrode based device fabricated in the same manner. Moreover, 

the average Jsc value of these cells was significantly higher than the standard FTO 

counter electrode based devices with sputtered platinum.

However, the average fill factor of the coated glass counter electrode based cells was 

remarkably lower than the standard FTO cell with sputtered platinum. Lower fill 

factor in this case was due to the combined effect of high series and the low shunt 

resistances in such devices. It could also be attributed to the poor catalytic activity of 

the platinum catalyst, which will later be investigated using impedance spectroscopy.
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The 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS counter electrodes with sputtered platinum showed 

extremely poor PV performance (Table 5.5, Figure 5.17). Very high series resistance 

and extremely low shunt resistance were responsible for slow electron transfer at the 

counter electrodes of these devices. High series resistance in this case could be due 

to the high contact resistance between the ECCS metal and the 90 wt% TiN/PI 

coating, which resulted in slow electron transfer from the ECCS metal to the 90 wt% 

TiN/PI coating. Thus, high series resistance is generated between these two 

dissimilar entities resulting in substandard PV performance.

5.3.10 EIS o f 90 wt% TiN/PI counter electrodes

Electron transfer kinetics at the counter-electrode/electrolyte interface of a DSC can 

be determined by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The ease o f electron 

transfer at the counter electrode in the presence of the platinum catalyst can be 

estimated from the charge transfer resistance values obtained from the impedance 

spectroscopy. The lower the charge transfer resistance at the counter

electrode/electrolyte interface, the higher the electron transfer rate from the 

platinised counter electrode to the I /I3 ' redox electrolyte leading to faster reduction 

of the triiodide species.

Slow electron transfer at the counter electrode is often observed due to poor catalytic 

performance o f the platinum catalyst, which can result in poor PV performance. 

Hence, the platinum catalyst plays a pivotal role in the electron transfer process at 

the counter electrode/electrolyte interface and even a slight abnormality in the 

catalyst can cause remarkable variation in the PV performance of the cell.

Figure 5.18 shows the charge transfer resistance (RCe), as a function o f applied 

potential, of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and NCG counter electrodes coated 

with thermally decomposed and sputtered platinum. The Rce values o f the coated 

counter electrodes was also compared with standard FTO glass counter electrodes 

with thermally decomposed and sputtered platinum. The charge transfer resistances 

of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS counter electrodes with thermally decomposed and 

sputtered platinum were found to be high in this case due to the poor catalytic 

activity and very high contact resistance between ECCC and the TiN/PI coating.
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FIGURE 5.18: Average charge transfer resistance at the counter electrodes of the 90 
wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting glass electrodes and FTO based cells 
(with thermally deposited and sputter platinum): average data based on 18 devices.

As a result, both type o f cells demonstrated very poor PV performance as already 

represented in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.17. The 90 wt% TiN/PI coated, non

conducting glass counter electrodes with thermally decomposed platinum exhibited 

lower charge transfer resistance than the ECCS based cells which may be due to the 

presence of only coating’s internal resistance rather than the contact resistance 

arising from the two dissimilar materials in contact. However, the interaction 

between TiN/PI and the chloroplatinic acid substantially reduced the catalytic 

activity o f the platinum catalyst leading to poor photoconversion efficiency of only 

1.63% (±. 0.30)

In contrast, the charge transfer resistance of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coated non

conducting glass counter electrode with sputtered platinum was lower than all other 

coated counter electrodes. This could be due to the fact that the elemental platinum 

deposited in the sputtering technique did not react largely with the TiN/PI coating. 

Moreover, the sputtering technique does not require a high temperature heat 

treatment therefore coating’s internal resistance also remained low resulting in 

overall improvement in the PV performance of the cells (Table 5.5). As might be 

expected, both the FTO glass based cells with thermally deposited and sputtered 

platinum, demonstrated the lowest charge transfer resistances at the counter
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electrode/electrolyte interface resulting in faster electron transfer to the redox 

electrolyte. This resulted in superior PV performance by the FTO counter electrode 

based cells, which was comparable to the 90 wt% TiN/PI coated glass counter 

electrode cells with sputtered platinum. The electrical double layer capacitance (Cdi) 

at the counter-electrode/electrolyte interface of the 90 wt% TiN/PI based counter 

electrodes also depends upon the catalytic activity and the surface area of the 

platinized counter electrodes. The Cdi is normally proportional to the surface area and 

the catalytic activity of the platinum catalyst, which means higher Cdi values result in 

greater catalytic activity and faster triiodide reduction at the counter 

electrode/electrolyte interface of a device 1241. It can be seen from Figure 5.19 that the 

Cdi of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated non-conducting glass counter electrode based cells with 

sputtered platinum was significantly higher than all other coted counter electrode 

based cells. Higher catalytic activity on such a counter electrode results in greater 

amount o f charge accumulation on the rough TiN/PI surface followed by faster 

charge transfer to the redox couple. The Cdi of the 90 wt% TiN/PI with sputtered 

platinum was also closely comparable to the FTO glass based cells with thermally 

decomposed and sputtered platinum (Figure 5.19). This implies that 90 wt% TiN/PI 

coated non-conducting glass counter electrodes with sputtered platinum may 

demonstrate comparable PV performance to the FTO glass based cell.
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FIGURE 5.19: Average electrical double layer capacitance in platinized counter 
electrodes/electrolyte interface of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS and non-conducting 
glass electrodes and FTO based cells (with thermally deposited and sputter platinum): 
average data based on 18 devices.
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5.4 Conclusions

Based on all experimental results obtained in this chapter, it can be concluded that, 

titanium nitride containing polyimide coatings are electrically conductive and high 

temperature resistant in nature. The 90 wt% TiN added polyimide coating was 

chosen for application in dye-sensitized solar cells because of its extremely low sheet 

resistance and outstanding high temperature stability. In addition, the surface 

roughness of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating was substantially lower than those based on 

carbon materials in the previous chapter. This indicates that the 90 wt% TiN/PI 

coating was the best candidate for DSC applications in this chapter.

The photovoltaic performance of DSCs based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS 

working electrodes was slightly lower than the standard devices based on FTO glass 

and titanium metal. More importantly, the presence o f an oxide layer on 90 wt% 

TiN/PI coated substrates displayed lower tendency of charge recombination 

compared to the typical FTO glass mounted devices. However, a significant amount 

of current loss was observed due to low shunt resistance and poor light reflectivity of 

90 wt% TiN/PI coating. The photoeonversion efficiency of 90 wt% TiN/PI based 

cells could not be improved further through TiCU treatment as the mesoporous Ti0 2  

immediately delaminates upon its immersion into the TiCU solution.

The PV performance of 90 wt% TiN/PI coated (ECCS and NCG) counter electrodes 

was found to be dependent upon the platinization techniques and the substrates used 

for device fabrication. It has been observed in this case that coated ECCS based 

counter electrodes failed to demonstrate desirable PV performance. However, 

counter electrodes based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated NCG with sputtered platinum 

displayed comparable PV performance to the cells with FTO based counter 

electrodes.

In short, this study confirms that 90 wt% TiN/PI coating can be used as both 

working and counter electrode material for DSC applications. Moreover, the 

chemically inert nature of this coating protects the underlying low cost metallic 

substrate from the aggressive electrolyte, thereby presenting a low cost alternative to 

Ti metal used in DSCs.
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CHAPTER 6

HYBRID COATINGS FOR DYE- 

SENSITIZED SOLAR CELL 

APPLICATIONS
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6.1 Introduction

In previous experimental chapters, we have already discussed PV performance of 

graphite/PI and titanium nitride/PI coatings for dye-sensitized solar cell application. 

However, none of them could perform equally well as both DSC working and 

counter electrodes. For instance, 40 wt% graphite/PI coating is not suitable to be 

used in DSC working electrodes but it performs slightly well as a counter electrode 

material. Same is true for 90 wt% TiN/PI coating that is good for the working 

electrodes but not ideal for the counter electrodes (unless we use sputtered platinum). 

In addition, 90 wt% TiN/PI needs large TiN loading, which is economically not 

feasible. Therefore, we need such a coating, which will act consistently well as both 

working and counter electrode materials whilst exhibiting an optimum PV 

performance.

As we have already seen that graphite/PI coatings are slightly catalytic in nature thus 

demonstrate better performance as DSC counter electrodes whereas, micron sized 

TiN based PI coatings are non-catalytic (see section 1.9.8) hence suitable for 

working electrode application. Therefore, a hybrid of both may result in an 

optimized composition with a characteristic to function as DSC working as well as 

counter electrode material. However, the amounts of TiN and graphite have to be 

adjusted in such a way that an optimum composition with tailored properties is 

achieved. However, a trade-off between efficiency and consistent PV performance is 

expected whilst achieving this goal.
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6.2 Experimental

Polyimide matrix based hybrid coatings o f titanium nitride and graphite were 

develop in the same manner as described previously for graphite/PI and TiN/PI 

coatings (see sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). The mixture was first doctor bladed onto 

NCG substrates followed by drying and curing steps (drying at 150°C for 150 

seconds and curing at 350°C for 5 minutes respectively). Special care was taken in 

controlling the amounts of graphite and TiN in the polyimide precursor. Similar to 

the previous chapters (Chapters 4 and 5), electrical sheet resistance of the developed 

coatings were systematically assessed after curing at 350°C (for 5 minutes) and high 

temperature heat treatment at 450°C (for 30 minutes) respectively. In addition, 

surface morphology of the coatings was monitored using a stylus profilometer (see 

section 2.4.2) and a scanning electron microscope (see section 2.4.5).

Finally, the hybrid coating with optimum performance was then selected to coat 

ECCS and non-conducting glass (NCG) substrates for their application as DSC 

working and counter electrodes. Fabricated DSCs were then characterized using 

solar simulation, EIS and optoelectronic transient techniques. More information on 

these techniques can be found in sections 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 of the experimental 

chapter.
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6. 3 Results & Discussion

6.3.1 Characterization o f  hybrid coatings

As a rule of thumb, the amount of graphite in this case must be less than 40 wt% of 

the precursor matrix as this composition has already been used in Chapter 4 and the 

outcome was not impressive. Hence, the amount of graphite in the PI precursor was 

kept at 20 wt% in this case because at this point it crosses the percolation threshold 

limit (see section 4.3). On the other hand, 30 wt% TiN was initially mixed with 20 

wt% graphite as TiN/PI coatings discussed in Chapter 5 became electrically 

conductive when the amount of TiN was increased to 30 wt% in the polymer 

precursor. Thus, the developed composition with 30 wt% TiN and 20 wt% graphite 

in the polyimide demonstrated intermediate average roughness values in Figure 6.2 

but the electrical sheet resistance (Figure 6.1) of this composition on non-conducting 

glass (NCG) was significantly high after its curing and high temperature heat 

treatment at 350°C and 450°C respectively (Figure 6.1). This composition is labelled 

as “Hybrid-1 ” in Figure 6.1.

It can be seen from Figure 6.2 that the average surface roughness (Ra) and the 

average peak height (Rp) of hybrid-1 composition are significantly lower than the 

best performing carbon/PI coating (see section 4.3) and higher than the optimum 

TiN/PI coating (see section 5.3). Therefore, this composition (hybrid-1) may be 

suitable for DSC application; however, higher sheet resistance obtained (Figure 6.1) 

after curing (350°C for 5 minutes) and high temperature heat treatment (450°C for 30 

minutes) makes the coating unfavourable for DSC application.

FIG U R E  6.1: Hybrid coatings and their comparison with best performing
graphite/PI and TiN/PI coatings on non-conductive glass substrate: sheet resistance 
vs. composition.

□ 30
■ Rs 450°C 

Rs 350°C
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FIG U R E  6.2: Hybrid coatings and their comparison with best performing graphite/PI 
and TiN/PI coatings on non-conductive glass substrate: Ra and Rp vs. composition.

Inadequate percolation between the particles (graphite and TiN) in the PI matrix is 

probably one of the most important factors responsible for such a high sheet 

resistance values ll*. In addition, partial oxidation of TiN particles could also be 

involved in reducing the electrical conductivity of this coating (see section 5.3). The 

number of percolation pathways in this coating can be increased either by increasing 

the amount of graphite particles or by adding more TiN into the matrix. Addition of 

excess graphite may increase the electrical conductivity but it could also make the 

coating catalytic (see section 4.3). Therefore, by keeping the graphite concentration 

constant, amount of TiN was increased up to 50 wt% in the developed formulation. It 

can be seen from Figure 6.1 that electrical sheet resistance values of this hybrid 

coating (50 wt% TiN and 20 wt% graphite named as “Hybrid-2”) are significantly 

low after curing (350°C for 5 minutes) and high temperature heat treatment at 450°C 

for 30 minutes. Furthermore, Figure 6.2 suggests that the Ra and Rp values of 

“Hybrid-2” are significantly higher than “Hybrid-1” but comparable to the best 

performing graphite/PI coating. In addition, such values were also substantially 

higher than the optimum TiN/PI coating discussed in the previous chapter. On the 

other hand, “Hybrid-2” coating on ECCS substrates displayed similar characteristics 

in terms of its surface morphology (Ra < 1.6 pm and Rp < 5.5 pm) and high 

temperature stability but Z-axis conductivity was obtained in this case due to the 

conductive nature of the underlying metal.



It should also be mentioned that the hybrid coatings also demonstrated excellent 

thermal stability similar to other compositions discussed in this thesis. Hence, in 

terms of performance and particle loading, hybrid-2 composition could be suitable 

for DSC application as the main objective in this case was to obtain an optimum 

performance whilst keeping the amount of TiN as low as possible. Therefore, DSCs 

based on hybrid-2 composition were fabricated and their PV performance is 

discussed in this chapter. The name “Hybrid-2” is later replaced with “Hybrid” in all 

experimental results presented in this chapter.

6.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy

Surface morphology of the best performing hybrid coating (50 wt% TiN + 20 wt% 

Graphite) was studied using a scanning electron microscope. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 in 

this section show coating morphology after curing and high temperature heat 

treatment at 450°C respectively. It can be seen from Figure 6.3 that TiN and graphite 

particles are uniformly mixed together in the polymer matrix. Furthermore, effective 

close packing between TiN and graphite particles can be seen in this case which was 

responsible for the low sheet resistance of the coating. Interconnection between TiN 

and graphite particles was maintained even up to 450°C for 30 minutes without any 

significant variation in the coating morphology (Figure 6.4). This also suggests that 

high temperature stability of the hybrid coating helps preserve its electrical 

conductivity whilst maintaining the interconnection between TiN and the graphite 

particles. However, increase in the sheet resistance after high temperature heat 

treatment was observed that could be due to the partial oxidation of TiN particles in 

the coating |21.

FIGURE 6.3: Hybrid coating cured at 
350°C/5 mins.

FIGURE 6.4: Hybrid coating
heated at 450°C/30 mins.
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6.3.3 Photovoltaic Characterization

6.3.3.1 J-V characteristics o f hybrid working electrodes

Substrates for DSC applications were prepared by doctor blading the hybrid 

composition (50 wt% TiN + 20 wt% Graphite) onto NCG and ECCS substrates 

followed by device construction according to the method described section 2.5.

Figure 6.5 illustrates average J-V characteristics of reverse illuminated DSCs (coated 

working and thermally platinized FTO counter electrodes) based on the hybrid 

coating and their comparison with typical FTO glass based cells.
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FIGURE 6.5: Average J-V curves of TiN-graphite hybrid coating based working 
electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO devices.

It is evident from the average J-V curves that both the ECCS and non-conducting 

glass (NCG) based working electrodes display identical current-voltage 

characteristics when coated with the 50 wt% TiN and 20 wt% graphite based hybrid 

coating. This is an unprecedented result where both the coated ECCS and NCG 

devices demonstrated closely comparable photovoltaic performances. It is clear from 

Figure 6.5 and Table 6.1 that quantities such as the average Jsc, fill factor and 

photoconversion efficiency values of ECCS and NCG devices are almost identical to 

each other. For example, the average Jsc value obtained from coated ECCS based 

devices was around 2.80 mA/cm2 whereas, the average Jsc of NCG cells was around 

2.40 mA/cm2. In addition, a comparative study shows in Figure 6 . 6  (“a” and “b”) 

that
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cells with ECCS working electrodes coated with hybrid coating demonstrated 

intermediate average Jsc and photoconversion efficiency values that stay between 

graphite/PI and TiN/PI based devices based on the same working electrode.

TA B LE 6.1: Average current-voltage characteristics o f  TiN-graphite hybrid coating 
based working electrodes.

Average Data Based on 11 Devices

Cells V o c , ( V ) J s c ,  (mA/cm2) FF, % % r s, o R s h  a
Hybrid- 0.68 2.40 57.54 0.94 31.77 2528.76

Glass ±0.00 ±0.27 ±0.64 ±0.12 ±3.69 ±532.06

Hybrid- 0.68 2.80 56.97 1.09 30.78 1927.88
ECCS ±0.01 ±0.22 ±1.45 ±0.09 ±2.09 ±248.34

FTO 0.70 6.50 69.56 3.17 11.43 19984.00
Glass ±0.00 ±0.32 ±0.09 ±0.15 ±0.49 ±7566.22

On the other hand, devices based on NCG substrates coated with hybrid coating 

demonstrated highest Jsc and photoconversion efficiency values amongst all coated 

NCG based devices (Figure 6.6).

Carbon/PI Hybrid TiN/PI

Carbon/PI Hybrid TiN/PI

FIG U R E  6.6: Average Jsc and n values: a com parison between graphite/PI,
hybrid/PI and TiN/PI based devices.
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This suggests that the hybrid coating of graphite and titanium nitride could perform 

equally well on both metallic and non-metallic substrates demonstrating an optimum 

photovoltaic performance. However, it was disappointing that the average Jsc values 

demonstrated by the hybrid coated working electrode based cells were substantially 

low compared to the standard FTO glass based devices [3]. Like other coatings 

described in Chapters 4 and 5, this was also due to the non-reflective property of the 

hybrid coating which was brown in colour. Reflectance measurements performed 

using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer shows this in Figure 6.7.
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FIGURE 6.7: %reflectance vs. wavelength in TiN-graphite hybrid coating 
based working electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO coated 
substrate.

It was also remarkable in both cases that the average series resistance in hybrid 

coated ECCS and NCG based cells remained low and almost identical to each other. 

This in association with high average shunt resistance resulted in reasonably high 

average fill factors in both sets of cells.

Figure 6.5 also provides a hint from the dark current curves that the rate of interfacial 

recombination at the coated substrate/electrolyte interface could be slower than the 

FTO glass/electrolyte interface. This will be confirmed later by the EIS and PV 

decay studies.
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6,3.3.2 EIS o f hybrid working electrodes

Electrochemical impedance data show in Figure 6 . 8  that all devices based on hybrid 

coated working electrodes display similar recombination characteristics at the 

TiCh/electrolyte and substrate/electrolyte interfaces [4). However, which type of 

recombination is predominantly happing is difficult to predict from EIS alone. It can 

be seen from Figure 6 . 8  that the average interfacial charge recombination resistance 

values (Rrc) of coated working electrodes were slightly higher at around 0.55 V 

suggesting that the recombination via the substrate is slower (compared to FTO 

based devices) at this potential. However, the average Rrc values of hybrid-based 

devices gradually decrease with increasing voltage and demonstrate faster 

recombination (via the Ti0 2  and the surface oxide film similar to the TiN/PI coatings 

in Chapter 5) at around 0.85 V l5]. In contrast, FTO glass based standard cells on the 

other hand displayed comparatively slower interfacial recombination at higher 

applied potentials due the absence of an additional oxide layer as in case of coated 

substrates (Chapter 5). However, at potential close to the Voc(of the cells at 1 sun), 

the rate of interfacial charge recombination was found comparable to each other in 

case of all devices.
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FIGURE 6 .8 : Average charge recombination resistance in hybrid coating based 
working electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO devices: average based 
on 9 best performing cells.
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6.3.3.3 Photovoltage decay measurements

Photovoltage decay analysis in Figure 6.9 shows that ECCS and NCG based working 

electrodes coated with the hybrid coating demonstrate slower decay in the average 

photo voltage compared to the traditional FTO glass based devices, when the bias 

light was turned off. This indicates that the charge recombination at the coated 

substrate/electrolyte interface was relatively slower than at the FTO/electrolyte 

interface. Slower rate of PV decay has already been observed in TiN/PI based 

working electrodes due to the formation of a thin Ti-oxide based compact layer on 

the surface of the heat-treated TiN (see section 5.3) I6). Therefore, presence of 50 

wt% TiN in this hybrid coating could possibly result in similar phenomenon when 

heated at 450°C for the deposition of mesoporous TiC>2 film. However, the average 

PV decay in coated ECCS based cells was significantly slower than their non

conducting glass based counterparts.
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FIGURE 6.9: Average photo voltage decay curves of TiN-graphite hybrid 
coating based working electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO cells: 
average based on 9 best performing devices.

This could be due to higher oxide concentration on the surface of coated ECCS than 

the coated NCG substrates. Variation in the oxide concentrations on coated ECCS 

and NCG may have been caused by the differences in thermal conductivities of both 

the substrates, as ECCS could heat up more rapidly than NCG within a same time 

span forming excess oxides on the coated substrates.
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6.3.3.4 Electron lifetime measurements

Average electron recombination lifetimes of the fabricated cells were estimated from 

the optoelectronic transient studies and plotted against the voltage in Figure 6.10. In 

general, higher electron recombination lifetime indicates slower interfacial charge 

recombination in a dye-sensitised solar cell. Thus, results obtained in Figure 6.10 are 

in agreement with the PV decay analysis, which has already been suggested slower 

recombination at the substrate/electrolyte interface of the fabricated cells. This study 

strongly suggests that the slower charge recombination in case of coated working 

electrodes could be due to the presence of a compact blocking layer on the surface of 

the hybrid coating, which extends the carrier lifetimes in the Fermi level of 

mesoporous TiC>2 . Hence, the average electron lifetimes in coated ECCS and NCG 

based cells were significantly higher than the typical FTO glass based devices.
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FIGURE 6.10: Average recombination lifetime vs. voltage in TiN-graphite hybrid 
coating based working electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO cells: 
average based on 9 best performing devices.

6,3.3.5 J-V characteristics o f  hybrid counter electrodes

TiN and graphite based hybrid coating was used to coat NCG and ECCS substrates 

to manufacture coated counter electrodes (CE) for traditional FTO glass working 

electrode based DSCs. The purpose o f this experiment was to develop flexible 

counter electrodes for forward illuminated glass-metal hybrid devices and to evaluate
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the PV performance of TCO free glass substrates coated with this electrically 

conductive hybrid coating. It is need less to mention, thermal platinization technique 

was used in this case to platinize the coated counter electrodes.
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FIGURE 6.11: Average J-V characteristics of TiN-graphite hybrid coating 
based counter electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO cells: 
average based on 9 best performing devices.

It is clearly visible in Figure 6.11 that devices with coated counter electrodes 

demonstrate nearly the same average Jsc values as FTO counter electrode based 

devices. In addition, it can be seen from Table 6.2 that other quantities such as Voc 

and the photoconversion efficiency were also very close to the standard devices 

based on FTO glass counter electrodes. However, it is evident from Table 6.2 that 

the average fill factors of the cells based on the hybrid coating were slightly lower 

than the one demonstrated by FTO glass CE based cells. This could be due to 

significantly low shunt and relatively high series resistance values exhibited by the 

devices with coated counter electrodes.

Devices with coated NCG counter electrodes displayed similar characteristics to 

their ECCS based counterparts but their average fill factor was slightly lower than 

the ECCS counter electrode based cells (Table 6.2).
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TABLE 6.2: TiN-graphite hybrid coating based counter electrodes and their 
comparison with standard FTO cells.

Average Data Based on 12 Devices
Cells Voc,(V) Jsc, (mA/cm2) FF, % q, % Rs, £2 Rsh O

Hybrid- 0.71 8.62 59.88 3.70 18.47 7214.8
Glass ±0.00 ±0.09 ±4.23 ±0.26 ±5.03 ±1986.97

Hybrid- 0.71 8.43 65.87 4.00 13.25 5841.20
ECCS ±0.00 ±0.26 ±0.96 ±0.11 ±0.98 ±568.31

FTO Glass 0.73 8 . 2 0 71.69 4.30 1 0 . 2 0 24393.37
±0.00 ±0.16 ±1.20 ±0.15 ±1.16 ±18427.15

This could be due to high average series resistance demonstrated by the devices with 

coated NCG counter electrodes. High series resistance could also be responsible for 

lowering the average photoconversion efficiency of such devices.

It is clear from the J-V characteristics that all counter electrodes based on hybrid 

coating performs equally well as FTO glass based standard cells with a slight 

variations in the fill factor and photoconversion efficiency values. This could be 

attributed to slower charge transfer kinetics at the coated counter 

electrodes/electrolyte interface, which will be investigated later using 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

63.3.6 EIS o f hybrid counter electrodes

The charge transfer kinetics at the platinized coating/electrolyte interface was 

investigated using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Figure 6.12 clearly 

shows in this case that DSCs with coated ECCS based counter electrodes display 

similar charge transfer kinetics to the platinized FTO counter electrode based 

devices. As a result, ~ 4% average photoconversion efficiencies were obtained in 

both cases, which was due to low charge transfer resistances (Rce) at the counter 

electrode/electrolyte interfaces o f such cells (Figure 6.12). Low charge transfer 

resistances observed in both cases could be due to the low series resistance values 

demonstrated by the coated ECCS and FTO glass based counter electrodes. Coated 

NCG based counter electrodes also displayed comparable characteristics to the 

coated-ECCS and FTO counter electrodes based cells. However, it can be seen from 

Figure 6.12 that the average Rce value obtained in this case was higher than the
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coated-ECCS and FTO counter electrode based devices. This could possibly due to 

comparatively high average series resistance demonstrated by such cells.
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FIGURE 6.12: Average charge transfer resistance vs. voltage in TiN-graphite hybrid 
coating based counter electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO cells: 
average based on 9 best performing devices.

Capacitance between the platinized counter electrodes and the electrolyte is known 

as electrical double layer capacitance (Cdi) which depends on the catalytic nature and 

the surface area of the platinized counter electrode 171. Double layer capacitance in a 

DSC normally increases with the surface area and catalytic activity o f the catalyst. 

This leads to faster reduction of the redox couple at the counter electrode/electrolyte 

interface, which could also improve the overall PV performance of a device.

It can be seen from Figure 6.13 that the average Cdi values of all fabricated cells are 

closely comparable to each other. Enhanced Cdi values were observed in this case 

close to the Voc of the cells at 1 sun. This suggests that the platinum catalyst present 

on the counter electrodes o f such cells was in the right amount and efficiently 

catalysed the triiodide reduction at counter electrodes. There is a possibility, that the 

counter electrodes with hybrid coating may have been benefited from the rough 

surface, which could also enhance the Cdi values due to its high surface area.
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FIGURE 6.13: Average double layer capacitance vs. voltage in TiN-graphite 
hybrid coating based counter electrodes and their comparison with standard FTO 
cells: average based on 9 best performing devices.

6.4 Conclusions

The hybrid coating made o f 20 wt% graphite and 50 wt% TiN requires less amount 

of graphite and TiN yet demonstrates optimum electrical and heat resistant 

properties. Hence, from the commercial point of view, this coating could be used to 

coat cheap metal substrates for roll-to-roll DSC production in a cost effective 

manner.

This hybrid coating could work equally well in both DSC working and counter 

electrodes. Devices based on coated non-conducting glass and ECCS working 

electrodes demonstrated identical PV performance. However, poor light reflectivity 

of this hybrid coating did reduce the average Jsc of the cells to a significant amount 

compared to the standard FTO glass based devices. Nevertheless, DSCs based on 

coated counter electrodes (NCG and ECCS) displayed identical PV performance to 

the FTO glass counter electrode based standard devices. Unlike the scenario 

observed in previous chapter, titanium nitride present in this hybrid coating did not 

react with the platinum catalyst during the thermal platinisation technique, which 

gives high efficiency cells without requiring the use of sputtering technique for Pt- 

deposition.
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Considering the results obtained from this experiment, it can be concluded that the 

hybrid coating based on TiN and graphite is better than the 40 wt% graphite/PI and 

90 wt% TiN/PI coatings in terms of its overall PV performance.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
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7.1 Conclusions

This research has successfully proven that low cost steel substrates such as ECCS 

can be used to manufacture DSCs if coated with a polyimide based conductive 

coatings. Such coatings appear to demonstrate some chemical inertness that protects 

the underlying metal from the attack of aggressive IVI3' DSC electrolyte. In addition, 

high temperature stability (up to 450°C) and low electrical resistivity are the two 

very important properties of the coatings, which enables high temperature processing 

of the coated metallic substrates without compromising the electrical conductivity of 

the underlying metal. These coatings can also be utilised to coat non-metallic 

substrates such as a plain soda-lime glass as FTO free substrate for DSC application. 

However, PV performance of DSCs varies significantly depending upon the nature 

of the conductive fillers used to develop such coatings.

It is evident from Chapter 4 o f this thesis that carbon/polyimide coatings as working 

electrodes were not ideal for DSC application. Coatings based on 

MWCNTs/polyimide demonstrated substantially high Ra and Rp values. In addition, 

developed coatings exhibited high sheet resistance values, which were unfavourable 

for DSC application. Although, graphite/PI coatings seemed to be promising in the

I beginning due to comparatively low Ra, Rp and sheet resistance values buti
i

j remarkably low Jsc values were obtained from 40 wt% graphite/PI based devices.

This was due to the black colour of the coating, which displayed poor reflection 

properties responsible for significant reduction in the Jsc. Moreover, graphite/PI
i

coating was slightly catalytic in nature, which initiated interfacial charge 

recombination in such devices contributing towards the overall loss in Jsc. On the 

other hand, platinised (thermally) counter electrodes based on 40 wt% graphite/PI 

coating performed remarkably well with PV performance comparable to the FTO 

counter electrode based devices. This suggests that 40 wt% graphite/PI coating is not 

suitable for DSC working electrodes but it could be useful as counter electrode 

material for low cost DSC manufacturing.

As a possible solution to the problems encountered in Chapter 4, fifth chapter was 

therefore dedicated to titanium nitride/polyimide coatings. TiN/PI coatings were also 

high temperature resistant with attractive sheet resistance values. However, high 

temperature oxidation o f TiN particles was responsible for reduction in the sheet
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resistance of such coatings. Therefore, highly concentrated TiN/PI coatings (with 

TiN up to 90 wt%) were developed to maintain low sheet resistance even after a few 

high temperature heat treatment steps. Thus, 90 wt% TiN/PI coating was chosen for 

DSC application due to its remarkably low Ra, Rp and sheet resistance values. It was 

observed form the current-voltage characteristics that 90 wt% TiN/PI based DSCs 

demonstrated comparable performance to the FTO glass based standard devices in 

terms of their Voc and fill factor values. However, the photoconversion efficiencies 

obtained from such devices were lower than the standard FTO based devices. 

Nevertheless, the cells based on 90 wt% TiN/PI coated ECCS was comparable to the 

titanium metal mounted cells in terms of their overall PV performance. It was also 

realised that a blocking layer of Ti0 2  is being formed during the high temperature 

heat treatment of the 90 wt% TiN/PI coating, which prevents back reaction in such 

devices. However, brown colour of this coating could not improve its light reflection 

property, which caused Jsc reduction to some extent. Counter electrodes based on 90 

wt% TiN/PI with thermally deposited platinum failed to exhibit desired PV 

performance due to the oxide growth on the TiN/PI surface. However, the same 

coating displays comparatively better PV performance as a counter electrode 

material when the platinum was deposited using the sputtering technique. This is 

obviously not suitable for the low cost DSC manufacturing therefore, it can be 

concluded in this case that the TiN/PI coating could be used as a working electrode 

material but not suitable for counter electrode application.

It was evident in this case that none of the developed coatings could perform equally 

well as both working and counter electrode materials. Therefore, in order to address 

this issue hybrid coatings were developed for DSC application. Developed hybrid 

coatings were based on graphite and titanium nitride added together in the polyimide 

matrix in order to obtain optimized physical properties. Similar to the coatings 

discussed earlier, hybrid coatings displayed excellent heat stability and high 

electrical conductivity whilst using optimum amounts of each filler. It was found that 

only 20 wt% graphite and 50 wt% TiN in the polyimide can form an ideal 

composition for DSC application. Devices fabricated using such a coating (20 wt% 

graphite- 50 wt% TiN/PI) demonstrated improved PV performance, which was 

comparable to the standard FTO glass based devices. Unfortunately, low reflectivity 

of this coating did reduce the average Jsc and the photoconversion efficiency in this 

case but it does provide an option for the future that by improving its reflectivity,
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device performance can also be improved to a significant amount. On the other hand, 

counter electrodes based this hybrid coating (20 wt% graphite- 50 wt% TiN/PI) 

performed undoubtedly well with thermally decomposed platinum. Photoconversion 

efficiencies obtained in this case were almost equal to the FTO counter electrode 

based cells, which implies that graphite-TiN added hybrid coating could be a low 

cost counter electrode material for DSC application and could act as an alternative to 

the FTO coated substrates.

7.2 F uture  W ork

Coating reflectivity could be improved by incorporating white pigments. Conductive 

oxides (e.g., fluorine doped tin oxide) are white in colour so can be used to enhance 

coating reflectivity without compromising the electrical conductivity. In this manner, 

current output from a dye-sensitized solar cell could be increased followed by an 

improved device performance. In addition, white coloured fillers with small particle 

sizes may also produce smooth surface suitable for device fabrication.

It may be possible to functionalize MWCNT in order to obtain better dispersion in 

the PI matrix, which could effectively reduce the roughness of the MWCNT/PI 

coatings. However, the functionalization process may also have some detrimental 

effects on the electrical conductivity o f MWCNT. Thus, it would be an interesting 

experiment in the future to optimize the MWCNT functionalization process without 

sacrificing its electrical conductivity. Different types of materials could be used for 

the functionalization process to obtain optimum performance.

Development of graphene- TiN hybrid coating could also result in significant 

improvement in the PV performance of the existing hybrid coating. Graphene is an 

excellent conductor of electricity with many attractive physical properties therefore 

this experiment may yield some promising results in the future.

These types o f conductive coatings can also be used for heat release application 

(Joule heating). Preliminary experiments have already provided promising results in 

this area with a possibility of large-scale production. This type o f heat release 

coatings could be used for domestic application replacing the traditional hot water 

based heat exchangers. However, some simulation experiments are required the 

future to calculate the efficiency of such coatings.

In future industrial trials in a roll-to-roll production facility would be useful for this 

research.
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Coating durability assessment will be an essential piece of information to strengthen 

this research in the future. Especially determination o f corrosion behaviour of the 

coatings and the substrate using SVET (scanning vibrating electrode technique) will 

be an interesting study to perform.
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